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PREFACE

This book represents an attempt to gather up and make full use

of the numerous detailed suggestions on methods of teaching

Algebra, on the choice of subject-matter, on the selection of illus-

trations, on the construction of exercises and test-papers, etc,,

which have come under the author’s notice since he first began

(fifteen years ago) to write on the subject. It is divided into

throe parts. Part I deals with notation, formulae, simple equations

and problems ; Part II includes factors, fractions, simultaneous

and quadratic equations ; Part III completes the course for

“ additional mathematics ” in School Certificate. Higher Certi-

ficate and Scholarship work is dealt with in Advanced Algebra

(Durell and Robson).

The book, both as regards text and exercises, is written to meet

the requirements of ordinary pupils. If a book includes enough

{and sufficiently difficult) examples to occupy and train pupils of

special ability, it must contain much that is neither required by

nor is suitable for many of the others. For this reason, an appen-

dix has been compiled, consisting of revision exercises, harder

supplementary exercises and harder test-papers ; and references

to it have been inserted at appropriate places. This appendix

will also be of use to those teachers who like to have a large range

ofexamples from which to make their own selection for class work,

and it supplies in a systematic form the material for a revision

course. Both Parts I-II (bound together) and Part III may be

obtained with or without the relevant portions of the appendix.

Another feature to which the author attaches importance is the

provision of groups of “Extra Practice” exercises at the end of

Part I and of Part 11 for pupils who need additional “drill”;

similar exercises are included in the appendix to Part III.

The initial difficulties in Algebra are mainly due to the novelty

of the notation. These are best overcome by training the pupil

to think in numbers when using lettere and by demonstrating the

practical utility of the notation by applications to formulae.

These two principles have determined the selection of the subject-

matter of the early chapters. Throughout the book iilustrationa

T
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have been drawn from practical geometry, physics and mechanica

to increase the interest in the theory and to secure variety in its

problems, and this object is furthered by a free use of diagrams.

There are a few exercises in Part III {Ex. VIII. a, c, IX. o, 6)

which merely elaborate types of examples included ii»€*art 11.

The requirements of certain examinations make it necessary to

insert them, but the continuity of the course will nq|; be broken
if they are passed over.

The author acknowledges gratefully the valuable help he has
received from Miss E. M. Read, Mr. G. Ayres, and Mr. A. Buckley,
who have read the proofs and have made many useful suggestions.

He is also indebted to Mr. R. M. Wright for some of the test-

papers and for assistance with the proofs.

C. V. D,

NOTE

The new edition contains a supplement covering the further
requirements of certain examining bodies for “ additional mafhe-
matics ” in School Certificate and Matriculation examinations.
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PART III

CHAPTER I

IOT)ICES AND LOGARITHMS

Positive Integral Indices

If n 13 any positive integer,

o” is a short way of writing axaxax ...ton factors.

Example 1. Simplify the following :

(i) xa* i (ii) a* -i-a*
;

(hi) (a*)^.

(i) a® xo* ={a xa X a) X (a xa xo xa)

—a xoxaxaxctxo xa~a^.

. , a xa xa xa xa xa
(ii) o®-Ha2=
^ axa

=:a X A xa xa=a*.

(ii) (o*)^ -a^ xo® xo^

= {a xa) x{axa) x{axa)

=a xa xa xa xaxa-a\

EXERCISE I. a

1. Obtain from first principles the simplest forms for the

following

:

(i) a^xa^

;

(ii) :
(in) (c*)*

;
(iv)

2. Write down the simplest forms for the following :

(i)a<xa*; (u) (iii)a:xa;V (iv)
2
/*-l-y;

(v) (c*)2
;

(vi) “d®
;

(vh) xz^

;

(viii) (ty»)’
;

(ix)o-fa<; (x) (6*)M (xi) c*^c®; (xh)d®xd®,

3. What general formulae include the following special cases ?

(i) a®xa*=a^j a*xa«=a®; a*xa*=o*h

(ii) o*+o*=a<; o«-f-a=>=o‘; o*H-o‘=o‘.

(iii) (o*)= =0* s
(o»)>=a>"i (o>)<=o«.

4. What is the square o'f x* ?

5. By what must y* be multiplied to give y'* t

6. By what must z^® be divided to give z* ?

7. «Sunplify (i) a* x a® -^a*
;

(ii) (ft*)*

D.S.4. A
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8. What is (i) the cube of 3c® ? (ii) the square of 4d* 7

^ 9. Simplify (i) (x4)s
;

(ii) {f)K

10. What values of x satisfy the following equations 7

(i)xxo®=:o*; {n)h^-^x = h^

;

(iii) 6® xa; =:6®.o

Fractional and Negative Indices

The examples in Ex. I. a illustrate the following facts

;

If m, n are positive integers,

(i) a”* xa’^=a^”,

(ii) a”^“-a** if m > n,

(iii) =a”^”.

These results are proved by the methods used in Example 1, p. 1.

If m is not a positive integer, e.g^, if w =:f or - 5 or 0 or -

the symbol a'^ has not yet been defined. We shall now find out

what meaning must be given to it if the law

a™ X a”

remains true for aU values of m and n.

Example 2. What is the meaning of 9^ ?

9^x9^ = 9^+i=9i=9.

Since the result of multiplying 9^ by itself is 9, it follows that

9^=:V9-

Example 3, What is the meaning of ?

xa^ xa^ =:ai=a

;

(a*)® =a.

Take the cube root of each side,

= i,fa.

Example 4. What is the meaning of 7

xa^ xa^

(o^)®=o®.

Take the fourth root of each side,
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We may also argue as follows ;

=c^ xa^ X =(a^)*

;

but, as in Example 3, we can show that

For example, 16^ = VU6®) =( Vl^)* !
but it is quicker to

evaluate ( than V(16®), because the numbers are smaller.

Thus V16-2; /. 16^ = (2)a = 8.

Example 5, What is the meaning of ?

a* xa“* =a* j

a®
Divide each side by a®, /. a~®

“a®*

Note. We have assumed that o ^ 0 ; we cannot divide each

side by o* if a =0.

We shall not give any meaning to the symbol O’” when m is

negative or ziro.

4bample 6. What is the meaning of 7

a® X a® =a^ ;

q3
Divide each side by a®, /. a“

o®

a'' = l.

Note. As in Example 5 ,
we must suppose that a:jfe 0.

Aliematiw methods may be used for Examples 5, 6 :

Assume that a"*^ a” equals a”***” when n> m, ai^O.

Th«i but^=i; =
a® a® a* a®

Also ^=:a*~®=a®; but^ = l; .*. a“ = l.
a* o*

EXERCISE I. b

1. (i) What are the squares of a;®, a;® ?

(ii) What are the square roots of x\ aj^®, a;" ?

2. Find a:” if

(i) a:” xa?” =a:®
; (ii) a^ x a^ =«* ; ,

(Ui) a^ x a:” ;

(iv) X* X X* -ar*
; (v) ar” x «« =a:*

;
(vi) a?" x ar” ~x.
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3.

Find a;" if

(i) a:" X aj" X =a;®
;

(ii) re" x ai" x as” =x*

;

(iii) as" xa:" xar"=as.

4. .What is the cube root of (i)
; (ii) a*

;
(iii) a® I

5. Simplify (i) x6^
; (ii) (6^)*,

What is the meaning of as^ and ?

6. Show how to find the meaning of the following :

(i) ; (ii)
;

(iii)
;

(iv) d^K

7. What are the squares of ?

8. What are the cubes of ?

9. Express as powers of x ;

(i) Vaj’ ;
(ii)

;
(iii)

;
(iv)

10.

Simplify :

(i)16i; (ii)8^ (iii) 8^
;

(iv) 9^i
;

(v) 81^

;

(vi) 27^
;

(vii) 16^^
; (viii) 81«

;
(ix) 32^

;
(x)

11. Find ic" if

(i) X® xx" =a:*

;

(ii) x^ xx*^

;

(iii) x^ x^"=a?®

;

(iv) jc® xx^T=x^ ; (v) a:®
;

(vi) x^ xx"=a;®.

Then express as powers of ar, i.e. in the form
^4 j>m2 /yi&

(0)-^! m~,! (c)^: (d)^;

and simplify each of these fractions in the ordinary way.

12. Simplify ct’ xa“*
; what meaning does this give fop a~* ?

13. Simplify h® x6“®. What is the meaning of b~^ ?

14. Simplify c* x c~K What is the meaning of c"^ ?

15. Simplify a;* xx*. What is the meaning of a;** ?

16. Simplify y® xy®. What is the meaning of y® ?

17. Simplify

;

(i) a:® X a:®
;

(ii) a:® x 1 ;
(iii) a;® x 1 ;

(iv) a;® x 0.

(v) a:* X 0 ;
(vi) xx ; (vii) a:® xa:®

;
(viii) a^ x a;.

18. Simplify in two ways each of the following :

... O'* xo* .... a i yai
(n) j— i

at

..... a i xai
(m)

o*

19.

Simplify;

(i) 3->
; (ii) 4-1 j (iii) 6«

J (iv) 2-’
;

(v) 16'*
j

(vi)(l)-‘i (vu)8-ii (viii) (J)-!
;

(bt) 1-1
; (x)2f’*.
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20. Express with positive indices :

(i) a-*

;

(ii) 6 ^

;

(iii) ; (iv) f,

:

(vVa*)-*; (vii)(-T; (vui) d"* xd”*.

21. Express With root signs the following :

(i) (ii) 10 *

;

(iii) 10-«

;

(iv) 101-“

;

(v)2^; (vi) 31'*

;

(vii) 6"^
; (viii) 9“^.

22. If a = 16, & = 9, find the values of :

(i) fli +6^

;

(ii) (a +6)1

;

(iii) a ^ + 5 ^
;

(iv) (o+6)“^.

23. Simplify

:

(i) ; (ii) 16-0'5

;

(iii) 161'™
. Jiy)

4-1.1 .

(v) 320'*

.

(Vi) (O-l)-i; (vii) {J)»*»

;

;
(viii) 32^'*.

24. Express as a power of 9 :

(i) 81

;

(ii) 3 : (iii) 27 ; (iv) 243 ;

{v)4; (vi) gV

;

(vii) i

;

(viii) V3.

[For further practice, see Appendix, Ex. F.P. 1, p. 154.]

The examples in Ex, 1. b show what meanings must be given

to o’" when n#is fractional, negative, or zero, if the law,

a”* X a" =0’"+”,

holds for all values of m and n.

The results are as follows :

(i) If p, q are any positive integers,

aL^(a*')={^a)P.

(ii) If n is any number, integral or fractional, and ef=^0,

(m)Ifa:/=0, a" — !.

In particular, we have a« = */'a.

The following special cases, which occur frequently, should be

noted carefully

:

= ^/a ;
= .

a yo

If 0"* is defined as the function of a which obeys the law,

X o”

for all values of ^n and n, a:jfeO, the results (i)-{iii) above may bo

proved by the methods used in Examples 4-6, p. 3.
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Powers of 10

Since 10^ = VIO, we can find its value to^ many places of

decimals as we like by using the process for calculating square

roots or by using square root tables.

Thus 10i = VlO =3162....

Similarly, loi = V(10^) = V(3-162) = 1-778 ...

,

and lO^ = V(10l) = -v/(l-778) = l-333... .

Again 10* = 10* x loi^3 162 x 1-778

=6 '62, correct to 3 figures.

Or 10* =,;/(10’) =.;/(1000) = -v/(31-62)=6-623.

Graph of y=10
liiiiiiiiiSSSSSS

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSiiiiHaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

:!Ussi!!S!ss!K::::;:::s!ss!:sssss;:!SKSSu:i!s

MlSSSlSSSSSSSSSSSSSRSSSSSSSS
!sss!:s!Ss::s:ss:ssEs:;s3:iss!ssss:!S!:

eaillBIBBHHBBIHMBRHB
BaBMBBHailsSBRBiaaaaBBHaaaHHRaBHBBaaBBBBIlRRB
BBBBBBBPSaBBBaaBBBBBflBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBflBBB
BBBBPsSBBBBBBflBflBflflflRRBflBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBflBBBBBB
PCsSBflBBBBBBflBBBBBBBBBBaBRBBBBaaaBBBBBBaBBBBBBBBBB
aBBaBBBBBaBBBBaBBBBaBBaBBBBBBBBBRBaBaaaRBBBaaBBaBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBaRBBBBBBBRBBBBRBaBBRaaaaBBBBBBBRRBBBB
aBaRBBBaBRBBBBBBBBBBBBBaBBBBBBBBBBBBBBflBBBBBBBBaBB
BBBBBBBBBIRaBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBRRBBBBRaBBBBBaBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBRRaBBBBBBBBBaaRBBaBaBBBBBBBBaaBBBaflRRflBa

0‘4 0-6

Index
OB 10
Values of X

Flfl. 1.
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By multiplication or using square root tables, as above, it is

easy to add to this list the values of 10^, 10^, 10^,

Also we have seen that 10° = 1.

We ca^ therefore construct a table of values for the function

y = 10® as under ;

X 0 •125 25 375 •5 •625
;

•76 :
•876 1

o
^

II

1

S)) 1 1-33 1-78 2-37 316 4-22 5-62
!
7-60

1 :

10

The graph obtained by using this table is shown in Fig. 1 ; tlie

reader should draw this graph for himself, on as large a scale as

the size of the paper permits, and use it for Exercise I. c.

EXEBCISE I. c

Use the graph of y = 10® to answer the following questions :

1, What are the values of :

(i) 10®’“
;

(ii) 10®-’
;

(iii) 10®’«
; (iv) 10®’“ ?

2. Expre|8 as powers of 10 :

(i) 2 ;
(U) 3 ;

(iii) G ; (iv) 7*8
;

(v) 15.

3, Find the values of a, &, c, N, in the following argument

;

2 8 = 10®; 3-2 = 10»;

2-8x3-2 = 10«xlO® = 10«+® = 10®=N.

Check by multiplication.

4. Use the method of No. 3 to find approximately the value of

4’6xl-6.

5. Use the method of No. 3 to find approximately the square

of 2-7.

6, Find the values of a, 6, c, N in the following argument

;

8-6 = 10®; 3-8 = 10®;

8*6-^3-8 = 10®-flO® = 10®-® = 10®=N.

Check by division,

7. Use the method of No, 6 to find approximately the value
of 7-4 ^2-9.

8, Find the values of o, 6, N in the following arguments :

(i) 8 = 10®; v/8 = 10®=N;
(u)6 = l0®; V6 = 10®=N;
(iii) 9 = 10®; ;/9 = 10®=N.
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Logarithms

If any number y is expressed as a power of 10, that is, if 2/
= 10®,

then X is called the logarithm of to hose 10 ; thus, since 2^10®'^,

the logarithm of 2 is 0*30, approximately ; this may bb written,

log ^=^0-30.

In Ex. I. c, the logarithms of various numbers were obtained

from a graph, but it was not practicable to work with more than

2 significant figures. To obtain a higher degree of accuracy, it is

simpler and quicker to use tables.

Numbers between 1 and 10. The graph on p. 6 gives loga-

rithms of numbers between 1 and 10 cmly
;

these logarithms lie

between 0 and 1. In the same way, tables contain logarithms of

numbers between 1 and 10 only ; but, to savt space, decimal points

are usually omitted. The following portion of a logarithm table

should be compared with the corresponding part printed in the

book of Tables.

0 1 2 9 123 7 ,8 9

2*9 •4624 •4639 •4654 •4757 1 34 ^-0 12 13

3 0 4771 •4786 -4800 4900 1 34 10 11 13

3*1 •4914
1

-4928 •4942 ^ -6038 1 3 4 10 11 1«^

The figures in the outer loft column represent numbers between

1 and 10, those in the inner wide columns represent their loga-

rithms. In books of Tables, the numbers 2-9, 3-0, 3 1, etc., are

usually printed 29, 30, 31, etc., and their logarithms as 4624,

4771, 4914, etc., instead of -4624, -4771, -4914.

The method of finding logarithms from the tables is best

explained by taking examples. Thus, from the top row of the

extract,

2-90 = 10®'“**; 2-91 =10® *“»
;

2-92 = 10“ ““; etc.

Similarly,

3 00 = 10“ *”i
;

3-01 = 10®*““; 3-02 = 10®*“®®; etc.

Xn this way, we can read ofi the logarithm of any number between

1 and 10, expressed to three significant figures. For numbers

expressed to four significant figures, we eoi^d use interpolation,

l^us to find the logarithm of 2-918, we have log 2-910=0-4639

imd log 2-920=0*4654 ' the increase in the logarithm is 0 *0015.
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/. for log 2*918, the increase^^ of 0015 = 0012 ;

log 2 918=^i:0*4639 + 0 0012 =0*4651.

To save time, the coiresponding increases are shown in the

narrow coyimns on the right, called difference columns. Thus, in

the 2*9 row, in the narrow column headed 8, we find 12. This

means that, ff 12 is added to 4639, giving 4661, 2*918 = 10'’ ”®',

the same result os was obtained above by interpolation,

Numbers of any Magnitude. In order to multiply a number by a

power of 10, it is merely necessary to move the digits an appro-

priate number of places to the left.

2*913 X 10^=29130;

2*913x103=2913;

2*913 xl0* = 291*3;

2*913 xl0' = 29*13;

29130 =IO'>-««xlO‘ = 10*+«'””

2913 = ioo-«« X 103 = 103+D‘««

/. 291*3 =10'’'«« X 103 = 103+»-”«.

29*13 X 10' = 10'+'’’«”

In general, if a number is multiplied by 10”, where n is any

positive int^r, we move the digits n places to the left. This

rule may be regarded as holding also when n is a negative integer.

To multiply by 10“®, we move the digits
( -2) places to the left,

that is, 2 placSis to the right, since 10“* =y^*

Thus 2*913 X 10-2 =o*02913 ;
2*913 x lO"® =0*002913, etc.

We may therefore extend the column given above, as follows :

2*913 xlO-i =0*2913;

0*2913 = X 10-' =

2*913 X 10-2 = 0 02913;

0*02913 =10»*«« x10-2 = 10-2+'> «43,

2*913x10-3 = 0*002913;

0*002913 = 10»‘”« X 10-2 = 10-3+0'”” .

and so on.

In this way, we can obtain the logarithms of numbers of any

magnitude, large or small, although the tables contain only

logarithms of numbers between 1 and 10.

The logarithm of a number less than 1 is negative, but' it is

always written so that the decimal portion is positive ; thus

0 02913 = 10-2''<*««; we do not replace -2-|-0*4643 by -1*5357.

The positive decimal portion of the logarithm is called its

mantissa, and the corresponding (positive or negative) integral

portion is called its ckaracteristic ; thus the mantissa of the

logarithm of 0*02913 is 0*4643, and the characteristic is
(
-2).
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We obtain the mantissa from the tables ; the characteristic is

found by the method of the following example*

Example 7. Express as a power of 10, (i) 753-6 ;
(ii) 0-007536.

(i) 753-6 =7-636 X 10® = xl02 = 102‘»”^

(ii) 0-007536 =7-536 x 10“® = x lO"* = lOr-HO Mn.

The same tabl^ can be used for the converse proe^.

Example 8. Find the value of

(i) 10®-«”
;

(ii) ;
(iii) ; (iv) lO-^+o.4>58_

(i) We have, direct from the tables, 10®‘**®® =3-13.

(ii) The difference 3 occurs in the column headed 2,

^3.132,

(iii)
10i'«58 = 10®‘4W8xl0i = 3-132 xl0=31-32.

(iv) ^ 10-3 =3.132 X lO"® =0-003132.

Example 9. Find the value of 10®*

From the tables, 10®'^®®® = 1-43. We now have to allow for a

difference of 8. Since 8 itself does not appear in the difference

column, we take the nearest number which does so, in this case 9,

which is in the column headed 3.

1001561 = 1 .433 ; ;
10®i^«i = l-433 xl0*=143-3.

Example 10. Find the value of

From the tables, lO®'®*®® =6-86. We now have to allow for a

difference of 4 ;
since 4 appears in the difference column both

under 6 and under 7, we may take either 6 or 7. [Either 5-figure

tables must be used or further calculations must be made to dis-

cover which gives the closer approximation
;
and it is not worth

while doing this because if ^-figure tables are being ixaed^ the fourth

figure in the answer is not necessarily correct.]

Thus .*. 10**®®«7-68-66.

EXERCISE I. d

[Fo?/r-^Mre tables should fce used in this and the following

exercises.]

Express as powers of 10 the following numbers :

1. {i)7-4; (u)7-5; (iii) 7-47
; (iv) 7-48

;
(v) 7-476.

2. (i) 6 ;
(ii) 5-04

; (iii) 6-05
; (iv) 6-046 ;

(v) 6-049.

3. (i)2-68; (ii)8-04; (iii) 6-69
;

(iv) 9-01.

4. (i) 7-683
; (ii) 4-015; (iii) 8*706

;
(iv) 6-008.
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5. (i) 60 r (ii) 70
;

(iii) 400
;

(iv) 9000 ;
(v) 0*08.

6. (i)53; (ii)49; (iii) 7200
;

(iv) 0-0064; (v) 0-26.

7. (i) 427; (ii) 8340 ; (iii) 0-0672
;

(iv) 0-518.

8. {i)S9-3
; (ii)90-7; (iii) 0-00105 ; (iv) 0-702.

9. (i) 5134 ; (ii) 125-4
;

(iii) 0-07142
;

(iv) 0-0003182,

10. (i) 10-07
; (ii) 3002

;
(iii) 0-8053

;
(iv) 0-004007.

What are the numbers whose logarithms are as follows :

11. (i) 0-9031
;

(ii) 0-5563 ; (iii) 0-0792
;

(iv) 0-2041.

12. (i) 0-6767; (ii) 0-7825 ; (iii) 0-1004
;

(iv) 0-943.

13. (i) 0-5408 ; (ii) 0-7607
;

(iii) 0-3173; (iv) 0-6029.

14. (i) 1-8633
; (ii) 3-6628

;
(iii) -2 + 0-3802;

(iv) -1 +0-9395.

15. (i) 2-8235
;

(ii) 4-3766
;

(iii) - 1 +0-8669 ;

(iv) -3 + 0-0864.

16. (i) 1-8461; (ii) 3-0043; (iii) -2 + 0-3075;

(iv) -4 + 0-847.

17. {i)2-65b3; (ii) 6-9762
;

(iii) -3 + 0-6007;

^ (iv) -1 +0-1473.

18. (i) 5-6027
;

(ii) 2-4765
;

(iii) -2 + 0 0033;

(iv) -6 + 0-9035.

Positive Indices

Pxample 11. Find the value of 46-87 x 3-056.

46-87 X 3-066 = 10^-®'““ x laroa

_ 1 nl - 0 -4858" 2-1661

_ J^QS-lSSl

= 1-433 xl0* = 143-3.

Rough estimate : 50 x 3 = 150.

5728
JEiample 12. Find the value of .

6728 -+83-42 =

_10J-8>87

=6-866 x101=68-66.

Rotigh estimate ; = 76.

1-8667
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Example 13.
, , 49080 X 24-2

Find the value of
2,^.^^ 3 ,j3g.

The
104 MM lOl-WS 4-9909 2-4320

expression —
2
Qx.4>tg ^ io4 -4ms 1-3S38

fr0747

0-4062

2-0282
2-9282

~
J()2

-4320+04>«2 3-1465

1 AC-0747
_ _ 1 AC -0747-2 -*SS2

JQ2'»3S2

»]Q3-14M

= 1-401 X 10® =1401.

^ 60000 x 20 10®
Eough estimate: 3^^

3

= 900
^ 1000 .

Example 14. Find the value of {19-07)*.

(19-07)* =(10^*®®°*)* = 10**®®”’'* 1-2804

— 106*ma
6-1218

= 1-323 x10® = 132300.

Rough estimate : 20* = 180000.

Example 15. Find the value of ^(873-5).

^(873-5) = (10«*«»)^
8

1

2-9412

•osni
— -Mil X i lO’®***

—
-9-558.

Rough check : 10^ = 1000, 9® = 729,

Until the argument is thoroughly understood, the method of

writing each number as a power of 10, which has been used in the

above examples, should be followed, any necessary subsidiary

calculations (addition, subtraction, etc.) being carried out neatly

in side columns as shown. If the expressions are complicated, as in

Example 13, it is clearer to use two side columns, one for logarithms

of the numerator, the other for logeurithms of the denominator.

We shall now repeat two of these examples to show how the

work should be arranged, after the principles have been grasped.

Example 11.* Find the value of 46*87 x 3-066.

Number Logarithm

46-87 1-6709
3-066 0-4852

Product 2-1561

Product - 1 -433 X 10* = 143-3.
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Example 13 * Find the value of •

270-4 x 3-136

Number
1

Logarithm Number Logarithm

49080 4-6909 270-4 2-4320
24-2 1-3838 3-135 0-4962

Numerator 6-0747 Denominator

;

2-9282

Denominator 2-9282
1

Expression 3-1465

expression = 1 -401 x 10* = 1401.

EXEBCISE 1. e

Find the values of the following :

1, 2-284 x 17-93. 2. 5862 x 11-07. 3. 64-72 x 1-083,

4. 85-32-^6-907. 5. 173-^86-49. 6. 7859^9-073.

7. 13300x7-69. 8. (20-68)*. 9. 70400^80-04.

10. (409-3)*^ 11. 100-^3-726. 12. (5-08)*.

13. 1000-^-89-07. 14. (10-02)*. 15. llOOO-i-8080.

fj. 8-637 x 18-07 x108-7. 17. 13-54x66-08^95-39.

14-67x112 -ft 8709

883-6 ’ 3-r42x 75-62*

20. 48-6 X (73-2)* x 1200. 21. (6-734)* x 8-45 -f-27-39,

„„ 8-624 x729 „ (15-09)*

30-72 X 9-134 ‘ 8-086 x12 07’

24. (7700)*^ (909)2. 25. 16-14 x (70-33)* ^19000.

7-314x20000 „„ 107-7 -f 8-35

(50-08)*“’ 2-47 x3-064*

28. I X 3-142 X (2-105)*. 29. 2| x 191 ~(1^ x 11-3).

30. 100^(2-007)*. 31. (3-162 X 6-928 -i-4-899)».

32. (i). V(3‘724); (ii) V(37-24) ;
(iii) V{372-4); (iv) V(3724).

33. (i) ^(7-428); (ii) ^(74-28) ;
(iii) ^(742-8); (iv) ^(7428).

34. VIO. 35. ^9. 36. V20. 37. ^50.

38. 12-07 xV(13-14x 29). 39. V{3-724)»-r ^100.

^2-75.
37x V(117)

(4-312)2
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//1700x36-52\

44. 2 4/(100) H-VIO.
,

8-626 X no \

10-1x30-03/

45. V{3|x77-8xl3^),

[For further practice, see Appendix, Ex. F.P. 2, p. 1S6.]

EXERCISE I. f

[ThroughotU this Exercise, take = 3-1416 = 10'**’^.]

1. The area ef a circle of radius r in. is A sq. in. where A = :Tr*

aiidr=^(^).

(i) Find A if r = 3-07
;

(ii) find r if A = 10-6.

2. Neglecting air-resistance^ a stone falls $ feet in t seconds

where s = Igt^ and t = ;
gr = 32 -2.

(i) Find 5 if i = I -35
;

(ii) find # if 5 = 19*8.

3. The area of the surface of a sphere of radius r in. is A sq. in.

where A =

(i) Find A if r = 2-073; (ii) find r if A = 1000.

4. The volume of a sphere of radius r in. is Vc cu, in, where

V = andr=-^(^).

(i) Find V when r ~ 13*26
;

(ii) find r when V = 138.

5. The time of a complete oscillation of a pendulum of length

/ feet is ^ sec. where i =2n^^^j and ^ 5^ = 32 -2.

(i) Find # if Z = 100 ; (ii) find Z if ^ = 2^

6. The volume of a circular cone, base diameter d in.^ height

/i in., is V cu. in. where V =

(i) Find V if cZ = 3i, A = 4|; (ii) find d if V = 100, A = 7*33.

7. Find s from the formula, a if F =425, {?
= 32-2, / = 17,

W = 740.

8. At a height of h feet, the distance of the horizon is d miles

vrhere <Z = 1 -42 ^h,

(i) Find d when h = 360 ;
(ii) find h when d = 10.

9. The weight of a brass cylinder, height h cm,, base diameter

d cm., is w gm. where tt> = 2 09;id®A.

(i) Findwif A = 6*35, d=6-84; (ii) find A if w=217, d=^-26

;

(iii) find d if w = 1000, A = 7L
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10. The current which will fuse a certain wire of diameter
d mm. is C amperes, where C = V(100d®) ; find C if d = 2*30.

* W
11. Find k from the formula* k — if W=23-4

when 0=4* and =0-1.
,

(D+<i)(D-d)

12. Find correct to one significant figure, (i) 5*^
;

(ii)

13. The speed of a paddle steamer, of cross-section S sq. ft.,

when the engines work at P horse-power, is v knots, where

-V(T)-
Find V if P = 1560 and S 648.

14. The volume of a metal tube, I in. long, outer radius r in.,

thickness i in., is V cu. in. where V -7iU{2r ~t),

(i) Find V if 1 = 7-05, r = 8, 1 = 1-3
;

(ii) find 1 if V - 120, r = 5-4, 1 = M5.

'

15. The amount of £P at r per cent, per annum compound

interest is £A, where A = P ^1 +

Find A to the nearest integer, if P = 185, r = 3|, n — 12.

16. The volume of a segment of a sphere of radius r in., height

A in, is V cu. in* where V = 7ih*{r -^h). Find Vif r =5-42, A = 2-86.

1^. The surface S sq. in. and the volume V cu. in. of a sphere

are connected by the relation, S® = 36:fiV®.

(i) Find S when V =37
;

(ii) find V when S = 19.

18.

If the area of the total surface of a circular cone is S sq. in.,

its maximum volume, V cu. in., is given by the relation

(i)FindVifS = 16; (ii) find S if V =3-2.

19. If ^Ttkr^ = 100 and if I: = 7 - 7, find the value of Anr*.

20. The area of an equilateral triangle, side x in. long, is A
sq. in., where A =|jc®V3.

(i) Find A when x =2-7 ; (ii) find x when A = 10.

Hegative Indices. If a number between 0 and 1 is expressed, as

a power of 10, the index is negative, see p. 9, but is always

written so that the decimal part is positive.

Thus 0-00874=8-74 x 10-» = 10®**«‘ x 10-* =
For brevity, the index -3 + 0*9415 is written 3-9415 (pro-

nouncid bar 3, point 9415), the minus ” being placed above the
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3 to show that it refers only to the 3, and not to -0415. But, at

first, the reader will find it easier to write out such numbers in

full.

378’4
Example 16. Find the Value of qTqq^-

Number Logarithm

378-4 2-5780

0-00624 3-7962 2+ *5780

-S+ -7952

Expression 4-7828 4+ *7838

expression —60640.

Some practice is needed in subtraction with such numbers os

occur here. For the decimal portion, use your ordinary method :

it may be either of those given below.

If there is any difficulty with the integers, use the rule, change

the sign of the lower line and odd.

Equal Additions Decomposition^

2 + 1*5780 (2 -1) + 1-5780

(-3 + 1) +0-7952 -3 + 0*7952

4+0-7828 4+0-7828

It is not of course necessary to set out the work in such detail

as shown here the object of these examples is to show what

argument must be employed.

Example 17. Express with the decimal part positive,

(i) 2*8 +3*7; (ii) 0-1*32; (iii) 0-3-41;
.

(iv) 5-7x3; (v) B-48 +3 ;
(vi) 4*82 +3.

(i)
(
-2 + 0*8) + { -3+0-7}=( -6 + 1*6) =( -4 + 0-5) = 1-5.

(ii) 0 + 0-00 (iii) 0 + 0*00

1+0 ^32 (-3)+Q*41

(-2) +0-68 = 2-68. 2+0-69 =2-59

(iv) (-2+0-7)x3 = -6+2-1= -4 + 01=1-1.

(v) (-6 + 0-48)+3 = -2 + 016=2-16.

(vi)
(
- 4 + 0-82) +3 =( - 6 + 2-82) +3

= -2+0-94=5-94.
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Example 18, Find the value of (0 07681)®,

Number Logarithm -2 +0-8853
3

(0-07681)®
1

2-8855 X 3 i-6565 -6+2-6505

expression =4-634 x 10~® =0-0004534.

Example 19. Find the value of 4/(0-8635).

Number Logarithm
^

-1 + 0-0363
-4+ 3-9363

4/(0-8635) 1-9363-^4 1-9841 -1+0-9841

expression = 9-640 X = 0-9640.

Example 20. Find the value of
(0-07241)^ x^/(0•6273)

4| X (0-0726)^“x l/{0-8324)‘

Number Logarithm

(0-07241)*

V(0-6273)

2-8598 x4
! 1-7975 -+2

5-4392

1-8987

Numerator 6-3379

4-6

(0-0726)®

4/(0-8324)

2-8609 x3
1-9203^3

-6628

i-5827

1-9734

Denominator
i

3-2189

Expression 2-1190

expression = l‘3i5 X 10“* = 0 01315.

Example 21. Find the value of
4/(00479}

Number Logarithm

1 0-0000

V(0-0479) 2-6803 -H 3
'

1-5601

Expr^sion 0-4399

n.s.A.

expression =2-754.
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Eiampls 22, Find the value of (0 0864)-^‘-*.

Number ^ (-2+0-9365) Jt(~l*4>
Logarithm = 2-8- 1 -311 1

-1-4889

(00864)-i-*
1 2-0365 x(- 1-4) 1-4889

expression =3 082 X 10=30-82.

[CH,

0-

9363

1-

4

*9365

•3746

1-3111

EXERCISE I, g

Express the following so that the decimal part is positive

:

1. 3-4 + 5-2. 2. 4-7 +2-5, 3. S-6+2-7.

4. 2-8 + 3-5. 5. 3 + 1-2. 6. 6-7 -2-4.

7. 3-8 -1-5. 8. 4-3 -1-5. 9. 3-7 -6-2.

10. 2-6 -6-8. 11. i-7-I-3. 12. i-3-2-7.

13. 0-2-4. 14. i-3-2-7. 15, 2-6 -4-8.

16. O-S-6. 17. 2-7x3. 18. 1-8x4.

19. S-4 x( - 2). 20. 3-8 x(-3). 21. 2-8 X 2-3.

22. B-8H-2. 23. 3-6+2. 24, 2-8+3.

25. 6-4^4. 26. 2+5. 27. i 7+3.

28. l-4-^{-2). 29. 2-5 +( -3). 30. 5-6+(-7).

EXERCISE I. h

Find the values of the following ;

1. 0-639 x837. 2. 0-746 X 0-646. 3. 0-0806x0-707,

4. 0-815-^63-6. 5. 0-574+0-0231. 6. 0-048+0-723.

7. 347-^0-575. 8. 1+0-0274. 9. 46+0-0067.

10. (0-4726)2. 11. (0-0813)2. 12. (0-1071)*.

13. ^(0-0834). 14. V(0'0076). 15, ^(0-6438).

16. ^(0 0406). 17. ^(0-0082). 18. ^(0-0947)».

20
^

21
^

V(0-828)* (0-271)2*

23. (84-35)'l 24. (0-607)-i.

OK 7836

6942 x3781'
4-762 X -003791

’ 60-09 X 110-7
*

0-8714x0-00662 1

1837 x O-0797 1630 X 0-073 x0-86i4‘
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29.
4*876 X (0*07304)*

30.
0*3916 X V(0‘8664)

(0*6162)® (17-04)* X 0*108
'

31.
//8*63x0-00627\

VV0*1924x 3-416/'
32.

//0-4717x0*0823\

VV 29*44x0-1 r

33.
V(0*7624) xil(0-3971)

34.
1

(0*878)® X (1*01)®
'

(0*0263)® X ^(0*0472)’

35. (6*73)-«**. 36. (0*815)- 1-5^
37. (661-3)-*‘<.

38. (0*007)“l 39. (0*05)®’3. 40, (01}®*‘.

[For furih&r practice, see Appendix, Ex. F.P. Z,p, 156.]

EXERCISE L j

[Throitghout this Exercise, take log ;i = 0*4971.]

1. The volume of metal in a tube h in. long, external radius
R in., internal radius r in., is ;rA(R 4-r)(R -r) cu. in. ; W the
volume ith^l *524, R = 6* 173, r = 5 *948.

2 .

3.

Find the value of V {(0-867)* - (0-669)*}.

Find the value of 27i

VS)
(i) 151 = 2*57, sf

= 32-2
; (ii) if 1 = 78*3, ^ = 981.

4. Find r if Tir* = 1. Interpret the result.

5. For wrought iron shafting, the diameter of the shaft d in.,

the horse-power transmitted H, and the number of revolutions

per minute n are connected by the relation <l = 4-024lf-^ ; find
dif H=63, n = 175.

)if M=2*61, fe = 15, a: = 8*9.

7. Find the value of if a = 3d5, 6 = 4*26,

c ^ 5 *63 BiiQ.d. fi ^ i "I” 6 “}“ cJ*

8. Find r if ^Ttr^ = 1. Interpret the result.

K =j/* +2®, find x when y =0*827, z =0-619.

10. Find the value of

11. The velocity of sound in air at temperature t°C., when the
pressure of the air is p lb. per sq. in. and the standai-d density is

d lb. per cu. ft., is v feet per second, where

» = ^{45-08

Firfl V if p = 14-7, d =0*0809, t = 16.

0. Find the value of
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12. Fmd the value of -^) if d=4-76, ?==2-8.

13. Find the value of when A? = 2-085, d =0-2173.

14. The safe width of a dam at a depth of x feet l?elow water

level is f^^t. How wide should it be at a depth of

13^ feet ?

15. The expression —^^,-t is greatest when x =0-5 ; what is

its greatest vSue ;

16. The bore of a pipe through which a pump of horse-power H
can deliver G gallons per second is d inches, where

d=G^x(0-41Hr^.

Find d if G= 250, H =l2-5.

17. If p . = 13-72, find p when v = 0-8.

n.noo^g;
18. Find the value of — if ^ = 8-66, ?=54-6, o = 32-2,

5 = 2-68.

19. Find the value of 35-2 x if e = 2-718, p =0-465.

20. Find the value of 10^ x 3-6 xd®'^ xi“'^ if d = 0‘9, i =0-012.

21. Find the value of x if 13ic=^-^log c, when a = 343,

6 = 51-2, c = 0-426. ^ ^

22. A sum of money invested at r per cent, per annum com-

pound interest is doubled after n years, where

n = log2H-log(l+j^).

Find n if r = 2|.

23. Find d from the formula, =2-303 log if p=0-65,
P=27-3, W = 16.

24. If £P is set aside at the end of each year and accumulates

at r per cent, per annum compound interest, the amount after

n years is fA where

n =log ( -t l) =log (^1
,

Find n to the nearest integer if P = 150, A = 1720, r = 6.

[For additional examples
,
see Appendix

j Ex, T. p, 166.J



CHAPTER II

VARIATION

Functions of One Variable

Direct Proportion. Suppose a train is running at a constant

speed of 48 miles per hour.

In 5 minutes it travels 4 miles ; in 10 minutes, 8 miles ; in

15 minutes, 12 miles ; and so on.

If the time is doubled, the corresponding distance is also

doubled j
if the time is halved, the distance is halved

; etc.

We therefore say that the distance is directly proportional to

the lime, or that the distance varies directly as the time.

Suppose that in x minutes the train travels y miles, then

y^^x.

The corresponding travel graph is represented by OA in Fig. 2 ;

it is a straight line through the origin.

Fig. 2 contains also the travel graphs OP, OQ, OR of three other

trains and the travel graph OS of an aeroplane. The reader should

interpret each of these graphs and state (i) what speed each

represents, (ii) what relation connects x and y.

For each graph in turn, we see that

V- =0 or y-cx,
X ^ ’

21
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where c has some definite numerical value which measures the

slope of the graph.

Thus for OA, c = ^ ; and for OP, c ; and for OS, c = 2 ; etc.

If, then, the result of plotting values of y againstvalues of

gives a straight line through the origin, it follows that y varies

directly as x ; this is often written y^x, and we then know that

X and y are connected by the relation, ~—c ox y =cx, where o is

constant.

Other Forms of Direct Variation. Op^ cubical tin boxes {Le.

having no lid) are made from tin sheeting in various sizes. Con-

sider the relation between the area of tin sheeting used and the

height of the manufactured box.

If the box is 3 in. high, the area of each face is 9 sq, in. ; but

there are 5 faces, the area of sheeting required is 45 sq. in.

If we repeat this argument for various heights, we obtain the

following table :

height in inches A 2 3 4 5 6
;

7 8

area in sq. inches A -
^

20 45 SO 125 m ' '245 320

It is obvious that the effect of doubling h is not the doubling

of A ; if we plot values of A against values of k, we shall not

obtain a straight line through the origin, because
^

is not con-

stant. In other wordsv A does not vary directly as h.

Suppose, however, that we tabulate corresponding values of

A and A*.

A- -
i

20
1

45. 80 125 180 245
i

320

A» 4 9 16 25 36 49 64

It is evident that p is constant i and we have

^^,=5 or A=5A».
nr

We then say that A varies directly as the square of A oat, merely,

A varies as the square of A ; and we write it, Aoc A‘.

The readOT should now plot the values of A against the values

of and v^ify the fact that the graph is a straight line^rough

the origin.
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If A« A*, wo see fchat if A is doubled or trebled, the corresjwnd-

ing value of A is found by multiplying by 4 or by 9, respoetiveiy ;

similarly if A is divided by 10, the corresponding value of A is

obtained b^ dividing by 100.

Thus from A =245 for A =7 we deduce A = 2*45 for A = 0-7.

Bzample 1. The time of a complete oscillation of a simple

pendulum varies as the square root of the length of the pendulum.

It is found that a pendulum 9 feet long makes a complete oscilla-

tion in 3 '3 seconds. What is the time of oscillation for a pen-

dulum 4 feet long ? Find also a general formula.

Suppose that the time of oscillation of a pendulum I feet long

is t seconds.

Then we are given that ^oD y/l.

We can now use any one of the following methods ;

(i) f=c . y/l where c is constant.

But « =3-3 if 1 = 9, 3*3 =c.V9 = 3c.

c =M
;

t=MW-
This is the required general formula.

If 1 = 4, « = 1^1V4 =M x2 = 2-2;

for a pendulum 4 ft. long, the time of oscillation is 2*2 sec.

(ii) Since t varies as ^/l, the value of remains

changed when I and t vary.

But 1 = 3*3 when 2 = 9 ;

VI

' VI V9~ 3

Also when 2=4, -^ = 1*1, 1 = 11x2 = 2*2,

un-

(iii

)

Since t is directly proportional to Vh we may also write

t _Vl
3*3“ V9‘

The three methods given in Example 1 show the different ways
of expressing direct variation.

Vv Vv Vif ®b3*» values of y which correspond to the values

etc,, of X, and Hyccx, then either

(i) i/,=ca7j, 22i-«J3 , etc.

or

or

(ii)

3S^ *2 Xg

(iii) ^1=^,
Vt y$
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EXIRCISi: II. a

1. At a certain time of day, the lengths of the shadows of

objects of different heights are measured ;

Height of object in feet h \ 15 1 30 i

*

'60 ^5
•

Length of shadow in feet 1 18 36 72 90

(i) What kind of relation would you expect to find between

h and I ?

(ii) Write down the height of an object if the length of its

sliadow is 180 ft.
;
6 ft.

;
36 x 7 ft. \ 7-2 ft.

(iii) What kind of graph is obtained by plotting values of h

against values of / ? What relation connects h and I ?

2.

The weights of various square pieces of tin cut from the

same sheet are as follows :

Side of square in cm.
-

j

s 1 2 2-5 4 ' 10

Weight of piece in gm. -
,

w 0-4
1

1-6 2-5
i

6-4
1 ,

40
1

(i) What kind of relation would you expect to find between

w and a ?

(ii) Write down the weight of a square piece if the length of

its edge is 20 cm.
;
25 cm.

; \ cm. ; 3 cm.

(iii) Plot values of w against values of and then obtain a
general formula.

3.

The capacities of some water cans of the same shape are

as follows :

Breadth of can in inches - b 4 5 6 8

Capacity of can in pints P 3-2 6*25 10*8 25-6

(i) What kind of relation would you expect to find between
P and 6 ?

'ii) Write dcnm the capacity of a can, 10 in. broad
; 3 in.

broad.

(iii) Obtain the formula connecting P and b.

4.

If the area of a circle of radius r in. is A sq. in., then A
varies as the square of r.

How ^ the value of A altered (i) by doubling r

;

(ii) by jjalving

r
; (iii) by increasing r by 10 per cent. ?
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5. If the volume of a sphere of radius r in. is V cu. in., then
V varies as the cube of r.

(i) How is tho value of V altered (a) by multiplying the
radius by 10 ; (6) by dividing the radius by 4 ?

(ii) 'irtie volume of a sphere of radius 1 in. is 4-l^cu. in.,

approximately; what is the volume of a sphere of

r^ius 2 m.?

{iii) What is the increase per cent, in the volume, if the
radius increases by 20 per cent. ?

6. (i) Cloth of standard width is sold by the yard. If x yards
of cloth cost y shillings, what kind of relation

connects x and y ?

(ii) Carpets of the same shape and material are sold in

various sizes by the sq. yard. If a carpet x yards
long costs y shillings, what kind of relation connects
X and y ?

(iii) A drug is sold in bottles of the same sliape, but various
sizes. If the value of the drug in a full bottle x inches
high is y shillings, what kind of relation connects x
and y ?

7.

(i) Silver circular discs are made up, all of the same thick-
n^, so as to weigh 1 oz., 2 oz., 3 oz., 4 oz., etc.

If the disc which weighs tc oz. is of radius y inches,
what kind of relation expresses y in terms of «? ?

(ii) Brass weights for a weighing machine are all of the
same shape and are made up to weigh ^ oz., 1 oz.,

2 oz., 4 oz., etc. If the w oz. weight is y inches high,

what kind of relation expresses y in terms of w ?

8. Show that the values of a;, y in the
given table satisfy the law, ycc x^.

What is y (i) if a; -40
;

(ii) if re = 3 ?

What is re if y = 9 ?

9. Show that the values of rr, y in the
given table satisfy the law, y oc -^x.

What is y (i) if re = 100 ; (ii) if rc - 36 ?

What is rr if y = 1 -4 ?

X 2 4 8

y • 1 4 16

1 4 25

y - 0'2 0*4 1

10. Copy and fill in the following table, where yoo rr®.

X - 0-5 1 2 3 4 20

V- 0*4 50

11. If y« and if y =2 when x—b, write down (i) the value of

y whin X = 15, (ii) the value of x when y — 200.
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. 12. If y varies as the cube of z, and if y =3 when jp=2, tvrite

doitm (i) the value of y when a? = 20, (ii) riie value of x when y =

13. If y varies as the squ^ root of a:, and if y =6 when x = 10,

write down (i) the value of y when x =40, (ii) the value of x when

1*4. Write down, mthout simplifying, the

value of y missing from the given table,

(i) if y varies as x ;

(ii) if y varies as x*

;

(iii) if y varies as \^x

;

(iv) if y varies as

15.

It will be seen that the values of x in the followir^ table

have been chosen so that each exceeds the previous one by 60 per

cent

:

X - 80
i

120 180 270

y • 12

Write down, without simplifying, the values of y missing from the

table,

(i) if y varies as x ;

(ii) if y varies as the fourth power of x ;

(iii) if y varies,as the cube root of x.

16. Two trays are the same shape. The cost of the gold for

gilding the larger, which is 2 feet long, is £2 ;
what is the cost for

the smaller, 18 inches long ? [The cost varies as the area.]

17. Copy, complete and interpret the following :

(i) ifAocr*, then roc
;

(ii) i{Vacr*, thenrx
;

(iii) if i X then f x

18. If Sxr^ and Vxr®, what is the effect on S and V if r is

doubled ? How does V alter if S becomes 100 times as large ?

What kind of relation expresses V in terms of S ?

19. Plaster-cast models are made of a statue. A model which
is 15 cm. high weighs 60 gm. ; what will be the weight of a model
24 cm. high 1

20. The distance of the horizon varies as the square root of the

height above sea level. At a height of 24 feet, the distance is

6 miles. What is the distance at a height of 54 feet ?

21. If a light beam is supported at each end and carries a
fixed load at its mid-point, the sag at the middle varies as the

cube of the length of the bWi. For a beam. 6 ft. long the sag is

in.
; what is the sag if tlie beeun is 6 ft. long ?
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22. How must the radius of a sphere be altered in order to
double (i) the surface, (ii) the volume of the sphere ?

23. The tension of a wire of given material varies as the square

of its length, if the musical note produced remains uncliaaged.

A wire 10 in. long is at a tension of 12 lb. ; to what tension should

a similar wire 15 in. long be strained to give the same note ?

24. If a planet whose mean distance from the Sun is d miles

tak^ t years (i.e. Earth-years) for one revolution round the Sun,

Kepler^s third law states that t varies as Taking the mean
distances of the Earth and Jupiter from the Sun as 93 million

miles and 480 million miles, find in terms of Earth-years the
length of a year on Jupiter.

25. A year on Mars is approximately 1 '9 Earth-years ; use the
data of No. 24 to find the mean distance of Mars from the Sun,

26. A solid sphere of radius 4 in. weighs 32 lb. Find the weight
of a shell of the same material whose internal and external radii

are 3 in. and 6 in.

Inverse Variation

A number of rectangular mats are made, of different shapes
but all of thfe same area, 36 sq. in.

;
their dimensions may be

tabulated as follows :

Breadth, inches X 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10

Length, inches - y 18 12 9 7-2 6 !

4-5 4 36

As X increases, y decreases
; and in particular the effect of

doubling a; is to halve the effect of trebling x is to divide y
by 3, etc. The general formula connecting x and y is

and we say that y varies inversely as a:, and we write y ~ •

If we plot the values in the table, we obtain part of the graph

of j/-™ (see Fig. 3). This graph may be used to obtain ^ale-

drawings of any number of mats belonging to the set, area

36 sq. in., as follows :

Take any point P on the graph ; from it draw lines parallel to

36
the aflbes Oa;, Oy meeting Oy, Oa; in M, N. Since PN , the areaON
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of the rectangle ONPM is 36 units, and therefore ONPM represents

on the selected scale one mat of the set. As P moves along the

curve, the rectangle ONPM shows every possible form of mat of

the set. Conversely, if you take any number of mats of the set^

0 N 5 10 15 20

FlO. 3.

and arrange them so that two edges of each mat lie along Ox and

Oy, then the corners opposite 0 mark out the curve. This sug-

gests that if 36 is replaced by some other constant, the general

form of the graph will be unaltered. Fig. 3 shows also parts of

the graphs oiy-^

,

^ “ and y to illustrate this fact.

Actually, these curves are simHar^ although at a first glance they

may not appear to be
; this fact may be tested as follows : Draw any

line OKPQR through 0 cutting the four curves at K, P, Q, R ;
draw

any other line through 0 cuttii^ the curves at ifc, p,q,r\ then it will be

found that the chords K^, Pp, Qg, Rr are all parallel ; actually in this

figure, 0K=10Q, 0^ = 10?.

If y varies inversely as x, then y varies directly aa - ; therefore

1
^

if values of y are plotted against values of ^ , the graph will be a

^raight line through the origin. The following example is suggested

for class use to illustrate the practical application of this fact.
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Example 2. The pressure of a given mass of gas, kept at con-

stant temperature, is measured for various volumes {v cu. cm.)

by finding the height of a column of mercury {p cm.) which (as

in a barometer) exerts the same pressure. The following observa-

tions are recorded

:

V - 50 40 35 30 20

p

.

77 102 111 135 197

Test whether these measurements obey Boyle’s law, poo ^ ,
and,

if they do so, find the relation between p and v, allowing for

probable experimental errors.

First, tabulate corresponding values of
^
and p.

1,
0-0200 0-0250 0-0286

1 0-0333
i
0-0500

V i 1 1

P - 77 102 111 135 197

Each member of the class should now plot values of p against

values of
^

on as large a scale as possible, but with each axis

graduated from 0 so that the origin 0 appears on the paper.

If the observations were exact and did obey Boyle’s law, the

plotted points would lie exactly on a straight line through the

origin. But some experimental errors are inevitable ; we do not

therefore expect to find the points exactly on a straight line
; but

we regard the test as satisfied if we can draw from the origin a

straight line which passes very close to each of the plotted pointe,

above some of them and below others. To find this “ best-fit
”

lino, take a piece of black thread, hold it so that it passes through

0 and swing it round O till it appears to pass evenly between the

points. Note some point through which the thread passes and

then, using a ruler, join this point to 0.

Read off a pair of corresponding values of and p on the best-

fit line, just drawn, and complete the equations,

V
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Other Forms of Inverse Variation

If y varies as we say that y varies inversely as the square of x.

Jf y varies as we say that y varies inversely as the square*^

root of a;.
^

And so on.

To test whether y x we plot values of y against values of

1
' *

. .

and see whether the plotted points lie on a straight line through

the origin ; similarly for other forms of inverse variation.

Ityx^, then constant ; this may be written either as

Similarly, i

Example 3. The number of beats per minute of a pendulum
varies inversely as the square root of its length.^ A pendulum
9 feet long makes 36 beats per minute

;
how many beats per

minute does a pendulum i feet long make ?

Suppose a pendulum I feet long makes n beats per minute.

Either of the following methods may be used :

(i) When Z =9, » =36 ; but w. x ;

I

.
n _ y'i _ 3

” M T~Yi'
V9

/. iff^4,^ = ^; x36 = 64.

(ii) Since»x^, nV^ is constant.

But n=36 when Z=:9, /. nV^ = 36 ^9 = 36 x 3 = 108 ;

if f=4,nV4 = 108; 2n = 108;

n = 54.

a pendulum 4 feet long makes 54 beats a minute.
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EZEKCISE II. b

1.

Copy and complete the following table, which shows the

time taken to travel 24 miles at various speeds :

^peed in m.p.h. V
1

H 2 3 4 5
!

6 8 12

Time in hours -
1 t 8 1

ri) How is the value of t altered (a) if w is doubled, (6) if

V is trebled, (c) if v is divided by 4.

(ii) How does t \ary with v 1

(iii) What equation gives t in terms of v ?

(iv) Draw a rough figure (on plain paper) to show the ^ape
of the graph obtained (a) if values of t are plotted

against valu«i of v, (6) if values of t are plotted

against values of

(v) Draw a rough figure (on plain paper) to show the shape
of the graph obtained by plotting values of t against

values of v for a ioumey of 36 miles. Repeat, with the

same axes, graphs for journeys of 48 miles, 60 miles,

120 miles.

2.

Rectangular blocks of cast iron, of fixed weight 600 gm.
and of equal density, are made up in various shapes

;
the base of

each block is square. Copy and complete the following table :

Height of block in cm, - k 8 4-6 1

: 1

i

1

2 0-6

Side of square base in

cm. - . - . X 1-6 2
,

3 5 6

(i) How is the value of h altered (o) if ai is doubled, (6) if x
is trebled, (c) if a: is divided by 6 ?

(ii) What equation gives k in terms of a; ? How does k vary
with X ?

(iii) What equation gives x in terms of k T How does x vary
with h T

3.

If a pendulum I feet l(mg makes n beats per minute, cor-

responding values of n and I are as follows :
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(i) Test by numerical calculation that n varies inversely as

the square root of I, and find a formula connecting n
and L

(ii) Complete the table. Find also the length of a second’s

pendulum, that is a pendulum which makes one beat
per second.

(iii) If a pendulum clock is gaining, should the pendulum be
shortened or lengthened ?

(iv) How is the number of beats per minute altered if the

length of the pendulum (a) is multiplied by 9, (&) is

halved ?

4. A body (weight w gm.) is attached to one end of a given

piece of string, held at the other end, and is whirled round in a
horizontal circle. If the string breaks when the body is making
n revolutions per second, it can be proved that w varies inversely

as the square of n, the length and strength of the string remaining

fixed.

It is found that for a body of weight 200 gm., the string breaks

at 6 revs, per sec. Under what load will this string break at

12 revs, per sec., and what is the maximum rate for a body of

weight 8 gm. ?

Find also a general formula for w in terms of n, and state how
n varies with w.

5. What kind of relation connects the number lof days, y, that

the food in a besieged city will last, with the number of people, a*,

in the city ?

6. Cylindrical jam jars of various shapes hold equal amounts
of jam. What kind of relation connects the height, k in., of the

jar with its base radius, r in. ?

7. What kind of relation connects the density, w gm. per

cu. cm., of the air inside a given soap bubble witli the radius

r cm. of the bubble, if it expands or contracts ?

What kind of relation expresses r in terms of w ?

8. If and if y = 12 when a; =6, find the value (i) of y

when a; = 8, (ii) of x when y=j.

9. If y a and iS y~9 when x = 10, find the value (i) of y

when a: = 6, (ii) of x when y=4,

10.

If y varies inversely as if y = 5 when = find

the value (i) of 1/ when x = 100, (ii) of x when y =60.
Try to discover simple laws of variation, expressing y in terms

of X, to fit the following, Nos, 11-14:

11. a? - 2 3 4 6 20

y . 30 20
i

10 3 ,
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12. a; - 2 3 4 6 20

y - 36 16 9
'

^ 4 0*36

13. X -

1

2 3 4 6 20

y - 20 45 80 180
'

2000

X 4 9 16 25 100

y - 60
'

40
'

30 24 12

15. If and if y=l when a; = 9, write dovm (without

simplifying) (i) the value of y when x = ll ; (ii) the value of x
when y = 13.

16,

Ifj/x— and if y = 5 when a: = 10, write down (without

simplifying) the value of y when x = '7.

Write down also how x varies with y, and then write down the
value of X when y

— G.

17.

The weight of a given body, as measured by a-spring
balance, varies inversely as the square of its distance from the
centre of the Earth, if it is above the Earth’s surface. A body
weighs 10 lb. when on the ground ; what will it weigh if it is

1000 miles above the Earth’s surface ? [Radius of Earth^4000
miles.]

18. With the data of No. 17, find the height to which a body
must be raised to reduce its weight by 25 por cent.

19. For wires of fixed length and material, the electrical

resistance varies inversely as the square of the diameter of the
cross-section. If the resistance is 0*5 ohms when the diameter is

1*2 cm., find the resistance of a wire of the same length and
composition, 1*5 cm. in diameter.

20. Two unlike magnetic poles attract one another with a force

which varies inversely as the square of the distance between
them. At 6 cm. apart, the force of attraction is found to be
5*4 gm. wt. i what will the force be if they are placed 9 cm.
apart ?

What is the percentage change in the force, if the distance is

inoreaaed by 26 per cent.?

O.3.A.
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Functions of Two or More Variables

Suppose we have a number of cylindrical metal bolts and we
wish to compare their weights.

The weight of any particular bolt depends on several quantities

which can alter independently, the radius of its circular cross-

section r in., the length of the bolt I in., and the density of the

nu^terial composing it, p lb. per cu, in.

Since the volume of the bolt is nrH cu. in., the weight W Ib. of

the bolt is given by the formula

W —nprH.

Suppose we have a number of cast-iron bolts (density 0’26 lb.

per cu. in.), each of radius 0-76 in., then

W=JEx0‘26 x(0-75)2;=i^046h

This relation can be described by saying that if the bolts are all

W
of the smne material and of equal cross-section, then Y/<xl or -j

is constant ; the value of this constant can be found, as above, if

we know the material and the cross-section.

Similarly, suppose we have a number of copper bolts (density

0*31 lb. per cu. in.), each of length 3 in., then

W X 0'3l xr® x3^2'9r®

;

and we say that, if the bolts are all of the same material and of

W
equal length, thenW oc r“ or is constant

;
and the value of the

constant can be found os above.

Similarly, if all the bolts are the same size, but of various

materials,

WW 00 p or is constant, I and r being fixed.

Now the variables p, r, or powers of these variables, arefactors

of the expression for W, and the remaining factor is a constant.

We therefore say that W varies directly as p and as I and as the

square off. This ia csAled joirU mricUion.

Example 4. If the density of a cylindrical bolt is increased by

20 per cent., and the radius is decreased by 25 per cent., and the

length is increased by 60 per cent., find the percentage increase

in the weight.

If the origincd'dfflisity is p lb. per ou. in. and the original radius
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is r in. and the original length is I in., then the original weight

W lb. is given by W = nprH.

the new weight Wi lb. is given by

Wi exceeds W by 8 per cent.

It will be seen that this argument can be expressed more

shortly, as follows

:

Since Woopr*;,

if the density is multiplied by =f, and if the radius is multi-

plied by and if the length is multiplied by then

the weight is multiplied by f x (f)* x | =||

;

the weight increases by 8 per cent.

Suppose next we wish to compare the densities of a number of

cylindrical metal bolts. Take the formula obtained above,

W =7ii)rH, and make p the subject. Then

W
P'n' rH'

Here p is expressed as a function of the three variables W, r, f

;

but further the factors of this expression for p are powers of these

variables, and the remaining factor is a constant, since

p=- xW xr~5
n

Therefore we say that p varies directly as W and inversely as

the square of r and inversely as 1. This is another type of joint

variation.

Example 5. If the radius of a cylindrical bolt is increased by

25 per cent., and if the length is decreased by 70 per cent., find

the percentage change in the density, if the weight is reduced by

40 per cent.

W
With the previous notation, •

If W is multiplied by T^ = f,
and if r is multiplied by

and if I is multiplied by then the density is multiplied by

^,=|xHx¥=ll=K«;
/, the density increases by 28 per cent.
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Example 6. The volume of a given maes of gas varies directly

as the absolute temperature and inversely as the pr^ure.

At absolute temperature 288*’ and at presstire 825 mm., the

volume is 460 c.c. ; what is its volume at absolute temperature

320® and at pressure 750 mm. 7
'

If the volume is v c.c. at absolute temperature T® and at

pressxire p mm., then •

When V = 460, T =: 288, p = 825

;

the value of v when T = 320 and p = 750 is given by

V 320 . 288 320 x 825

.

450“750‘ 825 “750x288’

320 X 825

760 X 288
X 450 ^550.

the volume is 550 c.c.

The following method is easier but a little longer :

Since wfx-,v=:ijx - where k is constant.
p p

But v = 460 when T = 288 and p = 825,

1 288 ,
450 X 825

• 150 =* *=-
288

450x825 T
288 P

T- AAA j ncfA 450 X 826 320 en/v v ?when T = 320 and p = 750, t> =— — x^ = 550, as before.

If a function of a mric^le consists of two or more terms, it does

not vary directly or inversely as any power of that variable,

although the separate terms may do so.

Example 7, If a train is running along the level, the distance

in which it can be stopped varies partly as the velocity and partly

as the square of the velocity. Express this statement in symbols.

Suppose that the train can be stopped in s yards when running

at V miles per hour.

If s is expressed in terms of v, the function is formed of two

parts
; ont. of them varies directly as i>, call it av ; the other varies

directly as v*, call it bvK Then

s=av + bv*

where a and b are constants.
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It is untrue to say that « “ varies as ”
t> or as any power of v,

although of coxirse the value of 8 changes when the value of v

chwiges- But the phrase 8 varies as some power of v ” is

Reserved for relations of the form, ^—constant. For relations

such as a=av + bv\ the phrase “ partly varies ” is used.

Similarly, the relation s=a-hbv^, where a, b are constants, is

sometimes described by the phrase, “ s is partly constant and

partly varies os the square of e.”

Example 8. The volume of a segment of a sphere varies partly

as the radius and the square of the height jointly, and partly as

the cube of the height. Find tlie formula for the volume V cu. in.

of a segment of a sphere of radius r in., height of segment in.,

given that the volume of a sphere of radius r in. is ^ cu. in.

If V is expressed as a function of r and A, there are two terms

;

one of them ocrx A®, the other ocA®.

V=arA2+6A®,

where a and h are constant.

Now a hemisphere is a segment such that A =r.

if A -r, V = |;ir® ; =or® +br*.

Also the complete sphere is a segment such that A = 2f

;

if A = 2r, =ar{2r)^ + {b2r)*

;

4o + 8&=y.

Solving for a, A, we have o = ?r, 6 = - ^

.

V=OTh»-5h®.
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EXEBCISE n.c

1. A rectangular brass slab has a square base, side x in., and
is ^ in, high ; its weight W Ib. is given by the formula W

(i) How is W altered if fr is trebled and h remains constant I

(ii) How is W altered if a? is trebled and h is halved 7

(in) Complete the sentence : W varies

(iv) What kind of variation expresses h in terms of W, a; 7

(v) What kind of variation expresses x in terms of W, ft 7

(vi) What is the effect on ft if W is trebled and x is

multiplied by 4 ?

(vii) What is the effect on a; if W is divided by 4 and ft is

multiplied by 100 ?

Express the following statements by symbols, Nos, 2-7 :

2. The volume of a cone varies dii-ectly as the height and the

square of the base-rodius. (V, ft, r.)

3. The force necessary to stop a tramcar in a certain distance

varies directly as its weight and the square of its velocity and
inversely as the distance, (F, W, d.)

4. The time taken to repair a road varies directly as the length

of the road and as the square root of its breadth and inversely as

the number of men employed. (^, 6, n.)

5. The electrical resistance of a wire varies directly as its

length and inversely as the square of its diameter. (R, I, d,)

6. The cost of the fuel consumed by a coasting steamer
between two ports of call varies as the cube of the distance and
inversely as the square of the time. (C, d, t)

7.

The resistance to the motion of a train of givrai weight is

partly constant and partly varies as the square of the velocity.

8.

Copy and fill in the given

table for the values of a function Z,

(i) if Z Varies directly as x
and inversely as y

;

(ii) if Z varies directly as a?*

and inversely as y*.

[All working to he

mentally.']
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9.

If W varies directly as x and inversely as y, and if W - 9
when x = 12 and y = 2, find W when x = 20 and y = 15.

10. If Z varies directly as the square of x and inversely as the
square root of y, and 2 Z=3 when x=6, y = 16, find Z when
v = 12, y = 26.

11. A mass w lb. is fastened to one end of a string { feet long,

and the other end is held in the hand. If the mass is now whirled
round in a horizontal circle at speed w ft. per sec., the tension,

T lb. weight, in the string varies directly as w and the square of v
and inversely as L If the mass of the body is lb., if the string
is 3 ft. long and if the speed is 40 ft. per sec., the tension is 25 lb.

wt. ; find the general formula.

12. The heat, h calories, developed in a wire varies directly as
the time, t seconds, and as the square of the voltage, -V volts, and
inversely as the resistance, R ohms.

If V = 100 and R=60, the heat developed is 48 calories per
second. Find how much heat is developed in 1 minute in a wire
of resistance 2 ohms, if the voltage is 2 volts.

13. A smooth plank is held at a slope with one end on the
ground and objects slide down it. The time of descent varies
directly as the length of the plank and inversely as the square
root of the height of the top of the plank above tne ground. For
a plank 30 ft. long, with the upper end 25 ft. above the ground,
the time of descent is 1'5 sec. ; find the general formula.

14. The illumination of a small object by a lamp varies directly
as the candle power and inversely as the square of its distance
from the lamp. If on electric lamp of 32 candle power, fixed

6 ft. above a table, is replaced by a lamp of 18 candle power, how
much must the new lamp be lowered to give the same illumination
as before at the point of the table directly below the lamp ?

15. H a wooden beam is supported at its ends, the central

breaking load varies directly as the width and as the square of

the thickness of the beam and inversely as the length of the
beam. A specimen of pitch pine 1 in. wide, 1 in. thick, and 2 ft.

long was found to break under a load of 200 lb. What is the
breaking load for a beam of the same timber, 8 ft. long, 6 in. wide,
1 ft. thick ? Answer to nearest ton,

16. The deflection at the centre of a girder, I ft. long, of given
material with fixed ^ds under a uniformly distribute load, W

WP
tons, varies as —p-, where I is the moment of inertia about the

CMitre. If the load is increased by 60 per cent, and the moment
of inertia by 20 Mr cent., find what percentage change must be
made ha the in okIot that the deflection may be unaltered.
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17. (i) Equal maasee of copper drawn out into wires of

different lengths. Use the fact stated in No. 5 to

prove that the electrical resistance varies -as the square

of the length,

(ii) If a number of copper wires are of equal lengths,

how the resistance varies with the weight.

18. Use the statement in No. 6 to find how the cost varies with
the distance and the speed, assumed uniform.

19. If Poc— and xccvt, find how P varies (i) with v and t,

(ii) with X and t. [These results illustra.te certain formulae in

dynamics.]

20. The weight that can be carried by a cylindrical iron column
varies directly as the fourth power of the diameter and inversely

as the square of its length.

(i) If the length is doubled, how must the diameter be altered,

if the same weight is to be carried ?

(ii) If a load W tons is to be carried by a cylindrical column
Z ft. long and of volume V cu. ft., find how W varies with

I and V,

21. y is partly constant and partly varies as x. When x is 2,

y is 16, and when a; is 7, y is 31. Eind a general formula for y in

terms of x.

22. W varies partly as x and partly as the square- of x. When
a; is 2, W is 14, and when aj is 4, W is 44. Find W when x is 3.

23. The resistance to the motion of a car is partly constant and
partly varies as the square of the velocity. When the car is

travelling at 20 m.p.h., the resistance is 60 Ib.-wt., and at 30
m.p.h., it is 85 Ib.-wt. Find the resistance when the car is

travelling at 40 m.p.h.

24. y varies partly as x and partly inversely as x. When x is 3,

y is 10, and when a: is 4, 3/ is 11. Find the value of y when x is

(i) 2, (ii) 2i.

25. The distance in which a train can be stopped varies partly

as the velocity and partly as the square of the velocity. When
running at 20.m,p.h., the train can be stopped in 100 yd., and at

40 m.p.h. in 280 yd. Find the greatest speed at which the train

can be travelling, if it can be just stopped in a quarter of a mile.

[For addiiimal exanvpUst see Appendix^ Ex. T. 2, p. 167. Fof
a Teviaion exercise on Ch. LIl^ see AppendiXt Ex, If. 1, p. 145.]



CHAPTER III

SURDS

Bational and Irrational Numbers. Ifc can be proved that

nuinbers such as ^^2, ^^lO, etc., cannot be expressed exactly

as the ratio of two integers : they are therefore called irrational

numbers ;
whereas numbers which can be reduced to the form

where p and q are integers, are called rational. It is of course

possible to obtain rational nuinbers which approximate as closely

as we please to any given irrational number
j

thus y is an

approximation for n and f is a much closer approximation.

If the root of any rational number is not itself rational, it is

called a surd, thus \/(§) and ^7 are surds, but ^81 is not a

surd because 4/81-3.

Although a number such as 9 has two square roots, + 3 and - 3,

we shall use the symbol to denote the positive square root

of 9, and in general \/x denotes the positive square root of x,

EXERCISE IIL a

If a~4, h = 9, c = I6, d=25, evaluate the following pairs of

expressions and note which pairs are unequal,

1. y/a X -y/b i ^/{ah). 2. + >/{b+c).

3. \/(d-c). 4. ^/{b~d).

5, V(lOOa); 10 Vo- ®' 75- X'
7. ( •\/<i + j o + b + 2 \/(a6).

8. {\/b + \/'a)(\^b - ^/a) ;
b-a.

9. Va(Vb + Vd); V(“^) + V{ad}.

10. iVc-Vb)*; c+b~2V{cb).

Operations with Surds. All the operations in Ex, III. a involve

only rational numbers. They illustrate that, when Va and \/6

are rational,

(i) Vo x.V^ = v'(oi') ! (ii)
V(|)'

41
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And that is ^ equal to ^/{a +6), unless a=0 or 6s=0
;

and that V® - is not equal to V(® ~ ^)» nnless 6 = 0,

We shall now assume that the fundamental laws of algebra

which govern operations with rational numbers hold also for

irrational numbers. Consequently, <

( V® = -x/a X ^ V® X = V® X V® X y6 x Vh
=ox6=a6.

Now take the square root of each expression,

then X Vb = V{4h)*

Similarly,
/V®Y_ V® V®_ V® X ^/a_a

V6“ V6VV6"6'

Take the square root of each expression,

then ^^V(b)-

Example 1. Given that V3^ 1-732, evaluate to three signb

2
6cant figures (i) (ii)

V3
(i) \/75 = v'(26 X 3) = V26 X V3 = 5 \/Z

:o=6xl-732 = 8-66.

2V3_2 xl -7322 _ 2 X V3
V3^V3x V3

M5.

Nate. The fact, y/Z x ^3 = 3, is the definition of y/Z, and it

should be written down immediately, instead of Saying

V3x v'3 = a/9=3.

Example 1 (ii) illustrates an important practical method.

Fractions with surds in the denominator can often be dealt with

more easily if replaced by equivalent fractions with rational

denominators. This process is called “ rationalising the denomi-

nator.*’
* *

12
Example 2. Simplify (i) y/\5xy/l%; (ii) —rr^-

V A®

(i), VIS X V12 = V(16 x 12) = V(2> . 3* . 6)

=2,3.

Or, proceed as follows ;

V16 X V12 = (V3 X V6) x(V4 X y/Z)

=2 X V3 X V3 xVfi^2 x3 X
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(ii)
12

Vis'

12 12

’V9 xV2 3V2

4xV2 _4V2
\/2 xV2 “ 2

= 2V2 .

EXERCISE m, b

Express the following surds so that the integer under the square
rdot sign is as small as possible :

1. V8. 2. V12. 3. V90. 4. VI 8.

6. V48. 6. V50. 7. V20. 8. V27.

9, V80. 10. V28. 11. V640, < —

j

p
Express the following as the square roots of integers :

13. 2V3. 14, 3V2. 15. 5V10. 16. 2V7.

17, 3V6. 18. 6V5. 19. 7V2. 20. ^V48.

Express the following with rational denominators :

22
V2* - ^f2-

V50‘
27. Vd). 28. 5V(|).

Evaluate to 3 significant figures the following, given that

V2^ 1
-414

, V 5=^2 *236 .

29.
JO
V2‘

30. _L
V5

- 31.
1

V50
* 32.

5

V20‘

Simplify the following ;

33. V2.X V8.

36. 3V2 X V8-

39. V2 X V(4)-

42. (V3)*.

34. V6xV3.
37. 2V5 x 5V2.

40. V2-V(i)-

43. 2[V(D]*-

35. V10xV20.

38. 3V8x2V8.

41. V0^V12.
44. V8 X V8 V12,

Reduction

Example 3. Simplify V8 + VSO-0V(i)*

. V8 = V4x V2=2V2; V50 = V25x V2=6V2j

6V(i)=6xV2=6x-^=«f'=3V2;

expression =2V2 + 6V2 -3V2=4V2.
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Example 4. Expand (

Since (a - &)^ =a^ - 2a6 +6®^ we have

( V3 - V2)« = (

-

2( V3) ( V2) + (
V2)“

=3-2v'6 + 2=:5-2v^6.

Example 5. Expand (6 V2+4V3)(5V2 -4^3).

Since (a + &)(a -6)=o* -6^ we have

(5v/2 +4V3)(5V2 -4 V3) ={5 V2)® - (4^3)*

=26x2-16x3=50-48
= 2 .

Example 6. Express with a rational denominator,

VS _ v'3(3V3-4) 3VSxVS~4VS
3V3+4 {3V3+4)(3V3-4)" (3V3)‘'-4a

9 - 4 v
'

3 _ 9 - 4 -

v/3

'9x3-16“ 27-16

_9-4V3
" 11 ‘

EXERCISE ni. c

3. 2V20-VS0.

6. V(i)-V(lh

7. V27 + \/12 ~ V48. 8. -v/20 +2V46 - V125. -

9. 6va) + V(l)-:^. 10. +

11. V2(l + V2). 12. V6(V3 + V2)- 13. 2V2(v/8 + 3V2).

14. (v'3+2)(V3-l). 15. (B+2V2)(5~3V2).

16. (6y6~7V2)(2V6+3V2).

17. (2V10 - v’5)(2V2 + I). 18. (6V2*3)».

19. (5V6 + 3V2)2. 20. (3 + V7)(3 - V?).

21. (2^/5 -5v/7)(2V6 +6^/7). 22.

Simplify the following

:

1. V2 + V8- 2. V12-V3.

4. V2-V(J). 5. V3-4i-

23. (Vc+Vf^) ( <!- V<i)-

Express the following with rational denominators

:

24.
1

v'2+r
I

3- V6' 26.
6

V3-1'
25.
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27.
1

28.
1

29.

V5 - -v/S* 3^2-3’

30.
V2 + 1

V2-1’
31.

VT + VS'
32.

vs- V2'

3V5-2
2V5-4’

Simplify the following

;

33,
’ *

V3+1 V3-r

35. If «-ye_^2’

valueof (i)a-^ ;
(ii)

34.
V5+2 V5-2
V5-2 V5 + 2'

find, correct to 3 significant figures, the

a -

1

fit -l-

1

36. Solve (to 3 figures) X +3:^3 = 10,

37. I’ind x in terms of a if (x + a)^ = 3x*.

38. Evaluate + 2y when ?/ = V3 - 1.

39. The perimeter of an isosceles right-angled triangle is

10 cm. ; find, correct to ^ mm., the length of each of the equal

40, In AABC, AB =2 in., BC = 1 in., A ABC =90“
; P is a point

on AC such that CP = 1 in. ; Q is a point on AB such that Aft =AP.

Write down expressions for the lengths of AC, Aft, Bft and prove

that AB . BQ =Aft*.

[
Forfurther practice, see Appendix, Ex. F.P. 4, Nos. 1-22, p. 1 56.]

Example 7, Find the square roots of 21 - 6

The square of \^x - \^y isx+y ~2\/(xy).

If therefore we wish to express 21-6^10 as a square, we first

write it in the form 21 - 2 and then try to find two numbers

X and y such that

x+y = 2l; xy = 90.

Either by solving in the ordinary way (Part II, Ch, XV) or by

inspection, we have

x = ]5, «/ = 6 or y = 15, x = 6.

A ( V16 - V6)“ and { each equal 21 -6V10.

the square roots of 21 -6-v/lO are ±i-\/l5 ~
V®)*

Note. To find the square roots of 21 -i- fi-y/lO* we use the fact

that the square of ^/x -f Vy is x -f -t- 2\/(xy ) ; ,
the square roots

are ob^ously i ( 5 + V®)*
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Example 8. Solve -f ^{3® + 1) = 3.

We have ^/{Zx + l)^Z- ^/x,

Square each aide ; /. 3a: + l=9+ar-6V^;

. 2x-8=-6V^; X ~i= ~3\/x ;

square each aide ; 8a; + 1 0 = Oar

;

a;2- 17a; + 16=0; (a: -l)(a; - 16)=0

;

a; = l or 10.

Ifa; = l, -/« + V'(3iP + I) = VI + V4 = l+2 = 3.

If a; = 16, <v/a; + y{3a; + l) = VI6 + V49=4 + 7 = 1I.

a; = 1 is a solution of the given equation ; but a; = 16 is not a

solution if, ae was agreed on p. 41, the symbol V® means the

positive square root of a:.

The process of squaring each side of an equation may, as above,

introduce extra roots ; it is therefore essential to test the results, hy

substituting in the original equation. The root a; = 16 is the solution

of -v/i^aJ + l) - \/^=3. If we solve this equation by the method,

given above, we shall find it leads to the same equation as before,

- llx + 16 = 0, giving a: = 1 or a; = 16 ; but now we must reject

x~l and take a; = 1 6.

Before squaring each side, arrange the equation so that the

process of squaring reduces the number of radical signs ; in

^(aj + l) +a; = n, if we square each side as it stands we still have

a radical sign left ; but if we write it in the form y/(x + 1) = 1 1 - a;,

the process of squaring removes the radical sign.

Example 9. Express with a rational denominator —
7i*

3 T V ^ — \ O

1 _ 3 + V2 + V6
3 + ^/2-V5 [(3+V2)-V6][(3 + V2) + V6]

3 + V2 + V5 _ 3 + \/2 + V5
'(3 + V2)"“{a/5)*"9+2 + 0V2-5
3 + V2 + V5_3 + V2 + \/5

6 + 6V2 6(1 + V2)

(3 + \/2 + V6)(V2-1)
^ 6(V2 + 1)(a/2~1)

3V2-3 + 2- ^2 + VIO -V5
6(2-1)

2V2 + v'10- V5-1
6
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EXERCISE III. d

1. Ifrite dovm the squares of

(i) 5 - V3 ;
(ii) 3 + ; (iii) \/? - V3 ;

(iv) ^10 + V®-

2. Find by inspection rational values of x and y such that

;

(i) x+!^ + 2V(a^)=6+2V6;
(ii) x+y -2^/{xy) = l2-'^^/Z5.

\Vhat are the square roots of 5 + 2^6 and 12 -2V35 ?

3. Verify that \/(3i-) + V(ID is a square root of 5 + y/2\,

Write down a square root of 5 - V21.

Find the positive square roots of the following ;

4. U+6V2. 5, 7-4V3. 6.53 + 20^7.

7. 5-2^6. 8. 18 + 12 V2. 9. 15(4-V15).

10. Simplify V(2 + VS) - V{2 - V3).

11. Simplify (2 + V3)* - (2 - V3)’.

12. Can you find rational values of x and y such that z +2/‘v/2

equals (3 - V2)* ?

13. Simplify {1 + V(1 “ V(1 ~^))-

Solve the following equations :

14. 2x-Vx=6. 15. 5+V(^'2)=2x.

16. V(3aJ + 1) = |(x + 3). 17. V{8iP) + V{2x) = 30.

18. V(» + 8)-l=^V(3a; + l). 19. V(« + l)==3- V{^-2).

20 . V(12+x)- V(4+x) = V{l-2;).

21. V(3a; + 1) + V(2x + 2)=: V(2a! + 3) + V(3a;).

22. (i) SimplHy ( V2 + V3 + V^) (
V2 + V3 - V6)-

(ii) Express with a rational denominator
4. ^3 + yfi

'

Expre^ with rational denominators Nos. 23-26 :

v:3 1
25.23.

V2 + V3- V5' 24.
1 + V7- V5' v?- V5- -\/2’

26. Simplify v{-
V7 -

V7 + V6/*

27. The following equations occur in the restricted theory of

relativity

;

x—ut _j j _ t—ux
®‘- V{l-^) . ‘“v'd-"’)'

Fro^e that (i)
Xi+vit

(ii)
tx+UXx

V'(l
-«*)” *
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28. With the data of No. 27, prove that

[For further practice, see Appendix, Ex. F.P. 4, Nos. 23-32,

P..167.]

TEST PAPERS C. MO
[For test papers on the work of Parts I-II, see Appendix, Y 1-10,

p. 180,]

C. 1

1. Find to 3 figures the values of

1*472 X 1728 .... o//, j hw,

2. Express as powers of x,

X

3. The volume of a sphere, radius r inches, is cu. in.

Find the volume of a sphere of radius 2*07 inches.

4. Simplify: (i)

(4a*-3a-10)(3u~6)

Za^-12

5.

If a body moves s feet in t seconds from rest, under the

action of a constant force, then s varies as the square of t. If it

moves 3 feet in the first 2 seconds, find how far it will move in

(i) the first 4 seconds, (ii) the fifth second, (iii) the nth second.

C.2

1. Find to 3 figures the values of

(i) {1*172)3 +{0*9168)3
.

(iij ^(146-8).

2. Evaluate (i) 27^*
j (ii) 32»‘8

; (iii) 8"*
;

(iv) (0*8)->.

3. Sfrow that the values of a?, y in the given table obey the law

yoix^.

X - 2 3 ' 6 10

y * - ‘ 4*8 16-2 76 600

(i) What is y if 35-20 ? (ii) What is 3J if y =0-076 ?

(iii) Find to the nearest unit the percentage increase in y if

X is increased by 20 per cenL
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4. Express in their simplest surd forms,

(i)6V(i); (iii)M.

5. The receipts from the sale of entrance tickets to a cricket
•natch were £400. It is estimated that if the price of a ticket is

reduced by sixpence, 2000 more people will pay for admission ;

the receipts will then be £60 more. What was the original price
' of a ticket

!

C. 3

1. Find to 3 figures the values of

. 94-78 X 0-000137

0-08123 ^

2. Express as powers of 8 :

2; 16; 1; 32; 2^x4^.

3. (i) What is the value of c if a; + 1 is a factor of 9a:® - 4a: - c ?

(ii) Solve 2a: + 3y = 1, 3a:® + 6xy -y^ = l,

4. Express in their simplest forms ;

{i)V12xV27; (ii) (hi) (iv) V2 -

5. The cost of manufacturing a motor-car is assumed to consist

of a fixed sum together with an additional sum which varies

inversely as the number of cars produced per day. When the
daily output is 40 cars, the cost of each is £170 ; for 50 cars daily,

it is £160. Find the cost of each when the daily output is 80 cars.

(ii) (0-8168)^.

C.4

1. (i) Find the value of m^h when r =0*76 and h =0*142.

(ii) Evaluate 100 ~ (3 -004)®.

2. What are the values of

(iii) (i)"'; (iv)(-l)->t

(9 - 4a:®) (4 -a;® + 3a:),

{3+x-2A:®)(:r-4y^

_3 2
, y + I

J/+2

3. Simplify (i)

(ii)

y + Z y^ + 5y+^‘

4. (i) Find a simple surd form for V{9 - 6 y/2).

(u) Simplify V(9 -6 V2) x V{9 +6^2).

5, The distance of the visible horizon at sea varies as the

square root of the observer’s height above sea level. If the dis-

tance u 3 miles for a height of 6 feet, find a formula for the
he^ht^ feet at which an observer must be placed to see d miles.

I).S.A. D
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C.5

1. Find X if (i)3*=81; (ii)8F=3; (iii) 3*=i;
(iv) 9“*=3 j (v) 27*= V3 ;

<vi) 27*+i =8lK

2. Find I to three figures if when i = l-2(^

^=981.
qn

3. (i) Factorise 42a* + oft - 306*
; (ii) Solve 42a; ~ = 1

»

(iii) Solve;p(g- l)-8; g(p-l)=9.

4. Evaimte x* -i if x =3 - V7.
X*

5. In 4 years from now, A will be f of B’s present age ;
in

11 years from now, B will be double C’s present age ; 14 years

ago, C was half of A’s present age. Find the present ages of

A, B, C.

C. 3

1. Evaluate (i) (7*22)^ ;
(ii) (0>722)^.

2. Express as powers of «/,

(i) ^: (ii) ^y'xVf; (iii) (iv)J^;

3. Solve the equations ;

(i) 7x=4 -2**
;

(ii) V(22^ + 1) - Vy = f*

4. Express in their simplest surd forms :

(i)V64xV75; (ii) V32-HV12;

V
'

S-V2 ’

5. The height that the outer rail should be raised above the

inner at a curve on a railway varies directly as the gauge of the

railway and the square of the great^t train-speed allowed and
inversely as the radius of the curve. In what ratio should this

height be altered if the gauge is increased by 20 per cent., the
epei^ by 60 per cent., and the radius by 100 per cent. ?

0.7

1. Find to 3 figures the value of t given by the equation,

|i^=90*6, when gr = 32*2.

2. (i) Express in prime factors 6*^ x 9**+‘ x 12"“*.

(ii) Simplify ^76 + \/48 -2^/27.

3. (i) Given V6— 2*236, find value of x to 3 figures without
using tobl^, if x+xV6=20.

(ii) Solve y* • 2y =4 (to 3 figures).
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4.1\a howitzer is fired at a given elevation, the range varies

as the square of the muzzle velocity. If the range is 5(]W yards
wh^ the muzzle velocity is 600 ft. per sec., what muzzle velocity

would be required for a range of 6000 yar^ ?

5. The sum of the cubes of the whole numbers from 1 to n

Vclusive is — . Use this fact to find the sum of the cubes

of the whole numbers from 11 to 20 inclusive.

C.8

1.

Find to 3 figures the value of

/417-2x0-0468\^

V 91-48 X 3712 }
* (ii) (0 003)'ri.

2. Simplify (i) -y/O x ^10 x v^20 ;
(ii) (VIO - V^)*.

3. Express in its simplest form, with a rational denominator,

7

(3- V2)(V6- V3)’

4. Solve the equations :

(i) W(a;-2) = 10, W(2ar-3)=27:

(ii) V(* + 7) = l + V(3ic-2).

5. The safe load that can be carried by a beam of rectangular

section varies directly as the breadth and the square of the depth
and inversely as the length of the beam. What is the percentage
change in the safe load if the breadth is halved, the depth increasm
by 50 per cent, and the length increased by 26 per cent. 7

How does the safe load vary with the len^h, breadth and
volume of the beam !

C.9

1. Find to 3 figures the values of

(i)(4’68)^ (ii) (0 00468)*; (iii) (O-iy*.

2. Simplify

V27x V32,
^

^ V60
^

(iii) V(14 + 6V6).

(ii)
1- +

^

V3- V2 V3+V2’

3. Ify=a+6a?+cr* where a, 6, c are constant, and if the values
of y irhen z is equal to - I, are 5^, 2^, - 3^ respectively,

find the values of a, 5, c.

4. The official H.P. rating of a car varies directly as the number
of cylindei^ and the square of their diameter. A four-cylinder

car with cylindera of duuneter S' is rated as 14*4 H.P. ; what is

the of a six-tgrlinder car with cylinders of diameter 2*5' 7
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5, The denominator of a fraction is positive and is 3 than

its numeratort A new fraction is formed by adding 7 to both

numerator and denominator. If the product of the two fractions

is find the original fraction.

C. 10

1.

Find to 3 figures the value of

V/47-18 x 1-473^ . 1

\V 328-7 r ^“^(0-2807)»

2.

Simplify {i)
12

V5 - V2
1 ^

3.

(i) Simplify

(ii) if 2 = find 33 in terms of y.

4. The expense of a ship’s voyage between two places is the

sum of two parts, one of which varies directly, and the other of

which varies inversely, as the number of days the voyage lasts.

If the time taken is 10 days, the expense is £9200, and for 14 days

it is £10,000. What is it for 12 days ?

5. An express, travelling at a certain rate, is 2 minutes late

when passing A, and 4 minutes late when passing B, 40 miles

further on. Its speed is then increased by 12 miles an hour so

that it passes C, 20 miles further on, punctually. At what rate

in miles per hour would it have travelled if it had been running

to time all the way ?

[For additional test papers, see Appendix, Z, 1-10, p. 184.]



CHAPTER IV

THEORY OF LOGARITHMS AND HARDER
INDICES

The general logarithm is defined as follows :

If X then m is called the logarithm of x to base a, and we

write
m = loga X.

Thus the logarithm of a number x to any base a is the power

to which the base must be raised to give the number ;
in short, a

logarithm is always an index.

The definition may be expressed also in the form :

loga(a’”)=m;

and in particular, log^ 1=0, since o® = 1 ;

and loga a = 1, since a =o^.

Properties of General Logarithms.

(i) logJxy)=log^i+logay.

Let loga x=m and log^ y=n.

Then a; =a”* and y =o” ;

/, xy=a^ X a” ;

loga =m + n = log^ x -f log^ y,

(ii) log.(^)=log.*-loKay'

With the same notation as before,

y

loga[^j=m-n=log„rr-log„3/.

(iii) loga {jP) =p loga X.

Let logj X -my x =o^ ;

= (a*”)® = a”*®
;

log(,(x®)=wp=pxm=:plog^a;.

63
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From this result, we have the following

;

loga(^)=loga “?loga»;

and logo { riix)
= log^ (a?**) log^, x.

If W0 have a table of logarithms calculated for some given

base o, we can deduce the logarithms for any other base & by
the following relation

:

(iv)logji =
log<.b'

Jjet logj a: =:m, a; = 6’";

log^a:=log^(6’”)=wHog„6;

In particular, if in this result we put a; =a, we have

logb a - •

loga b logfl 6

Example 1. What is the value of logj 32 T

If logs 32= n, 32 = 8”.

But 32=2®and8=2»,

3?^ = 6 ;

2‘ = (
2>)’‘ = 2'"‘

5
••

”=S'

Or, 32 = 2S = (23)t = 8^ ; log,32=J.

Or, W 30 -log* 32 _ log,

(

2*) 6

log,8 -log.(2»)-3- _

Example 2. Simplify

log 125 =log (5®) =3 log 6 ;

log 25 =log (5*) = 2 log 5.

_ 3 log 5 3

21og5~2*
expression =

Note. If the base is not specified, as here, it is impKed that all

logarithms which occur have the same base, unless otherwise

stated. Thus the expression in Example 2 is an abbreviaUon for

logaI26

log<j25‘
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HXEBClSi: IV. a

Express the following in the form log x :

1. log 2 +log 6. 2. log 12 - log 3, 3. 3 log 2.

4. -log 4. 5. 21og6 + logl. 6. I log 16.

Write down the values of

7. logio 100. 8. log„ (O'i). 9. loga 8. 10. logj 2,

11. log4l6. 12. log4f 13, loga 81. 14. logaj.

15. logs 1. 16. log, 3. 17, logs 27. 18. logj 8.

Write down the values of x for the following equations

:

19. logioa:=2.

22. log4X = l.

25. log, »= - 1.

28. log,a;=f.

20. logi,x = I.

23. log4X=0.

26. log,a:=^.

29, logsa:=f.

21. logs a; = 3.

24. logsX^f

27. log,!r=

30. logaa:=

Express the following in the form log^ x :

31. l+logio3. 32. 2+log3 5. 33, ^+log, 7.

34. 2 - logs 4. 35. ^ - 2 logs 5- 36* I log 4 + ^ log 2.

37. Given logj, 2— 0*301 and logm 3— 0*477, obtain the values

of logi, X for X -20, 18, 16, 15, 5, 0*5, 0*2.

38. Find the value of x correct to 3 significant figures, if

10®= .^2.

39. Write down the logarithms to base 2 of

(i)2”; (ii)^; (iii) ^32; (iv) 8 x IB”"®.

40. Write down the logarithms to base 8 of

(i) 2 ;

'

(ii) 4 ;
(iii) 16 j (iv) 0*6

;
(v) 0*126.

Simplify the following ;

41
log 2* 42.

log 4

logf
43.

log 27

log9‘

45. logz +log-.44. logx*-logxy.

48. logja 126 +logio 32 -logi, 4. 49. logto(VfO x .^10).

' 50. logio 76 +logi, 28 -lo&o 0-21. 51.

52,«TTse tables to evaluate logg 4 to 3 significant figures.
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53, Use tables to evaluate log, 10, if e -2-718.

54. If o=Iogx and b-\ogy and a+nb^\ogz, express z in

terms of x, y, n.

[For additional examples, see Appendix, Ex. T. 3, p. 169.]

Compound Interest. The amount to which any sum of money

£P accumulates at compound interest, r i>er cent, per anniim, in

n years may be calculated by logarithms. But if the number of

years is large, four-figure tables do not give a sufficient degree of

accuracy for practical purposes.

The interest for the first year is £P x J

the amount at the end of the first year is

the amount at the end of the second year is

Similarly, the amount at the end of the third year is

the amoimt after n years is £P^1 -h-j

Example 3, Find the amount of £160 at 4^ per cent, per anniun
compound interest for 7 years.

The amount £A==£16o|l +j^y = £160(1 +0-045)’

;

A = 160(1 -045)’.

Take logarithms (to base 10) of each side.

logA = logl60 + log(l-046)’

=Iog 160 + 7 log 1-045

= 2-2041 +7 x0 0191

= 2-3378.

A =217*6.

the amount is £218 correct to the nearest £.

Although log 1-045 equals 0-0191 correct to 4 places of decimals,

the product 7 x 0*0191 is not necessarily correct tc 4 places of

decimals. We cannot therefore expect in this example to obtain

a higher d^ree of accuracy than the nearest £ in the answer.
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Ezam^ye 4. After how many yeara will £160 amount to £600
b 3^ per cent, compound interest ?

Suppose the number of years is n.

Then 160^1+^)" =500;

(1-035)” = ?S8.

Take logarithms (to base 10) of each side :

n log 1 035 =log 500 - log 160 ;

n X 0 0149 = 2-6990 - 2-2041 =0-4949
;

.
^0-4949

' ^ 0-0149'

The value of n may now be found by long division, or we may
gain take logarithms, as follows ;

log n =log 0-4949 - log 0-0149
J'«945

= 1-6945-2-1732

= 1-5213.

n = 33-2;

the length of time is 33 years, correct to the nearest year.

Note, Since' the denominator 0-0149 in the expression for n is

iven only to 3 significant figures, it is absurd to give more than

significant figures in the answer, and we cannot even be sure

bat the third figure in 33 -2 is correct.

Example 5. If 2 lognj y + 3 log^^ x =0-7, express y in terms of x.

logio2/ + l'5logioiC-0-35;

ut, from the tables, 10®’“ ^ 2-24
;

logio2/ + Iog,oa;i*fi=log3o2-24;

log =log 2-24
;

t/a;^*® = 2-24
;

y=2-24x-i^

EXERCISE IV. b

[In this Exercise, log x means logi^ aj.]

Write in a form not involving logarithmic notation the follow*

ig equations ;

1. loga:+logj/=log2. 2. logx+logy = 2.

3. log X - log y =3. 4. 2 log X =3 log y,

5. 3 log X - 4 log y = l, 6. x log 5 =log 2.

7* X log 3 = 1/ log 4. 8. log y =x log 3 +log 4.

9. leg y = 1-6 log x + 0-58. 10. log y^O-lTar-j- 1-46.
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Solve^ a$ accurately as the tables permit, the followii)4

:

11. 2* = 10. 12. 3* = 100. 13. 6* = V10.

14. 7* = 14. 15. (6-23)® = 62. 16. {0 06)®=015.

17. Find, as accurately as the tables permit, the amount at

compound interest of

(i) £240 for 9 years at 4 per cent.

;

(ii) £175 for 20 years at 2^ per cent. (See p. 76.)

18. Find, as accurately as the tables permit, the sum of money
which amounts at compound interest to £360 in 12 years at SJ
per cent.

19. After how many years will a sum of money be doubled, if

invested at compound interest (i) at 6 per cent.
;

(ii) at 5^ per

cent.?

20. Find the least int^al value of n for which (0'96)” is less

than 01.

21. Find » if ^2*.

22. If pr” = 13800, and if p = 7-62 and t) = 82'3, find the value
of n.

23. Find the value of x correct to 2 significant figures, if

24. If r integral value of n for which -r— is

less than 0*00001. ^

25. If y-ax\ where o and n are constants, and if for a: =2,

y = 10-6 and for a; =3, y =6*2, find the values of a and n.

Harder Examples on Indices

Example 6. Simplify (i) (9x-«)-l
;

(ii)

(i) (9a;-»)‘^ = 9'^a:*

a*9

... 18. 12W»_2.3*.(22.3)’«

8*n+i, pn- (2»)*«+i
.
(3*)’»

2 . 3*. 2*". 3*"

3"+*

:i.3«+».

2*n+i
^
psn+a

3*«”
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Example 7, Expand (*i + V2 + - ^2 + 3*'^).

By ordinary multiplication, the expreeeion equals

- V2+ 3a:’i) + V2{x^ - V2 + 3a;"*) + 3a:"i{xi -V2 + 3aj“4)

=x - ^2®* + 3 + ^2®* - 2 +3 VZ®'* + 3-3 V2®’* +
since ®® = 1,

9 1
=x + 4 + -, since a:“^=-.

X X

Off Expression = {(«* + 3®"*) + -\/2} {(®* + 3®~*)- ^/2}

= (®* + 3®'*)» - ( V2)» =® + 6 + 9®-* - 2

9
=® + 4+-, as before.

X

EXERCISE IV. c

Simplify and express with positive indices :

1. (2J«)->. 2. (2J6>)i. 3. (^y*-

Simplify the following :

7. 27"*. 8. 10‘ ’ X 10> >. 9. 10« > X V(10‘-*).

10. (lft)+ 11. V2xy2x*/2. 12. 4*'>^2".

9n+l _ 911-1

13, ^ f.— . 14. 2™ . 3« .
6"^» 16. 12" H- 2®".

2"

,0
6.4»"+i

,, 4™. 27"*-" 4"+i.8*-«

20 .
8*" • 6*« ’ 16»-»

19. Solve (i) 9* = 27; (ii) 27* = 9.

20. If ® = \/2 - 1, prove that ®* +®“* =6.

21. Ifm =o* and n =a* and m*' . n* =o, find j/ in terms of x,

22. If a =®^ 6 =®®, c =®^, express as a power of ®.

23. If ^ =8p . express v in terms of p, t,

24. Simplify 9*"+^ x6»«-»-r(18 x4"-»).

26. Expand (®* +®“*)(® - 1 +®“').

26. ^plify -®«
-ii*.
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27, If =2, express x in the form giving the value
of k correct to 3 significant figures,

28, If x~^'^z~^—Z and if a; =y =3, express z as a power of 3.

29, Simplify x {a~*b^)~^.

30. Multiply 2a; -x^ +x“^ by 3x^ - 2.

31. Simplify (x -y)-r{x^ -y^)'

32. If H =:0-115Q®D”'* express D in the form giving the
value of k correct to 3 significant figures.

33. Simplify the relation, ^/x ^^y = ^/{x +y).

a”
34. Subtract

,
: from

^ (a + 6r +

35. What is the square roo't of x - 2 +x~^ ?

36. Find values of x and y such that

2*+*' =,8 .

37. Solve the equation, 25* = 5®+^ - 6.

38. Multiply by a^+6^.

39. Make g the subject of the formula, d = 1 •25*7^ .

40. Simplify and express with radical signs,

(o -f 26)^(o - 26)'^(aa _

[For aMiiional txampUs^ ses Appendix, Ex. T. 4, p. 170. For
a revision exercise on Ch. Ill’lVy see Appendix, Ex. W. 2, p. 147.]



CHAPTER V

SERIES

If we write down in succession a set of numbers in accordance

with some law, the collection of numbers is called a series and

each number in the collection is called a term of the series.

Example 1. What are the first 4 terms of the series whose nth

term is 2n® + 1 and what is the 20th term ?

The 1st tennis 2 . I® + 1=2 + 1=3;

The 2nd term is 2 . 2* + 1 = 8 + 1 =9 ;

The 3rd term is 2 .
3* + 1 = 18 + 1 = 19 ;

The 4th term is 2 . 4^ + 1 =32 + 1 =33.

The 20th terra is 2 , 20® + 1 =800 + 1 =801.

The series is therefore the set of numbers,

3, 9, 19, 33, ... ,
(2n2 + i), ... .

The nth term of a series is often called the general term, because

if its form is given, any term of the series can be computed.

Example 2. Find a law which gives the following series :

4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, ... .

One rule for this set of numbers may be stated os follows

:

Start from the number 4, and count upwards by threes ; thus,

4, 4 + 3, 4 + 3 + 3,4 +3+3 + 3, etc.

But the statement of the law is more compact and more useful,

if we express the nth term as a function of n.

For this series, we find the 6th term by adding 5 threes to 4,

and we find the 7th term by adding 6 threes to 4, and so on.

We therefore find the nth term by adding (n - 1) threes to 4.

the nth term = 4 + (n - 1) X 3 =4 + 3n -3
=3n + l.

EXERCISE V. a

Write down the first four terms and the 10th term of the

following series, Nos. 1-12 ;

1. nth term = 3n — 1~. 2. nth term = 3n + 7,

61
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3. nth tenn = IOti*. 4. nth term =—^ .

n + 1

6, nth term=6 6. nth term =( - 1)*“^

7, nth term = 11 - 6n. 8. nth term = 13 ~ 5n.

9.

Start at 5 and count up by fours.

10. Start at 5 and count down by fours.

11. Odd numbers upwards in order, starting from 15.

12. Starting from 32, make each term half the preceding term.

Write down, in terms of n, the simplest form of the nth term of

each of the following series, mid check by using this form to

compute the 4th term.

13. 3, 4, 6, 0, 7 14, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, ...

.

16. (i) I, 3, 6, 7, 9, ... ;
(ii) 5, 7, 9, 11, 13

16. (i) 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, ... ;
(ii) 26. 36, 49, 64, 81, ...

,

17. i f, f, i .... 18. 1x3, 3x6, 6x7, 7x9, ....

19. 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, ... . 20. 7, 70, 700, 7000. ...

.

21. II, 7, 3, -1, -6, ... , 22. 6, f, I ^
23. 24.

25. The nth term of a series is 7n - 25.

(i) How many terms of the series are negative ?

(ii) Is 60 a term of the series ? If so, which term f

(iii) Express the law of the series in words : start at ...

and count ... .

26. The nth term of a series is 5 x

(i) How many terms of the series are less than 200 ?

(ii) Express the law of the series in words. (Cf. Nos. 9- 12.)

27. The nth term of a series is 19 - 4n.

(i) How many terms of the series are positive f

(ii) Is - 49 a term of the series ? If so, which term ?

(iii) Express the law of the series in words.

28. The nth term of a series is 30 x (J)"“^

(i) How many terms of the series are greater than 1 ?

(ii) Express the law of the series in words.

29. The nth term of a series is 9n + 7. What is the result of

subtracting the (1; l)th term from the ktb term !

30. The nth term of a series ta 7 x 8*^^. What is the result

dividing the jfcth term by the {k - l)th torm ?
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Arithmetical Progression

If a series is formed by starting^th any number and counting

upwards or downwards by some fixed mnount, it is called an

arithmetical progression, or, more shortly, an A.P.
;

and the

number obtained by subtracting any term from the term which

follows it is called the common difference of the A.P.

;

e.g. 7, 11, 15, 19, 23, ... is an A.P., common difference, 4,

and 7,3, -1, -6, -9, ... is an A.P., common difference, -4;

and 21, f, 0, - - 1^, ,,, is an A.P., common difference, J.

Hzample 3. A man starts with a salary of £250 a year and

receives annual increases of £20 a year. How much does he

receive for the nth year of service ?

His salary for successive years is as follows :

£250, £270, £290, £310, ...

.

The set of numbers 250, 270, 290, 310, ... form an A.P.

The 1st term = 250.

The 2nd term = 250 + 20.

The 3rd term = 250 + 2 x 20,

The 4th term = 250 + 3 x 20 ; and so on.

The nth term = 250 + (n - 1) x 20

=250 + 20n - 20 = 230 + 20n.

for the nth year, he receives £{230 + 20n).

Arithmetic Mean. If we take any 3 numbers in A.P., the

middle term is called the Arithmetic Mean of the two outside

terms. Thus since 11, 18, 25 are in A.P., the Arithmetic Mean of

11 and 25 is 18 ; it is simply the average of the two numbers.

Ji X, g, z in A.P., the common difference is y ~x and also

z-y; y-x=z~y;
2y-z+xi .*. y=\(z-\-x).

the arithmetic mean of x, z is ^(z+z).

EXERCISE V. b -

1. A man, after obtaining a certain post, saves £20 his first

year, £26 his second year, £32 his third year, and continues to

.

increase his annual savings by £6 each year. What does he save

in the nth year ?

2. A swimming bath has a plane sloping floor ;
the depth of

water- is indicated by posts at equal distances down the balb.

The reading on the first post is 12 ft., on the second post is
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11 ft. 6 in. What is the reading on the 6th post T o& the nth
post

!

How many posts are there altogether if the reading on the last

post is 4 ft. ?

3. A marble rolls down an inclined groove ; the distance^ it

travels in successive seconds are 3 cm., 9 cm., 16 cm., 21 cm., etc.

How far does it travel in the nth second ?

4. The temperature of the water in a boiler is rising at a

steady rate ; readings taken every 20 minutes are as follows

:

82^ F., 88® F., 94® F., 100® F., etc. The last reading was 190® F.

;

how many readings were taken in all ? What was tl^ nth reading?

Find the nth term in each of the following series in A.P.

:

5. 9, 11, 13, 16 6. 40, 37, 34, 31

7. 21 3i, 4,4f 8. 13, 7, 1, -5

9, o, 2a, ... . 10. o, o+d, a + 2d, a + 3d, ... .

Find the number of terms in the following series in A.P.

:

11. 4,9,14,..., 64. 12. 8,6,2,..., -25,

13. 6, 6-9, 6-8, 3-6. 14. 22, 29, 36, ..., 169.

Find the common difference and the second term in the follow*

ing series in A.P. :

15. 1st term 5; 4th term 14. 16. 1st term 4 ; 3rd term 11.

17. 1st term 8 ;
10th term 71.

18. 1st term 7 ;
6th term 17. 19. 1st term 32 ;

6th term 12.

20. 1st term 10 ; 8th term - 11.

21. nth term, 7n - 3. 22. nth term, 30 - 7n.

23. What is the arithmetic mean of (i) 5, 13
;

(ii) 3, - 7 j

(iii) a +h, o - ft ?

24. Write down the numbers 20 and 40, then insert between
them three numbers so as to give five numbers in A.P.

This process is called inserting 3 Arithmetic Means between 20

and 40.

25. Insert 5 Arithmetic Means between 15 and 60.

26. Find the least number above 100 which belongs to the

following A.P.

;

(i) 8, 13, 20, 27, ... ;
(ii) 1-3, 1-6, 1-9, 2*2, ... .

27. The last term of an A.P. containing n terms is 2 ; the

common difference is d. What is the first term ?

28. The first and last terms of an A.P. are a, 2, respectively.

If there are n terms, what is the common difference 7
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Sum of Nambeis in A.P.

Example 4. An mstrum^t for a jazz band is composed of a

set of 1 1 thin metal tubes ; their lengths in inches are as follows :

6, 7i 9, lOi, 12, 13i 16, 16i 18, 19*, 21.

V^at is the total length of metal tubing required for the set ?

K there are only a few numbers, the quickest and simplest

method is to add up in the ordinary way. But if the number of

terms is large and if, as here, they form an A.P., it is easier to use

a different method.

Fio. 4.

Pig. 4 represents a set of 11 tubes ranging from 6 inches to

21 inches. Suppose sets are manufactured as follows :

Take 11 tubes, each 27 inches long, and cut off in succession

from them portions of lengths, as required :

6, 7i 9, lOi 12, 13|, 15, 16J, 18, 19J, 21, inches.

Then there remain tubes whose lengths in order are :

21, I9i, 18, 16i, 16, 13|, 12, 10^, 9, 7|. 6, inches ;

these make up exactly a second set.

But the total length of 11 tubes, each 27 inches long, is 11 x 27

inches, and these tubes form exactly 2 sets.

the length of tubing for each set is—^— inches.

The argument used in Example 4 may also be expressed in each

of the following ways :

Example 5. What is the average of the 1 1 numbers :

6, 7i 9, lOJ, 12, 13J, 15, 16i, 18, I9f 21 ?

Hence find their sum.

These numbers form an A.P. ; reckling forwards from the left

they increase by ; reading backwards from the right, they

decrease by 1|.

6 + 21=7| + 19i=9 + I8 = I0J + 16i = 12 + !5.

n.s.A.
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the average of each of these pairs is 13J ; thereyos also a

middle term, 13^.

the average of the whole set is

Example 6. What is the sum of the 1 1 numbers ;

6,

7L 9, lOJ, 12, 13L 16, 16J, 18, 19^ 21 ?

Let the sum of the numbers be 8.

ThenS= 6+ 7^+ 9 + 10^ + 12 + 13^ + 15 + 16^ + 18 + 191 + 21;

also S —21 + 19J + 18 + 16^ + 16 + IS-J + 12 + lO-J + 9 + 7-^ + 6 j

/. by addition,

28=27 + 27 + 27 + +27

= 11 x27;

.11 x27S—-2—

EXERCISE V. c

Find the sum of the following series in A.P.

:

1. 5, 7, 9, 11, 21. (9 terms.)

2. 8, 11, 14, 17, 66. (20 terms.)

3. 100, 93, 86, 79, 23. (12 terms.)

4. 15, 11, 7, 3, -46. (16 terms.)

5. 6, 7, 8, 9, to 20 terms.

6. 20, 17, 14, 11, ..., to 15 terms.

7. 5, 5-2, 5-4, 5*6, to 36 terms.

8. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, to n terms.

9. 1, 3, 5, 7, to n terms.

10. The sum of the A.P., 3 + ... + 59, is 465. Find the number
of terms and the conunon difference.

11. The sum of 12 terms of the A.P., 4 + ..., is 246, Find the
last term and the common difference.

12. The sum of 20 terms of an A.P. is 1280 and the last terra

is 121. Find the hrst term and the common difference.
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General Method

Suppose the first term of an A.P. is o and that the common
diHerence is d, then the terms of the series are

a, a-i-d, a + 2(/, a + 3d, ... ;

the nth term is a + (n - l)d.

Suppose there are n terms and that the last term ia I

Then l = a + (n-l)d.

Sum of an A.P. Let the sum of n terms be S.

If the last term is I, the last term but one ia I -d, and the last

term but two is f - 2d, and so on.

S + (a +d) + (a + 2d) + ... +{l - 2d) + {l -d) -{-L

Now write this expression for S backwards.

.. S ~l {I ~ dj (J,

— 2d) + . . , + (ct + 2d) + {<i + d) + 0-

adding

2S = {(jf + i) +(<i + i) + (ct +?) + ... +(a +Z) 4'{® +i).

But there are n brackets,

2S ”n{o +/) y

S=?(a + 1).

Further, l=a + (n - l}d, a +/ =2a +(n - l)d ;

S=2[2a + (n-l)d].

This argument merely sets out in full that the average of a set

of numbers in A.P. is found by taking the average of the first

and last terms, and therefore the sum is obtained by multiplying

the average by the number of terms.

Example 7. Find the first term and the common difierence of

an A.P.
,
if the fourth term is 23 and the tenth term is 1 10.

With the previous notation, we have

o + 3d-23; a + 9d = 110.

By subtraction, 6d = 87 ; d - = UJ ;

a = 23 -3d =23 -431= *201.

/. the first term is - 20^ and the cominon difference is I4i
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Example 8. Tind the sum of 40 terms of the A.P.,

6,

6|, 7, 7i

With the previous notation, we have

0=6, n=40.

A S=|[2a + (»-l)d]

=^[10 + 39 x§] =20(10 + 26)

=20 x36 = 720.

Harmonical Progression. If a series of numbers is such that

their reciprocals are in A.P., the series is said to be in harmonical

progression, for short, H.P.

Thus ... are in H.P., because 6, 8, 11, 14, ... are in

A.P.
;
and ... are in H.P., because

f, 3, •••

are in A.P.

The harmonic mean of 2 numbers a, 6 is a number x such that

a, X, b are in H.P.
; ^ are in A.P.

;

a X b

• 1_VI
,

i\_q+fe
. . _ 2o6

" X 2Vo^6/ 2a6
* ' * a+b'

There is no formula for the sum of n terms of a harmonical

progreasi<ni.

EXEBClSE V. d

1. Find the 10th term and 20th term of 7, 11, 15, 19, ... .

2. Find the 12th term and 60th term of 120, 113, 106, 99, ... .

Bum the following series in A.F., Nos. 3-11

:

3. 10, 13, 16, 19, ... to 12 terms.

4. 7, 7|, SL OL to 33 terms.

5. 16, 12, 8, 4, 0, ... to 9 terms and to 20 terms.

6. 3, -6, ... to 10 terms.

7. 3-4, 2-8, ... to 16 terms.

8. L i» ... to 25 terms.

9. First term 10, last term 30 ; 8 terms.

10. First term 7, last term - 13 ; 10 terms.

11. First term 3*5, last term 8 ; 16 terms.

12. How many terms are taken of the series 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ..., if

their sum is 120 T
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13. rfow many terms of the series 3, 4^, 8, 7|, ... must be taken
to give a sum of 156 ?

14. Find the first term and the common difference of an A.P,
if the 3rd term is 1 1 and the 7th term is 35.

^15. The 6th term of an A.P. is 7 and the 11th term is -35 j

find the 1st term and the 7th term.

16. Find the sum of all the odd numbers between 100 and 200,

17. Find the simplest form for the nth term in the aeries :

1 1+3 1+3+5 1+3+6+7
V 1+4^ 1+4 + 7' 1+4 + 7 + 10’

•

18. A shop sells various sizes of tin kettles, and the prices of

successive sizes rise by equal amounts. The smallest costs 28.

and the larg^t Ss .

;

it costs £2 10s. to buy one of every kind.
How many kinds are there ? What is the cost of the smallest but
one ?

19. Is 690 a term of the A.P., 4, 11, 18, 25, ... f

20. A clerk’s commencing salary is £100 a year ; he is offered a

choice between a yearly rise of £6 and a rise of £22 every 4 years.

Calculate the total sum he will receive in the course of 33 years
under each arrangement.

21. The nth term of a series is 3n + 1 ; find the sum of n terms.

22. From a piece of wire 6 ft. long, 26 pieces are cut off, each
01 in. longer than the preceding piece. If the wire is exactly

used up, find the length of the fii^t piece cut off.

23. I lay aside each year £20 more than I laid aside the year
before, Btfio*1)ing with £100 in the first year. How many years will

it take me to lay aside £5800 T

24. Find n if the sum of n terms of the series 2, 5, 8, 11, ... is

equal to the sum of n terms of the series 47, 45, 43, 41, ... .

25. Find the sum of all numbers less than 100 which are not
divisible by 6.

26. Find the harmonic mean of (i) 9 and 12 ;
(ii) - and - •

P q

27. The first two terms of a series in H.P. are 6, 3 ; find the

3id term, the 4th term and the nth term.

[Forfurther practicet see Appendix, Ex. F.P. 5,p. 167.]

Geometrical Progression

Start with any number, say, 7, multiply it by any other number,

say, 3 ; then multiply again by 3, and so on ;
the succe^ive

numbers,

7, 21, 63, 189, 667
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obtained in this way are said to be in Geometrical Progression,

written, for short, O.P. The terms in a G.P, series can be written

more simply by using the index notation
;
thus the series given

above may be written,

7, 7.3, 7.3*, 7.3*, 7.3* 7(1}

Again, start with 24 and multiply successively by f ; this gives

the G.?.,

24, 36, 54, 81,^
But it is more easily recognised as a G.P. if we write it in the

index form

:

24, 24(1), 24(^)®, 24(f)*, 24(f)*. (ii)

Again, start with 18 and multiply successively by § ; we then

obtain the G.P.,

18, 12, 8, 3^, If

and this may be written,

18, 18(1), 18(1)*, 18(f)*, (iii)

The fundamental property of a G.P. is that the ratio of each

term to the terra preceding it is constant.

Thus the “ constant ratio ” of series (i) is 3 ;

the “ constant ratio ” of series (ii) is f ;

the “ constant ratio ” of series (iii) is f.

If the constant ratio of a G:P. is negative, the terms will be

alternately positive and negative.

Thus the numbers

12, -6, 3, -f, I, -I, (iv)

form a G.P. in which the constant ratio is
( - f ).

Example 9. Find the nth term in each of the series (i)*(iv)

above.

(i) Theftth term of the series 7, 7.3, 7.3*, 7.3*, ... is obviously
7.3«-i.

(ii) The nth term of the series 24, 24(|), 24(f)*, ... is 24 . (.f
)”“*

;

this may be written :

3«-

(iU) The nth term of the series 18, 18(f), 18(f)*, ... is 18 . (f)"->

;

„ 2-- 2”
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(iv)Tke nth term of the series 12, 12(-J}, i2(-l)>, is

12( ; this equals 2* . 3 . = ( •

^Example 10. Find the sura of 7 terms of the G.P.,

2, 6, 18, 54, ... .

Let S denote the required sum. The common ratio is 3.

.. S ~ 2 + 6 + 1 8 + o4 + 162 + 486 + 1458,

If we multiply each side by the common ratio 3, each terra is

changed into the term which used to follow it.

3S - 6 + 18 + 54 + 162 -f 486 + 1458 + 4374.

Therefore, if we subtract, all terms except the first and last

disappear.

8-36=2-4374; 28=4372;

8 = 2186.

It saves time to use the index notation throughout. Thus

S=2 + 2,3 + 2.3*+2.3®4-2.3^ + 2.3® + 2.3'';

38 = 2 . 3 + 2 .
32 + 2 . 33 + 2 . 3H 2 . 3' + 2 . 3" + 2 .

3’.

Subtract

:

-28=2-2.3’; 28=2.3’ -2 ;

.-. 8 = 3’ -1.

Geometric Mean. If we take any 3 numbers in G.P., the middle

term is calfed the Geometric Mean between the two outside

terms.

For example, 9, 15, 25 are numbers in G.P. because ^ equals

ff, each being

15 is the geometric mean between 9 and 25.

Since the numbers 9, - 15, 25 are also in G.P. (common ratio

- |), it follows that - 15 is also the geometric mean between 9

and 25, but it is customary to consider only positive values.

If jy, z are 3 numbers in G.P., the common ratio is given by

w - , 2
~ and by -

; y z
. , a

^ X y

y^±^/{xz),

and we say that the geometric mean between x and z is + ^/(xz).

Hence the geometric mean between two numbers is the'

(positive) square root of their product.
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BXEECISE V. e

1. Find a simple fonn for the nth term of each of the following

series.- If the senes is a G.F., write down the constant ratio.

(i) 5, 25, 125, 625, ... ; (u) 3», 3®, 3®, 3“, ...

;

(iii) 10®, 10«, 10”, 10”, ...

;

. (iv) 40, 60, 90, 136, ... ; (v) 3>, 6», 12», 24», ... ;

(vii) 27, - 18, 22, -8,...;

{viii)2®,4*,6»,8*,...i

(x)a‘, -0.1, -1

2. Write down the 3rd term, 4th term and nth term of a
G.P., whose first two terras are as follows ;

(i) 6, 10 ;
(ii) 10, 5 ;

(iii) 6, 8 ; (iv) 6, - 8 ;

(v) 1, - 1 ; (vi) - 1, 1 ;
(vii) 3, i ; (viii) 72, -54.

State in indexfom the last term in the following series in G.P,

:

3. 24, 12, 6, ... to 7 terms. 4. tV> ^ ^ terms.

5. a, ar, ar*, ... to 10 terms. 6. o®, at>, 6®, ... to 15 terms.

7. 3, -3, 3, ... to n terras. 8. 36, -24, 16, ... to n terms.

Find the sum of the following series in G.P. ; leave the answer

in index form.

9. 5, 20, 80, ... to 7 terms. 10. 3, 6, 12, ... to 8 terms.

11. 4, 12, 36, ... to 9 terms. 12. 4, - 12, 36, ... to 9 terms.

13. 10, 6, 2L ... to 12 terms. 14. 1, L h ••• terms.

15. 24, 36, 54, ... to 8 terms. 16. 144, - 108, 81, ... to 7 terms.

17. Find the Geometric Mean between (i) 12 and 75 ;
(ii) 2

and

18. The Ist and 4th terms of a G.P, are 24 and 81. Find the

2nd and 3rd terras.

General Method

Suppose the first term of a G.P. is a and that the oommon ratio

'
is r, then the terms of the series are

a, or, or*, or*

In the 3rd terra, the power to which r occurs is 2 ;

in the 4th term, the power to which r occurs is 3 ;

and so on.

/. the nth term is
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Squ oI ft GtPt Let the suni of n terms be S.

Then S =a +ar + ar* -M»r* + . . . + ar«“« +or’»-i.

Multiply each aide by the common ratio r

;

each term is then
ci^ged into the term which used to follow it.

f8=ar + ar*+or® + ar* + ... +or"“i+ar",

if we subtract, all terms except the first and last disappear.

8-rS=o-or"; S(1 -r) =0
(
1 -r”)

;

1 -r
'

This is the most convenient form for S if r is less than 1 ; but if

r is greater than I, the numerator and denominator would each
be negative ; in this case, S is written in the form,

r-l
•

The general formula is' therefore

(,_a(r“-l)_a(l -r“)

r-l “ 1-r

Ex&mple 11. Find the sum of 12 terms of the G.P.,

6|, 3, “2, ... .

Writing the series in the form, ~§, 3, - 2, ,
we see that

the terms arejui G.P., with common ratio - §.

with the previous notation,

a = ^, r- -f, n = 12.

•• '

'-B

^ since (-1)“=+1

1-r l-(-

3S-

An approximate value of this expression may be found by
210

using logarithms. With 4-figur8 tables, we find ^—^=^0 031 (only

2 significant figures are reliable).

the sum of 12 termg^4-05 -0-031 =4*019.
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Example 12. Insert 2 geometric means between 320 afiid 135.

Another way of stating this is as follows :

Find numbers x and y such that

320, X, y, 135
are in G.P.

Let the common ratio be r.

Then x = 320r, y = 320r*, 135 = 320r» ;

/. a: =320 X I = 240; «/ = 240 x| = l80.

the required geometric means are 240, 180,

Check: m=hm=h \u=h

EXERCISE V, f

Sum the following series in G.P., leaving the answer in index
form.

1. 6, 24, 96, to 10 terms. 2, 8, -24, 72, ... to 12 terms.

3. 4, 2, 1, ... to 15 terms. 4, 2*5, 1, 0-4, ... to 20 terms.

5. 1 ,
- a^, , , , to 15 terms. 6. 26, 06®, 1 86®, ... to n terms.

7. c, 1,
i, ... to A; terras. 8. 2®, 4®, 8®, ... to (n - 1) terms.

9.

Insert 2 geometric means between 54 and 2.

10. Insert 3 geometric means between 3f eind 18.

11. Using 4-figure logarithms, find an approximate value of

(i) 10{1 +(1 . 04) + (1 • 04)® + -|-(1 . 04)«}

;

(ii) 12 |l + '

12. The nth term of a series is 2*^“^
-|-2n. Write down the first

4 terms. Find the sum of the first r terms.

13. How many terms of the G.P., 4, 6, 9, , must be taken to
give a sum greater than 8000 ?

14. The 3rd term of a G.P. is 40 and the 6th term is 626 ; find
the 1st term.

15. Use 4-figure logarithms to find an approximate value of

3 +2^ . 3^ +2^ . 3^ + 2^ . 3^ 4- ... to 12 terms.

16. Use 4-figure logarithms to find an approximate value of

the sum (i) to 9 terms, (ii) to 10 terms, of the G.P.,

600, -400, 320, -266, ... .
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Compound Interest and Annuities

The most important practical application of series in G.P. is

in connection with annuities and insurance.

jijt was shown on p. 56 that the amount of £P invested at r per

cent, per annum compound interest for n years is £A, where

Present Value. If a payment of £A is due in n years’ time, we
can easily find the pr^nt value, if compound interest is reckoned

as before.

If the present value is £P, the amount alter n years is £P . R”,

where as before R = 1 + ;

lOU

P.R”=A; P-~=A.R-«.

the present value is £(A . R”’^).

Hie difference, £A - £P -£A(1 is called the Discount.

Annuities. To find the purchase price of an annuity of £A, if

there are in all n annual payments, the first being ma<le in one

year’s time, allowing r per cent, per annum compound interest.

As b^ore, put 1 +

A
The first payment, £A in 1 year’s time, is worth £p now.

The second payment, £A in 2 years’ time, is worth now ;

and so on.

the whole annuity is worth now

„r(^ R«) .a(i-r-”)

"TI

—

r

Note. If the annuity is deferred^ i.e. if the first payment takes

place after k years, and if n payments are to be made in all, its

purchase price now would be

A
Ri+l

A \ . A(l-R-»)

R*-»(R-1)’
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No attempt should be made to commit these results to^inemory.

If the method is miderstood, there is no difficulty in applying it

to numerical examples.

In general, 4'figuie tables do not give a sufficient d^;ree of

accuracy : the following extracts from 7-figure tables shouldfibe

used, where appropriate

:

Number. Logarithm.

1 026 00107239

1*03 00128372

1-036 0 0149403

Number. Logarithm.

1*04 0-0170333

1-046 0-0191163

1-05 0-0211893

EXERCISE 7. g

1. (i) What is the amoimt of £100 in 10 years’ time, aUowing

4 per cent, compound inter^t 7

(ii) A man deposits £100 annually to accumulate at 4 per

cent, per annum compound interest. How much will

he have standing to his credit just after he has made
the tenth deposit f

2. A man pa^ £100 at the beginning of each year into a

pension fund, ana it is agreed that at the end of 15 years he will

receive back what he has paid together with 4^ per cent, per

annum compound interest. What should he receive !

3. On January 1st of each year from 1915 to 1925 inclusive, a
man invested £100 at 6 per cent, per annum compound interest.

What was the value of his investments on Deceml^r 31, 1925 ?

4. What lump sum was paid on January 1st, 1920, in order to

secure a payment of £100 a year for ten years, the first payment
being made on January 1st, 1921, allowing 5 per cent, per annum
compound interest ?

6.

A man buys a life annuity of £200 a year to be paid yearly,

starting in 1 year’s time. What lump sum will the Insurance
Company require if they expect that 12 payments will be neces-

sary, allowing 2^ per cent, per annum compound inter^t T

6. A Corporation borrows £10,000 and repays it by 30 equal
annual payments, the first being made one year after the loan

has been raised. Allowing compound interest at 6 per cent, per
annum, calculate the amount of each annual payment.

7. Repeat No. 6 if the loan is repaid by 60 equal half-yearly

payments, the first being made 6 months aJter the loan has been
raised, allowing 2^ per cent, half-yearly compound interest.

8. A man leaves property worth £2000 a year, pdd half yearly,

to his wife for her life-time, and after her death to a hospit^. Bus
wife’s expectation of life is 8 years ; what is the present value of
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the l^acy wluch she receives T Allow 3 per cent, half yearly

cOmpoimd interestand assume the first payment is <lue in 6 months
time.

9. Find to the nearest £10 the present value of a deferred
annuity of £100 a year for 20 years, ^ the first payment is due in

5 ji^ears’ time ; compound interest, 4 per cent, annum,

10, On January Ist, 1930, a man buys a deferred annxiity for

£6000. The first payment is to be made on Januaiy 1st, 1935,

and additional equal annual payments are due up to January 1st,

1960, inclusive. What is the amount of each annual payment,
reckoning compound interest at per cent, per annum 7

Series with Limiting Sums

Draw a straight line AB 2 inches long. Bisect it at Pj ;
then

bisect PjB at P^, and bisect PjB at P^, and so on.

A
Fia, 5,

P» P«

-I

B

APi = lm.; AP, = (1 +i) in.; AP3=:(1 + i + J) in. ; and so on.

After tho process has been repeated n times, we have

AP«=^i +2 +^ +^ + -•• +2n-i)^-

The method of construction shows that, however often the

process is repeated, the point remains on the left of B and the

length of AP„l«mains less than the length AB, 2 in.

In other words, however many terms of the series,

1 1 1 i
2 ’ 2*' 2

®* — »

we add up, the sum always remains less than 2.

But by repeating the process sufficiently often we can make

the point P„ approach as near B as we like, since P„B in.,

and this length can be made as small as we please by t6kkti^ n

sufficiently large.

by taking a sufficient ntimber of terms of the series,

1*11
’ 2 ’ 2*’ 2

*

we can obtain a sum which for this number of terms, and for

every greater number of terms, is as near 2 as we please.
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We therefoije call 2 the limiting sum of the series,

1 1 1 1
’ 2 ’ 2=’ 2>

Now apply the formula to the same series. Let denote the

sum of n terms of the seri^.

Then = 1, ^2 = 1 ; 53 = l+i + i; and so on.

,
111 1

.. an-1

_ i-ar _ i-(ir
i-i i

However large n is, is always less than 2. But by making n

largo enough, can be made as small as we please.

We therefore say that, when n tends to infinity, tends to 0,

and 8n tends to 2.

This is written in the following way :

When n^Qc, and s„^2.

The phrase “ n tends to infinity ” merely means that n is

allowed to take values greater than any stated number, however

large.

Next consider the series,

3, 6, 12, 24

The sum of n terms =—^1— =3 .
2” - 3.

By taking n large enough, 3 .
2” can be made as large as we

please
; therefore this series has no limiting sum.

If the common ratio of a G.P. is 1, the sum of n terms is

5„ =o 4-a + o + ... +a=na.

And, if the common ratio is greater than 1, then s„> na. But

by taking n large enough, na can be made as large as we please ;

therefore a G.P. for which r = 1 or r > 1 has no limiting sum.

From the formula, if r> 1, we have = —j— But by

taking n large enough, we have just proved that can be made
as large ^ we please, and therefore it follows that, if r > 1,
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can be madecan be made as large as we please ; and so — or

1
^

as small as we please, if - lies between 0 and 1.
r

if k is any fraction between 0 and 1, fc” can be made as

sic»ll as we please by taking n large enough.

But —a +ak -i-ak^ + ... +ak^~^ ) .

1 -k

if k is any fraction between 0 and 1 (or between 0 and - 1 ),

by taking n large enough, can be made as small as we

please, and so s„ becomes, and remains, as near
^
as we please,

if A: is any fraction between - 1 and + 1, the series

a, aky ak^y ak^y ...

has a limiting sum equal to -

This result may be written as follows :

If “1 <r <1 andif So =a + ar + ar2 +... -i-ar“”^ then, when n-)>oo.

a

r^‘
If r = -

1, the series is a, -a, a, -a, ... ,
and therefore

if n is odd an(^Sn = 0 if n is even, so there is no unique limiting

sum.

If r< -1, e.^. in the series 2, -6, 18, -54, ... ,
the value of

8„ when n is odd is of opposite si^ to its value when n is even ;

and the nurtierical value of s„ increases indefinitely as n increases ;

the series has therefore no limiting sum.

The “ limiting sum ” of a series is generally called its sum to

infinity.

Example 13. What is the meaning of 0-6. Express it as a

vulgar fraction.

o<*=ro’
«•' 5-i+A+A.

10 10* 10
*’

and so on.

0*6 means the limiting sum of the series.

A
10’ im’ 103»

•
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We know that there is a limiting sum, because the common ratio

is less than 1.

/. the limiting sum —

EXERCISE V. h

L By using logarithms, find the least integral value of n for
which (i) 3" > 1,000,000 ;

(ii) (f)»< 0-0001.

2. Express in decimals correct to 3 significant figures the sum
of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 terms and the limiting sum of the series.

(i)iL

.

(ii)L -hh -A;
(ih) L ... ; (iv) L ... .

3. By using logarithms, find approximately the difference

between and
^ ^

, if
1 -r 1 -r ’

{i)a:=L?' = l-05, n = 1000; (seep. 76)

(ii)a = 10
,
r = 0 -2

,
ft = 100.

4. Find the least number of terms whose sum differs by less

than O-OOl from the limiting sum, for the G.P., 12
, 9, .

Find the limiting sums of the following series in G.P.

:

5. 12, 4, IJ, ... . 6 . 12
, 8

, % ... .

7. 24, - 12
, 6

,
-3 8 . 5̂ , ... .

9. 25, -15,9, -6-4,.... 10. 1, (l-05)“h (l-05)“», ... .

II. Express as a vulgar fraction, (i) 0-^ ; (ii) 0 -45 .

12.

How many terms of the series, 1, • » “ust
1-U4 (1-04)*

be taken to give a sum which differs from the limiting sum by less

than 0-1 ?

13. A pendulum is set swinging ; its first oscillation is through
18®, and each succeeding oscillation is ^ of the one before it.

What is the total angle through which it oscillates before it stops ?

14. The height of a tree was 45 feet ; and it increased by 5 feet
in the course of the next year. If in each succeeding year, the
growth is ^ of that in the previous year, find the limiting height.

15. An elastic ball, dropped from a height of 16 ft., takes 1 sec.
to reach the ground ; the first bounce up and down f^es sec.,

and each following one takes f as long as Ibe bounce before it.

How long is it from the time the ball is dropped to when it stops
bouncily ?
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16.

(i^ UBa the formula on p. 76 to find what single payment
on January 1st, 1930, will secure a payment of £100
a year on every succeeding January 1st for ever,

allowing 4 per cent, per annum compound interest T

(ii) What is the annual simple interest on this lump sum
. at 4 per cent, per annum ?

[For further general practice on serieet see Appendix, Ex. F.P. 5,

p. 157.]

EXERCISE V.j

Miscellaneous Progressions

Sum the series in Nos, 1-12 :

1. f, ... 25 terms. 2. ... 8 terms.

3. 2, -S, ... 9 terms. 4. Y, ... 23 terms.

” 1® terms, to 2 places of decimals.

6. 2*4, 3*2, 4, ... 30 terms. 7. 8, -4, 2, -1, ... to oo.

8. ... 8 terms. 9. 8, 20, 50, ... 7 terms.

10. 21, - 1^, |, ... 20 terms, to 2 places of decimals.

11. -7, -6j^, -4^, ... 21 terms.

12. 1, -0-4, 016, ... to 00 .

13. Evaluate + to n terms.
n n n

14. Evaluate (a + xY + + (a - a;)* -f- . . . to n terms.

15. Insert 3 Arithmetic Means between 117 and 477.

16. Insert 2 Harmonic Means between 2 and 4.

17. The sum of 11 terms of an A.P. is 22 and the common
difference is Find the first term.

18. Find the sum of the first n terms of an A.P. whose ptii

terra is a and jth term is b.

19. A contractor undertakes to bore a well at 308. for the first

10 feet, 35s. for the next 10 feet, 40s. for the next 10 feet, and so

on. What is the depth of a well that costs £106 ?

20. How many terms must be taken of a G.P. whose first term

is 1*5 and common ratio 0*6 in order that their sum may differ

from 3 by less than 0*0001 ?

21. The first term of an A.P. is 24 and the third term is 4

,

how many terms are required to give a sum of 20 ?

22. A clerk is engaged at a salary of £ 1 20 a year, to be increased

£12 a year at the end of each year. He saves one-quarter of his

salary every year ;
find the total saved at the end of 10 years.

D.S.A, F
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23. The third and fourth terms of an A.P. are 15 and 13|

;

how many terms will make the sum zero ?
^

24. Find the sum of all inte^l powers of 2 between 100 and
1,000,000. Give the answer in index form.

25. £600 is invested at 5 per cent, per annum compound
interest. After how many complete years will the amount first

exceed* £700 ?

26. Find to the nearest £ the present value of an annuity of

£60 a year for 26 years at 5 per cent, per annum compound
interest, the first payment being made in 1 year’s time.

[For additional examples on series^ see Appendix^ Ex. T. 6,p. 172,]

TEST PAPERS C. 11-20

C, 11

1. Simplify (i) ; (ii) 10® - 10“i

;

(iii) X

2. Given log 2^0-3010, find, without using tables, approximate
values of log 8, log 6, log 3 '2. (Base 10.)

3. Solve (i) 4-7® = 17-2; {u)y =

4. What is (i) the number of terms, (ii) the sum of the following

series : 23. 29, 36, 41, 47, , 125 ?

Prove that if « is any p.,/sitive integer, 10” + 1 belongs to this

A.P.

5. A mfui and a boy pace a distance of 60 yards together. The
boy’s paces are 6 inches shorter than the man’s, and he takes

1 2 more paces for the distance. What is the length of the boy’s

pace ?

C. 12

1. Simplify (i)98«^3«; (ii) 4*’.6«.10J^.

2. Express in their simplest forms, using positive indices only

:

(i)(I6a-‘6T^; (ii) - ""Tp--

vi^V)
3. Simplify (i) log 14 + 2 log 2 - log 8 ; (ii) log 125 —log 6 ’

(iii) logj 16 ; (iv) log^ 8 x logs 2

4. Sum the series ;

(i) 2 + 4^ + 7-1-
9'J + . • . 20 terms ^

(ii) 14 + 11 + 8+5 +... 10 terms.

5. How many terms ot the G.P., 7, 3^, If, | . .
. , must be taken,

in (»der that the sum may differ 14 by less than 0 01 ?
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C. 13

1. Simplify (i) xa^~o*; (ii) (Jfi x(^)"i

2. What is x if, for base 10,

(i) loga; = i+log7; (ii) logx = 2 -log 4;

(iii) log Va: = 3 ;
(iv) log x = 3 log 2 - 2 log 3 ?

3. Sum the series :

(i) 3+6+ 9 + 12 + ... , 30 terms;

(ii) 3 + 6 + 12 +24 + ... , 30 terms.

Use logarithms to evaluate the sum of (ii) correct to 2 %ure3 .

4. If vooZ® and aoc/*, find the variation relation between v
and a.

What is the percentage increase in v wlien a increases by 21

per cent.

5. The 1st, 4th and 8th terms of an A.P. are in G.P., and the

1st term is 9. Find the 2nd term of the A.P. and the common
ratio of the G.P.

C. 14

1. Simplify (i) 64^ x {^)~2 x 5** x 9“^
;

(ii) 4”^ x — 12®"^“”.

2. Write down the logarithms to base 9 of

(i)81; {ii)3; (iii) 27 ;
(iv) J ;

(v) 27«.

3. (i) Multiply + \/3 + 2a“^ by - \/3 + 2a'"^.

(ii) Solvent = + 18.

4. (i) Find the sum to 16 terms of 100 + 90 + 80 + 70 + ... ;

(ii) Find the limit sum of the G.P., 100 + 90 + 81 + ,..

.

5. A boat’s crew make their boat travel 10 yards for every

stroke they take. In travelling 1600 yards, they can reduce the

time taken by 20 seconds if they increase their rate of stroke by

2 per minute without decreasing the length travelled per stroke.

How many strokes do they take per minute at the faster speed ?

C. 15

1. Simplify (i) (x®y"®)“® x ;

(ii) (2^6+5 -(2^6-5 ^2)*.

2. (i) Simplify log 2 + log 0 -5

;

(ii) Find to 3 figures the value of x, if 2*+* = 3*.

3. (i) Make y the subject of the formula, log^^r + 2 log^oy= 6

;

(ii) Solve X +y = 2, X® + 4y =
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4. Sum to 2» terms, n being an int^er,

(i) (a-l)+(3o-2) + (6a-3)+(7a-4) + ... .

(ii) {l + l)+6(6-c)+6*(6>4-c*)+6»{6»-c*) + ... .

5. A ball dropped from a height of 6 ft. bounces to a height of
4 ft. after its first impact, and in each successive bounce rises>o
two-thirds of the hei^t of the previous bounce. How far does it

travel £^together before it finally comes to rest ?

C. 16

L Simplify (i) i (») logf +Iog|-

2. (i) Expand {x^ +a;^)(a;i - 1).

(ii) Divide 2a + Za^b~^ +6“* by +b~^,

3. (i) If 2 log a - log & =log c, find a in terms of b, c.

(ii) Evaluate logj 36-2 logg 2,

4. Prove that - ^
\ ^ + 99

and show that

(101 +103 + 106-1-... +199) is a geometric mean between the
numerator and the denominator.

5.

If two unequal weights connected by a light strir^ are hung
over a smooth p^ley, the tension in the string during the motion
is equal to the harmonic mean between the weights. What is

the tension when the weights are (i) 4 lb. and 6 lb., (ii) (P + Q) lb.

and(P-Q)lb. ?

C. 17

1. Simplify (i) ia-ibh-'

;

(ii)

(iii) log oil + 1(^ 6c “ log ca ; (iv) log ^ +-lc^

2. Evaluate to 3 figures log* 6 and logg2. What is the con-
nection between their values ?

3. Given that =0-35, express x in the form cy*2«, giving
c correct to 2 figures.

Find to 2 figures the value of a; if y = 16 and 2 =32.

4. How many terms of the G.P, 2, 3, 4}, ... must be to
obtain a sum exceeding 10,000 ?

5. The sum of n terms of an A.P. is fin* - 1In for all values of n.
(i) What is the common difference 1 (ii) What is the sum of 2n
terms ?
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C. 18

1. Find to 3 figures the value of -
(Q-4678)^

{”3*592)> -(0-592)*'

Simplify {i)

(ii) (log a® - log a^) -i-(Iog - log a«).

3. Write the following without using logarithmic notation

;

(i) logjjc + a log,y=4 ;

(ii) log,x-Jlog,y =f
4. There are 50 houses on one side of a street and the distance

between each door and the next is 6 yards. A stupid coster leaves
his barrow opposite house No. 1, and visits each house in turn,

retumii^ to his barrow between each visit. How far does he
walk altogether ?

5.

The Geometric Mean of two numbers p and g is 6 and their

Harmonic Mean is 3-6. Find the values of p, q. Find also the

nth term of the H.P. whose first 3 terms are p, 3-6, q, [Two
answers.]

C. 19

L Find the value of x if

(i) 2*x4»»vi=8r; (iii) CV3)*=2»-*.

2. Simplify (i) x(2o6c)“^^ ^(85)

;

(ii) V(42-24V3).

3. (i) If 2-37v'** = 14-8, find the value of logigU.

(ii) Find x if Ic^ £ . log 27 =log 8 . log 9.

4. The first term of a series is 6 and the second term is 8,

Find ita nth term supposing that the series is (i) an A.P., (ii) a
G.P., (iii) an H.P.
Sum to n terms the series :

log8 + log 12 + log 18 + log 27 + ... .

5. The maximum velocity attainable by a car varies directly

as ita horse-power mid inversely as the resistance. The resistance

varies directly as the square of the velocity. Find how the

velocity varies with the horse-power.

What is the percentage increase in the velocity if the horse-

power is increa^ by 40 per omt. T
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a 20

1, Find to 3 figxires the value of

(i) logs 17;

2. Simplify (i) -

(iii) 10

'(a + &)i (a + &)-i'

(ii) log (log c®)- log (log c3).

3. Solve (i) 6* x 6*+» (to 3 figures).

(ii) ^/{x -^y) + ^/{x -y) - x~y-i.

4 . A man saves £300 every year. If he is able to invest his

savings at the end of each year at 4 per cent, compound interest,

liow much will he have saved at the end of 20 years ?

5.

An island had at a certain period a population of 200,000

;

and the population was increasing in G.P., the common ratio

being 1*05 for 5-yearly intervals. The island was at this time
producing food for 300,000 persons, and its produce was increas-

ing in A.P. at 4000 units per year, the unit being 1 year’s supply
for one person, any surplus food being exported each year. Show
that the island is still self-supporting after 156 years, but after

160 years will have ceased to be so.

[For additional test papers, see Appendix, Z. ll~20, p. 188.]



CHAPTER VI

RATIO AND PROPORTION

The meaning and use of Ratio is one of the fundamental features

of Arithmetic and enters into all geometrical problems which

involve the idea of similarity.

If X and y are any two number the ratio of x to y is measured

by the fraction - and is often written x : y; it represents the

comparison between the two numbers. In the same way, two

quantities can be compared with one another, if they are of the

same kind. Thus the ratio of a feet to h yards is foxmd by express-

ing each length in the same unit
;

the two lengths are
^

yd. and

b yd., or a ft. and 36 ft., or 12o in. and 366 in .

;

their ratio Is

a

, r , 1 f X- 3 a 12a
represented by any one of the equal fractions,

^
or or

Two quantities of difierent kinds cannot be compared ; there

is no ratio between, say, 6 shillings and 8 hours.

The following notation is used for comparing three or more

numbers with each other.

If X, y, z are three numbers, the relation

a:
: y : 2 = 7 ; 3 : 16

means that and - = -^, and so - = This is also written

y 2 z 15 z 15

in the form,
7 o 16

Similarly, x \ y iz w xu) —o ; 6 : c : d : e means that

x_a y_h z_c v _d

y~V z'c’ w" e

u d , . . , i
X y z V w

and so - etc. ;
this is also written,

X a u 0 c ti c

87
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Eximple 1. If a r 6 = 11 : 5, find the ratio (3a - 66)
;
(a +56).

We may use either of the following methods

:

(i)

3q j. 33 y

3a-66 6
'

6
"

a + 56

__^_2
“36”9'

(ii) Any two numbers in the ratio 11 : 5 can be expressed in

the form 1 In and 5n. Put a = 1 In, then 6 = 6n.

3o - 66 _ 33n - 2an_ 8n _ 2

a +^ ”lln +26n~36n~9'

Example 2. If a;
: y =4 : 5 and y : z =3 : 7, compare tc^ether

Zf y, z and find the ratio {z + 2y) : Zz,

^ y j yand

X V j y z

T2~16 i5"35’

“ 12
“
16
~
35

*

x:y:z = 12:15:35.

Next, put X = 12n, then y = 16n and z = 36n ;

a; + 2y_ 12n + 30n_ 42n _2
3z ~ 3x3&n “3x36n.~5*

EXERCISE VI. a

1. What is the ratio of

(i) 1835 shillings to £(3*) ;
(ii) 26 hours to 16c minutes

;

(iii) y* sq. in. to z* sq. ft. ; (iv) 8a® cu. in. to 6® cu. ft. ?

2. If a : 6 =3 : 5 and c : d ==2 : 5, find the following ratios

:

(i) 0* ; 6*
;

(ii)
^ | J (iii) : 6d

;

(iv) ad : 6c ; (v) o* : 6* ; (vi)
^

3. Two numbers are in the ratio o : 6. The first is n, what is

the second ? The second is what is the first ?

4. Find the ratio of x
; y,

(i)if 2a;=3y; (ii) if 4a;®=9y* J

(iu)if 7a;-2y=x + 7y; (iv) if a:-y +|y

;

(v) if a: exceeds y by r per cent.
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5. Compare together x, z

{i)ifa::2^-10:21andy:z=28;9; (ii) ifa;= 3yandy=
6. If a;

: y = 5 : 3, find the following ratios ;

(i)^J' '*+y

, lix:y.z =

(ii)
3a; y.
a; + 3y

'

(iii)
x^+y^

X* -y*

= 6 : 10 : 15, find the following ratios ;

(ii)

x+y
(iii)

3y-ag

y + 2z' x + 2y + 2z'

8. The ratio of the radii of two spheres is 2 : 5. What is the
ratio of (i) the areas of their surfaces, (ii) their volumes ?

9. The ratio of the heights of two circular cylinders is 3 ; 4,

and the ratio of their diameters is 4 : 5. What is the ratio of their

volumes T

10. The time of oscillation of a pendulum of length I feet is

1-

U\// seconds. The length of a pendulum is increased from

2-

4 feet to 15 feet ; in what ratio is the time of oscillation altered?

11. With the data of No. 10, find the ratio in which the length

of a pendulum must be altered to increase the time of oscillation

by 10 per cent.

12. A river steamer takes 60 per cent, longer to make a journey
iip‘Str0am than to go the same distance down-stream. Compare
the speed of the steamer in still water with the rate of the current.

13. If pv = 30, find the ratio in which v alters when p is in-

creased in the ratio 9 : 4.

14.

Find the ratio in which the following expressions are

altered if x and y are each increased in the ratio 3 : 2.

(v)-J
y

(ii)”.; (iii)
' 'x-y’

(vi)^; (vii)

(iv) X -|-2y

;

(viii)
2x® + 3y®

15. Find the two possible values of the ratio of x : y if

(i) X* - 7xy + 12y* = 0 ;
(ii) 6x* + 1 Ixy - lOy*.

16. What is the ratio of a : 5 if

in + 4 £,.v . 2x + 3y
17. If K

^

= s , find the ratio tt-
3x-i-y 3’ x-2y

18. If 4x-“2y-72-0 and 3x + 8y- 292=0, prove that x=33
and find the ratio y : z.

x*+z*
19. If 3x=y + 2zand42=2x-i-y, find the valueof-;—

.

xy

20. K 3x -2y

-

1
- 42 -x + 2y -32=0, find the ratios x:y:z.
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2L The sides of an isosceles triangle are in the rati(> p : g :pt

and the perimeter is 2s in. ; hnd the length of the base.

22. If (a + 6) I (6 +c)

:

(c +a) = 17 : 18 : 25, prove that the

triangle whose sides are of lengths a, 5, c is right-angled.

FropOTtion. If
|
and

^
are equal ratios, the numbers a, &, c, d

are said to be in proportion ; and d is called the fourth propor-

tional to o, b, c.

If
I

, c is called the third proportional to a, b; and b is called

the mean proportional between a and c, therefore the mean

proportional between two numbers is their geometric mean.

If = , the numbers o, 6, c, d, e, ... are said to be
0 c a e

in continued proportion
;
therefore numbers in continued propor-

tion are successive terms of a G.P., and may be expressed in the

form o, ar, ar®, ar®, ....

Equal Ratios. If ? ,
then ad -he; hence we have also - = ^

,

^ b d c a

. . o c a , c ,Agam, if ^ , then
^

4- 1 -I- 1

;

b d

a + 6_c +d

.•.^ 1 =^ + 1 ;

a c

a -j-b c + d

These results have important geometrical interpretations,

XP XQ
If in Fig. 6, PQ is parallel to YZ, we know that p^=^

X

Fro. 6^
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also

Hence *e have that is.t'Y QZ PY QZ’

XY XZ

SI

PY QZ

XP+PY XQ+QZ *1 . . AY y

XP " XQ~

3 results are all special cases of the general statement that

b U
ratios, any expression involving a and b, which

can be expressed as a function of
|

only, is equal to the corre-

sponding expression involving c and d.

Thus

a c -

« + c+d
a - b

Proofs of such results are often put in the following form !

If let each ratio— A;.

0 a

Then
^
= fc gives a =

;

^“A:gives c-dii.

and similarly

a +b bh +6_b(fc + l)_Jt +

1

a ~b~bk ~b~blk

c "K cf dk + (i +

1

c ~d''dk -d~k -1’

a + 6_c +d
" a -6~c -d

*

The chief property of equal ratios is as follows

:

If =
b d f

then each ratio =
pa + gc + re + . .

.

pb+qd+rfi-../

Let each ratio ~k.

a~bk,c -dk, e -fk, ....

.
pa-¥qe-^re+... _phk+qdk + rjk + .,,

" ^+qd-\-rf+ pb +qd+rf+...

_ k(ph+qd + rj + ...)

pb+qd + rf + ,..

=k.
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Examples, If prove that

2a-3c_ //a* + 5c* -3oe\

vU*+6c^*-36//‘

Let of the ratios
j

equal h.

a=hk^ c=cM;,

left side=
7bk~Uk_k{%h-U)
2f>-3d ~ 2fc-3c?

=fc;

and
. _ //W + 5d*ife*-36/j5;*\

right side=A/( )
— = loft side.

EXERCISE VI. b

1, If
I
and

2
unequal ratios, and if o, 6, c, d are positive,

it can be proved that.^-|^ lies between
|

Verify this

statement for the ratios | and

2. If a = 8, 6 = 12, c = 10, d = 15, write down the values of

... a j c .... a+6 , c+dWjandg: („)^and
c - d * (iii)

0 + 6
^

c + d’

("') U' (V)
a* + c*

6^* ,
7a>-c*

7b* -d**

3. Express
60-76
2a + 36

express it in terms of c and d,

function of
^

only. If also
6”d’

e
a 3 a +6 0”6 /***\ 36

4. If T= 7r» find the values of (i) —r— ; (ii) ; (iii) „ t ,66 '6 a ' 3a-6

5. Find the value of ~—

-

if (i)
;

(ii) ?==; (iii) lla;=$y.
» + y '^3/3^97'' ^

6. Find numerical values for ar, y, 2 if

^ 6 _Oj2^_oj^6 3o -26

t
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7. Express aa a function of
|
only. What is its

value if (i)
-^
= 2; (ii) ? If express the fraction in

terms of c and d.

Find numerical values for x, y, if

o_fc_c_a +6-c3q-6-c
6 8 9 X ~

y
'

Also write down the value of .

6 -c

9.

If 6a; =9y = 16z, find the 3 smallest integers to which a;, y, z
are proportional.

10. Find the fourth proportional to

(i) 10, 16, 24 ; (ii) J, i ;
(iii) a6, 6c, co.

11. Find the third proportional to

(i) 8, 12 ; (ii) i, i ; (iU) o,

12. Find the mean proportional between

(i) 8, 18 ;
(ii) a*, a6*.

13. (complete the relations,

14. Complete the relations,

X + y +z _x +y ~z X ~y +z _2x _2y
20 “ 14

““11”“““”

then write down the proportion, x :y :z.

ic rt^+y x-y+z x+y'-z ^ j

“-2r=-^= 5
^ = = ^

,, ac ,3o-ca + 6c
• “6=S'P™™‘’’^*3r^=6T63-

, If
|=J,

prove that
» c«

6»“c*-d*‘

c . o +6-c-d 0+5
If prove that

, H
J=3 =j. provethat
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20.

If complete the following relations,

a_a“C+c_ ax-ey^
h~ S *

ci®_ce_

01 ^ 4. 1, i.

21. If-j= 3
,
prove that =

22. If ?=-, prove that
b ^ a c

23. If?=^. prove that^ = v(f)-

‘“SStS-S)'-
25. If a ; & : c =pq : : gr, express p : g' : r in terms of a, b, c.

[For further practice, see Appendix, Ex. F.P. 6, p. 158. For a

revision exercise on Ch, V-VI, see Appendix, Ex. If. 3, p, 149,]



CHAPTER VII

GRAPHICAL FORMS

Graphs of Related Functions

Gkaphs of Bomo of the simpler algebraic functions have been

drawn bo frequently that their forms and sliapes are now familiar
;

but it is useful to summarise the chief features. The following

exercise is therefore intended for class-discussion, and it is sug-

gested that sketches of groups of allied graphs given in the exercise

should be shown on the blackboard.

Ixercise VII. a

The Linear Function

1 . WitkotU making a table of values, draw rapidly on squared

paper freehand graphs of

y=x, y=2x, y=^\x, ij= -x, - Zx,y- -

() What property is common to all of these graphs ?

() What function is represented by a straight line through the

origin with slope ^ ? with slope - 2 ?

(c) What is the graph oly=mx where m is any given constant 7

2. Draw on squared paper a freehand graph oi y~2x. With-

out making a table of values, draw in the same figure the graph

of y =2» + 1 . Then add the graphs of

y = y = 2a: + 3, i/ = 2a;-4.

(a) What property is common to all of these graphs 7

(&) How far from 0 do these graphs cut the y-axis 7

3. Without making a table of values, draw on squared paper

freehand graphs of the following ;

(i) y -^ar-l-2 and y^^x -3;

(ii) y = -ix + 3 and y = -ix~2.

4. State in words the method for drawing the graph of

y ^mx -|- c where m and c are any given constants.

If the graph is given, how can you tell at a glance (i) whether

m is + or -
,

(li) whether c is + or - ?

[Lines may be drawn on a squared blackboard to represent

given graphs and the following questions asked : (a) Whet is the

slope ? {b) Throu^ what distance, measured parallel to Oy, must

95
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the line be moved to make it pass through the origia ? (e) What
function of x does it represent ?]

*

The Quadratic Function

5. Draw carefully on squared paper the graph of y—x^ for

values of a; from - 3 to +3, with the origin in the mid^e of the

paper. ,

' ^
Use this graph to draw, without making any further table of

values, freehand graphs of

2/=2x*, y=ix^, y=-x*, y = i/=

[a) Which of these graphs have a lowest point ? “ Head down^

(&) Which of these graphs have a highest point T “ Head «p.”

6, Draw carefully on squared paper the graph of y = 2a;* for

values of x from -3 to +3. Use this graph to draw rapidly

freehand graphs of y = 2a:* + 5, y =2a:* - 10 ; are they “ head up ”

or “ head down ” T

7. Show in one table the values of ir*, (a; + 2)*, for

a;=4, 3, 2, 1, 0, -1, -2, -3, -4.

Draw carefully tho graph of y-a?* from ai=4 to a;=-4 and
then cut it out.

() In what position must you hold it to show the graph of

(i> y ={x+2)2 ;
(ii) y-{x - 1)8 T

() How must you hold it to show the graph of

(i)y=^a:;*; (ii) y= -(a: + l)*; (iii)y= -(a:-2)*?

(c) How must you hold it to show the graph of

(i) y = (a; + 2)8 + 5; (ii) y = (* + 2)* -10
;

(iii) y = - (a; + l)* + 10; (iv) y = - (ar + l)^ - 5 ?

8. Fig. 7 shows the graph of y =x^ in various positions. Wliat
functions of x do these graphs represent ?

Fie. 7-

9.

Hold the book upside down and suppose the arrows show-

ing the directions of OX, OY in Fig. 7 to be revemed. What
functions of x do these graphs now represent ?
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10. Anv quadratic function can be expressed in the form
a(* + 6)*1-c, where o, 6, c are constants.

(i) What is the condition that its graph is “ head up ’’
!

“ head down ” ?

{ii) How can you find the position of the “ head ” of theX graph ?

11. By making a table of values, discover the connection
between the graphs of ^ =a: (ir - I

)
and y = (a; - 3) (x - 4).

12. Draw the graphs of y + 2x 4- 3 and y -x* - 2a; - 1

.

Verify from the drawmg that the two graphs are exactly equal
curves, and prove algebraically that each is an equal curve to the
graph of y ~x^.

Other Functions

13. Draw carefully the graph of y for values of x from - 3
to 3. Sketch in the same figure the graphs of y == and y- -

14. Without making a table of values, sketch the graphs of

y -X* and y =x* + 10.

15. What is the connection between the following pairs of

graphs ?

(i)y=x*
;
x=y^. (u)y=x*; y = ±y/x.

(iii) y =x*
;
x=y®. (iv)y=x^; y=^x.

(v)y = 10®; x=:10^ (vi)y = 10®; y=:logx.

Graphs with Hissing Points

If we are given the formula

xy =6,

we can make a table of values showing the values of y for

selected values of x.

Thus, if x = 3, y=2; if x=:j^, y = 60; if x=-2, y=:-3;

if X = - y^ - 30 ; etc.

But it is impossible to suppose that x = 0, because 0 x y = 0 and

80 cannot equal 6.

There is a break in the table of values aix=0.

U xy = Q, y-- unless x -0 ;
if xy =6, we know that x cannot

^ 6
equal 0 ;

therefore there is no such number as
q ;

the expression

g
has no meaning.

D.S'X.
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The table of values for the formula, xy-Q, may be armiged as

follows

:

X ~4 -3 -2' -1
1 "fir 0 1

'

2 3 4

6
= 3 -a-6 - 2

^

-3 -6 -12 -60 60

1

12 : 6 3
'

1'5

t

Missing value-

The symbol * is inserted in the table where a; =0 to show that

there is no value for 3/ or ^ when a; = 0 ;
it marks the place where

there is a missing point or break in the graph. Points on one side

of the break cannot be joined to points on the other side of the break,

when the graph is drawn.

Fig. 8 shows points obtained by plotting some of the values

in the table, given above, and the corresponding portion of the

graph. The other values m the table show how the graph runs

for small posiuve values of x, that is, to the right of the break, and

for small negative values of x, that is, to the left of the break.
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li© rsader should now draw the graph of y on a large sheet

of paper and show as much of the graph as the size of the paper

allows.

If xy =6, we can give y any value except y =0 ; it is impossible

to Suppose that y = 0, because x x 0 = 0 and so cannot equal 6 ;

this means that if we make a table of values showing the values of

X for selected values of y, there will be a missing value in the table

at 1/
= 0, and a corresponding break in the graph. Points above

the x-axis, where y is positive, cannot be joined to points below

the x-axis, where y is negative, when the graph is drawn ; see

Fig. 8.

Example 1. Represent graphically the formula,

(^-l)(x-2)==3,

and solve the simultaneous equations,

(y
- l)(x - 2) = 3, 8x - lOy = 15.

From the formula, (y - l)(x - 2) — 3, we can calculate values of y
for any selected values of x, except x = 2. If x = 2, (y

-
1 )(x - 2) = 0

and so cannot equal 3. There is a break in the graph at x = 2,

Before obtaining a table of values, make y the subject of the

formula.

3
Divide each side by x - 2, /. y - 1 =—~

;

•••

X -4 -2 -1 0 1 n 2
!
2 ^' 3 4 5 6

x -2 -6 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4

3

x-2
- 0’6 - 0-75 -1 - 1*5 -3 -6 *

: 6 3 1-5 1 0.75

3
2'=^r2

+ i 0-5 0-25 0 - 0*5 -2 -5 * 7 4 25 2 1.75

Missies value.

Fig. 9 shows points obtained by plotting the values in this

table and the correspondii^jp^ of the graph.

If y = 1, (y - l)(x - 2)-^ and so cannot equal 3. This means

that there is no value of x for which y = 1 and that there is a
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correflponding break in the graph where y = 1. Whm the graph

is drawn, points for which ^ is greater than 1 cannot l^e joined

to points where y is lass than 1.

For the graph of 8x - lOj/ = 15, we have 10?/ =8ar- 16 ;

Fig. 0.

Fig. ft shows the graph of J/=—|q“» obtained by joining

these points. The graphs intersect at the points,

X =4'6, y =2*2 and x =0*55, y = - 1*05 approximately.

The reader should compare these solutions with those obtained

by calculation.

3 3+ir“2 X“t"l
Since —

5

+ 1 = 5—=— the curved graph in Fig. 9

Jr 1
represents the function, y —

•

From these examples, it is clear that the graph of any fractional

function has a gap or break for any value of x for which the

denominator of the function is zero.
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EXEBOISS Vn. b

L Make a table of values from x=-3tox=+3for each of

the following functions, and show where there are missing values.

... 12 12 12
My---.

... X
, ,

.'r--2 ... - I

. 2, Make a table of values from x = - 3 to x = + 3 for each of

the following formulae, and show where breaks occur in the

corresponding graphs. Sketch rough graphs on plain paper.

(i) xy = 60; (ii) s^(x-2)^60; (iii) x(y-l)=60;

(iv) {x-l)(y+2)=60; (v) (x + 3)(y - 2) = 60.

3. Find some value of x such that {i) i > 100 ; (ii) “ < - 100

(iii) j^> 100
; (iv)

60
4. Draw as much as your paper allows of the graph of y = — ,

taking the origin in the middle of the paper, and 1 inch on each
axis to represent 10 units.

5. Repeat No. 4 for the graph of -20.

6. Repeat No. 4 for the graph of y -^^^20

7. Draw, for values of x from - 1 to 2, as much of the graph
of 4xy = 3 as your paper allows. Solve graphically the simul-

taneous equations, 4!ry = 3, y = 3(1 - Jx). Check by calculation.

8. Draw, for values of x from - 1 to 2, as much of the graph

of y = l + “ as your paper allows. Solve graphically the simul-
* 1

taneous equations, y = l+ ~, y = 3x-i. Check by calculation.

9. Draw for values of x from - 5 to + 5 as much of the graphs

1 X*
of y =2 -t-” and y as your paper allows.

What cubic equation in x can be solved from these graphs, and
what are its roots ?

10.

Draw, for values of x from - 3 to -f 3, as much of the graph'

of y = as your paper allows. Solve graphically the simultaneous
X*

2 2
equations, x+y-2; (ii)y=^, y=2x-f-l.

What cubic equations in x can be solved from these graphs, and
what are the roots ?
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11, Draw, for values of x from - 5 to + 3, os much of graph

of y-^‘^ your paper allows. Solve the simultaneous

equations, i/(x + 2) +x-l, ^ = 2x. Check by calculation.

12, Draw for values of x from - 3 to + 3, as much of the graphs

of y =i and i/=x^~4 as your paper allows.
^

What cubic equation in x can be solved from these graphs, and
what are t^e roots ?

13, Solve graphically the simultaneous equations,

(a;-2)(^-4) = l5, 2t/-3x = 12,

Check by calculation.

K. Solve graphically the simultaneous equations,

Consider values of x from -3 to +5.
What cubic equation in x can be solved from these graphs, and

what are the roots ?

15. Draw, for values of x from -7 to +7, as much as your
9 3

paper allows of the graphs of ^ = x + - and y
— ~(x^ -25),

X o

What cubic equation in x can be solved from these graphs, and
what are the roots ?

[For additional examples, see Appendix, Ex, T. 5, p, 174.]

Empirical Formulae

If we obtain by measurement or observation a table of values

of a variable y for selected values of x, we can show the relation

between y and x by a graph. If the plotted points lie on a

straight line, or nearly so, the relation is of the form y==a + bx,

and methods for finding the values of a and b have been explained

in Part II, Ch. X, see Example 5, p, 169 ; the position of the
“ best-fit ” line should be determined by using a piece of black

thread (see p. 29).

< It has also been shown in Ch. II, see p. 30, how to test graphi-

cally whether y varies as any given power of x. If there is reason

to expect a relation of the form y -ax^, although the value of n

is unknown, the following process is used.

If y =03;*^, then log y — log (oic”) =]og a -flog(a;’^)

;

log y — log a + n log x.
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Conjsequ^tly if values of log y are plotted against vedues of log x,

the points should lie on a straight line, or nearly so ; and then

the position of the best-fit line determines the valu^ of logo

and n, as before.

In numerical work, it may be assumed, unless otherwise stated,

tha^the logarithmic base is 10.

Example 2. The relation, log y =0-74 + 2-3 log a:, hew been

obtained from a straight -line graph, representing values of log y

plotted against values of log x. Find y in terms of x.

log y =0*74 + 2*3 logx =log 5-5 +log(a;*’®)

= log(5-5x»-3) ;

y=5*5x3 ».

Example 3, The relation, log y =0-85 +0-58x, has been

obtained from a straight-line graph, representing values of log y

plotted against values of x. Find y in terms of x.

logy = 0-85-l-0-58xj =

y = 10«‘*fixl05-^»® = 7-l

Since ^ 3-8, this relation may also be written, y =7-1 (3*8)*.

EXERCISE VII. c

1. If corresponding values of x and y are given by the follow-

ing table, find the simplest expression for y in terms of x.

X -
-

1

1 3 4 6

y - - '

1 5 7 11

2. Repeat No. 1 for the following table ;

X . 0 I 3 a

y 8 5 -1
1

-10

3. The following values of the effort Plb. required to raise a

load of W lb. by means of a differential pulley have been found

by experiment.

W - - 1 100 140 180 220 260 300

P - - 18*2
1

24*7
’

30-4 36-8 42-2 48*6

Plot values of P against values of W and, allowing for small

experimental errors, obtain a relation expressing P in terms of W.
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' 4. The following table shows the current C amperes which
will fuse a copper wire of diameter d mm.

:

d . . 0-2 0’4 0-5 ‘ 0-6 0-8

c - 7-2 20 28
1

37
1

57

Plot values of log C against values of ]og and use the graph to

express C in terms of a,

5.

The following table shows, with small errors, values of y
corresponding to selected values of x.

X 2 3 3-5 4 4-5

y 2 6-7 10-7 16 22-8

Plot values of log y against values of Ic^ x and use the graph to

expr^ y in terms of z.

6.

The following readings connect the candle-power C and
the voltage V of an incandescent lamp :

C - 20-68 23-24 26-00 28-96

V - 94
: 98 102 106

Plot values of log C against values of log V, and use the graph to

express C in terms of V.

7.

The following table shows corresponding values of z and y :

X 2 2-5 3 3-5 4

y
' 7-58 10-8

:
14-5 l8-6 23-0

Test graphically whether z and y are connected by a law of the

form y =aa;“, and if so find a and n.

8.

The following table shows, with small errors, valu^ of y
corresponding to selected values of x :

Zk • 2 3 4
1

5 6 7 8

y

'

' ’

!

2-6 4-3 6-7 10 16 23-3 40

Plot values of - against values of y, and use the graph to
/ z

express x in terms of y.
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9. The following table shows, with small errors, values of y
correspon^g to selected values of x :

X - 1
1

2 4
1

6 8

y - 14 18 36
;

66 ^

1

120

Plot values of log y against values of x, and uao the graph to

find y in terms of x.
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FURTHER PROCESSES

Long Multiplication and Bmsion

Detached CoeflScients. Examples of long multiplication and

division were given in Part II, Ch. XI. These processes may now
be revised and abbreviated.

Example 1. Multiply 2x^ +3 by + 2x + 1, and comparo

the working with that of the corresponding example in Arithmetic

when a; = 1 0.

If a; = 10, 2x3 ^x^ + 3 = 2000 + 100 + 3 =2103,

and 3x3+2x + l= 300+ 20 + 1= 321.

2x3 +x2 +3 2103

3x3 + 2x + l 321

6x3 + 3x3 +9a,2 g309

4x3 ^ 2x* + 6x 4206

2x3 ^ ^2 ^3 2103

Ox® + 7x3 + 4x8 ^ i0i2 + gx + 3 675063

The chief difference between these two examples is the “ carry-

ing ” from one column to the next in the arithmetical work,

which cannot be done in algebra.

Expressions should always be arranged in ascending (or

descending) powers of some letter. If this is done and if a zero is

insertedfor each missing power, the working of the above algebraical

example can be abbreviated as follows :

2+1+0 +3
3 +2 +1

6 +3 +0 +9
4 +2 + 0 +6

2 + 1 +0 +3

6i® + 7x* + 4^ + lOi® + 6x + 3

This is called the

method of detached co-

efficients . The only

object of the method is

to save time.

106
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Exampje 2. Multiply 3o* - 2o6* + 56* by 6a* - 7a6 + 46*.

These expressions are arranged in descending powers of a ; we
can use “ detached coeQicients ” because each expression is

homogeneous. In 3a® - 2a6* + 56®, each term is of order 3, a* - aaa,

a6* =a66, 6* = 666 ; in 6a* - 7a6 + 46*, each term is of order 2.

Working m full,

3a* - 2a6* + 56*

6a* - 7a6 + 46*

18a* -12a*6* + 30a*6*

-51o*6 +14a*6*-35a6*

12a®6* - 8a6*+2Q6*

18a* - 21a*6 +44a*6® - 43a6* + 206*

Detached Coefficients,

3+ 0- 2+ 5

6- 7+ 4

18+ 0-12 + 30

-21+ 0 + 14-35

12+ 0- 8 + 20

18 -21 + 0 + 44-43+20

the product is 18a® - 21a*b +44a*b* - 43ab* + 20b®.

Example 3. Find the coefficient of a:® in

{l+2x-Zx^ -a:*)(5 -a?-2:r*+4x*).

Link together the pairs of terms whose product involves a?*,

Tliese are 1 x4x®, 2x x( -2a:*), ( -3a:*)( -x), { -x®) x5.

/. the coefficient of x* is 4 - 4 + 3 - 5 = ~ 2.

Example 4. Divide a:® - 1 la; + 2 by a: - 3.

Working in full.

a:*+ 3x-2

x-3 ) X* -llx + 2

x’ -3x*

3x*-llx

3x* - 9x

- 2x + 2

- 2x + 6

Detached Coefficients.

1+ 3-2

1-3) 1+0-11+2
. 1 -3

3-11
3- 9

- 2+2
- 2 + 6

_4

The quotient is x* + 3i - 2, the remainder is - 4.
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Bzampie 5. Divide l&c* - 16(r* + 11a: - 12 by ie* - 3.

4- 4+ 3

4 + 0-3 ) 16-16+ 0 + 11-12

16+ 0-12

-16 + 12 + 11

-16+ Q + 12

12- 1-12

12+ 0- 9

-1-3
The quotient is 4i* - 4x + 3, the remainder is - x - 3.

Example 6. Divide a:® -j/* by a: -y.

We can regard a:* - 1/* as a:* + 0 . x^y + 0 . xy* - y*, and then use

Detached CoeficienU.

1 + 1 + 1

1-1)1 +0+0-1
1-1

1+0
1-1

1-1
1-1

The quotient is x* + xy + y* ; no remainder.

EXEBCISE Vni. a

Find the product of the following :

1, -2a; + 3, 2a: + l. 2. ~2ab+b*, a + b,

3. 2a:* +a; - 1» X* -2a; +4. 4. +xy +y*, x ~y.
'

5. a»+a6+6“, a*-o5+6». 6. 1 - 4x - 3a:*, 1 + 2x - 6x».

7. 3x* - X - 2, 1 -X + 2x*. 8, a* -a6 +6*, a+6.

9. 2a*-a + 3, a*-2o* + 3. 10. 1 +2t/ + 3y* + 4i/% 1 -2y +y*.

11. a+6+c, a+&+c. 12. x+y+z, x~y+z.

Divide

:

13. 2x* -X* +x -1 by X -2. 14. 3x* +2x -6 by x - 1.

15. 6x*-6x*-8x +3by 2x-3. 16. 9x» + 6x by 3x - 1.

17. o* -3a*f> + 3a6* -6* by o -6. 18. x*-3xy*+2y*byx-y.

19. y*-«*byy+3. 20, 8-10x+5x*-x*by 2-x.

detached coefficients.

Wwking infvdl,

X* +xy+i/®

x-y)

x*y

xy*-y*
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21. a;*+x*-6x* -3x + 2 by x*+2x- 1.

22. a;* +ar*i/* by +x?/ +y*,

23. -a:* -2a; + 6 by a^ -a; -2.

24. 7^ +y* by x* -xy+y^, 25. o* -6* by a* +a*6* +6*.

out the following coefficients :

26. Coefficients of x* and a; in (3a;* - 2x - l)(2x* + 3a; - 4).

27. Coefficients of x*‘ and sc* in (a;* - 3a;* +a: - 2)(2a;* +a;* - 3a; + 1).

28. Coefficients of x* and x* in (1 + 2a; + 3a:* + 4x*)( 1 - 2x +x*).

29. Coefficients of x and x* in (2 - x + 3x* - x® + x‘)*.

30. Coefficients of a*6 and o*6* in (a* +a6 +6*)(a* - a& + fe*).

31. Expand in ascending powers of x as far as x*

;

(i) (2-x + 3x*-x®-x*)*; (ii) (2-x+3x*-x»-x*)>;

(iii) (1 +x)*(2 -*x)(l +3x -X*).

32. Expand (i)(i+6)»; (ii) (a -6)*.

33. Multiply 3x-2+ibyx + l“^.

jJpS 4 4

34. Prove that ::—^=x + 2+^— and express as a similar
x-2

mixed fraction -

x + 2’

35.

What is the constant term in

Ob. ay using long

I

1 +x
= 1 -X +x* “X* 4-

1 +x*

37. Find the first 3 terms and the last 3 terms in the quotient

when a::*^ - 1 lx -t- 10 is divided by x* ~ 2x + 1

.

38. Using detached coefficients, find the first 3 terms in the

expansion of (1 +x)*.

The Remainder Theorem

Find the remainder when ox* +6x+c is divided by x - A.

ax+{dk+h)

x-k)ax^ +bx +c
ox* -ofcc

(al; +6)x +c

{ok +6)x -k{ah +6)

ofe*
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This work shows that the remainder is equal to the result of

putting X ~k in the dividend. The reader should now' prove by
actual division that this is also true if the dividend is

and the same method may be used for any polynomial,

ax^ + +cx^-* + ... .

The result can, however, be established in another way, as

follows

:

The long division process in Example 4 proves that

- 1 lx +2= (x - 3)(a:» + 3a; - 2) - 4.

Since this is an identity, it is true for any value of x we like to

substitute. If we put x = 3, the right side becomes

0 x(9 + 9-2) -4=0-4= -4
;

this is the remainder in the division sum. Therefore if we put

X = 3 in the left side, the result must equal the remainder, when
the expression on the left side is divided by (x - 3).

This argument (cf. Example 7 below) holds whenever the divisor

is of the first degree.

Thus if any polynomial in x

o„x« + ... +OiX +ao

is divided by x - fc, then the remainder equals

dnfc^ + + . . . + afc + Uq.

And, in particular, x-kis a factor of the polynomial, if

+ ... +ao =0.

Example 7. What is the remainder if 2x*4-x* + 3 is divided

by(x+2)?
Without working through the long division sum, we can say

2x* +x* + 3s (x -j- 2 )(quotient) + remainder (i)

where the remainder does not contain x.

Since this is an identity, it is true for any value of x.

Put X = - 2, because this makes x + 2 zero.

2{ - 2)* + (
- 2)* + 3 = 0 X ( ) + remainder fu)

- 16 + 4 + 3=0+remamder

;

/. the remainder = - 9.
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Check : + 6

a: + 2 ) 2x» + a:> +3
2ar® + 4a;* Quotient 2x* - 3j; + 6,

_ 3j;a RemAinder - 9,

- 3a;* - 6x

ex+ 3

6a; + 12

- 9

equation (i) written in full is

2a:»+a;* + 3s(a;+2)(2a:* -3a; + 6) -9,

and equation (ii) written in full is

2(-2)> + (-2)* + 3 = 0x[2(-2)*-3(-2)+6]-9=0-9.

But if we only want to find the remainder, there is no need to

fill in what the quotient is.

Example 8^ Prove that a; - 2 is a factor of x* - a* 5a: + 6.

To obtain the remainder when a:* - a:* - 5a; + 6 is divided by

,
x - 2, put a; =2 in the expression. [This makes a: - 2 zero,

]

the remainder ~2* - 2* - 5(2) + 6 = 8- 4- 10 + 6 = 0.

Since the remainder is zero, a; - 2 is a factor.

Example 9. Find the factors of a:* + 2a:* - 5x - 6.

Try putting a: = l, - 1, 2, -2, 3, -3, 6, -6, and see if the

result is zero in any case. (These are the various factors of 6.)

If a; ^ 1, expression is l+2-5-6=-8.
If a; = - 1, expression is -l+2 + 5- 6=0.

a; + 1 is a factor.

The other factor can now be found by long division.

Then a;* + 2a;* - 5a: - 6 = (a; + 1) (a:* + 2: - 6}

={x + l)(x + 3)(i-2).

Chech this by putting a; = - 3 and a; = 2 ;
in each case the result

should be zero.

After a little practice, quotients may be found by inspection.

Thus, in the example above, we know that a: + 1 is a factor of

a:> + 2a;*-6a:-6.

/. the quotient must start with a:* and must end with - 6,

a;* + 2a;*-5a;-6 = (a! + l)(a:*... -6). .
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When we multiply up the right side, we obtain 1 . from the

terms already there ; we need 2a;* in all ; the missing term is x«

Thus a;’ +2a;* - 6a; -6 ={a; + l){a;* +a; -6).

Now check by picking out the coefficient of x on the right side,

this is - 6 + 1 = - 6.

Example 10. Factorise (x^ +zx)(x + z) -xyz.

Put y = “ z in the given expression ; we then obtain

(
-xz -z^ + zz)(x ~z +z) i-xz^ = ( -z^)(x) +xz*=0 ;

(^ + z) is a factor.

Similarly we can prove that (z+x) and (x+y) are factors,

the expression is divisible by (y + z)(z +x)(x + y).

But the expression is a function of 3 dimensions ; any

remaining factor must be numerical

;

(iry +1/Z +zx)(x+y4-z) -xyz=A;(y +z)(z+x)(x+y)

where ^ is a constant, that is, independent of x, y, z.

Put x = 0, y = l, 2 = 1 ;

then (1)(2)-0=A:(2)(1)(1); 2A:=2; =

the expression = (y+z)(z +x)(x+y).

EXERCISE Vni.b

Find the remainder in the following cases ;

1. (x*-5x + 4}^{x-l). 2. (x* + 3x + 2)-h(x + 1).

3. {3x» + 5x-2)-i-(x+2). 4. {3x* - llx + 6)h-(x -3).

5. {2x* + 3x-2)-4-(2x- 1). 6. (3x* + x -2) ~(3x -2).

7. (2x* ~'x - 3) ~(x - 1). 8. {Sx* +4x + 1) ^(x +2).

9, (x* + 7x* -f 4x -2) ~(x + I). 10. (x* -2x* + 3x -6) -r(x -2).

11. {2x*-x*-3x-l)-r(2x + l). 12. {2x* + 6x>-5x-6)'H(x + 3).

13. Prove that x-1 is a factor of 3x®-x®-x-l, and write

down the other factor.

14. Prove that x + 1 is a factor of 2x* + 3x* - 1, and write down
the other factors.

15. Prove that x + 2 is a factor of x* - x* - lOx - 8, and write

down the other factors.

16. Prove that x--3 is a factor of x*-x*-9x + 9, and write

down the other factors.

17. Prove that x + 1 is a factor of x* + 1 and write down the

other factor.
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18. Prove that x - a is a factor of x* - a* and write down the

other fact<>r.

Find the factors of the following :

19. x»-2x*-5x+6. 20, x»-4x*+x + 6.

21. x*-21x + 20. 22. x»4-4x*y-15xi/*-18i/»

23.^» +a“6 - 13a6> +66». 24. 2 +6x -28x* - l&c*.

25. For what value of o is x - 1 a factor of x* - 7x -i-o T

26. #or what value of 6 is x + 1 a factor of x* + 6x ~ 6 ?

27. For what value of c is x - 1 a factor of x* + cx* ~5x + 6 ?

Wliat are then the other factors ?

28. For what values of a, 6 are x + 1 and x-2 factors of
x’ +ax* + 2.r -f-6 ? What then is the other factor ?

29. For what values of 6, c are x+2 and 2x - 1 factors of
4x> + 6x + c ? What then is the other factor ?

30. Provo that x* +x - 2 is a factor of x* - x’ +4x - 4.

31. Solve the equation 3x* - 7x“ +4 = 0.

32. Solve the equation x* = 7x + 6.

S3. Solve the equation 6x* - 1 lx* - 37x + 70 = 0.

34. Solve the equation 4x* - 8x* + x + 3 = 0.

35. Prove that o - 6 is a factor of a^{b - c) + &*(c - a) + c®(a - 6).

36. Prove that a - 6 is a factor of (6 -c)* +(c -o)*,

37. Prove that x - y is a factor of

yz{y* -z*) +zx{z* -x*) +xy{x^-y*).

38. Prove that x +3/ is a factor of

xy{x +y) +y2(y +z) +zx(2 +x) +2xy2.
^

39. Find 3 factors of x{y^ -z*) +y(2* -x^) +z(x* -3/*).

[For additional examples, see Appendix, Ex. T. 7, p. 176.]

Further Factors and Fractions

The previous exercises have included the following identities ;

A» + B>=(A + B)(A*-AB + B») (i)

A* - B» =(A - B)(A* +AB + B*) (ii)

A« + A>B« + B* =(A» + AB + B*)(A* - AB + B*) (iii)

In (i) and (ii) the first factor is easy to remember ; the second

factor may then be obtained by division.

D.S.A. H
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(iii) may be factorised by expressing it as the differmce of two

squares

;

A‘ + A*B» + = A< + 2AaB* + - A*B» = (A> + B*)® - A»B*

=(A*+B»+AB)(A*+B»-AB).

Perfect Square. The expression (A+B + C)* can be expanded

by ordinary multiplication, or as follows :

^

‘ (A+B + C)* = [A + (B+C)?=A2 + 2A(B+C) + (B+C)*

=A* + 2AB +2AC +BH2BC +C*

AH BHCH2BC + 2CA +2AB.

In words, to obtain the square of the sum of three terms, add

together the squares of each term and twice the product of every

two of them.

The same rule holds for the square of the sum of any number

of terms.

Perfect Cube. (A+B)*=(A+B)
.
(AH2AB+B2)

The expansion for (A -B)® may be obtained in the same way, or

by writing - B for B in the previous expansion.

Thus (A-B)*=A* + 3A“(>B) + 3A(-B)H( -B)»

=A>-3A“B + 3AB*-B».

Example 11. Factorise 27x* - 8y®.

21x^ ~ = - (22/)“ = (3x - 2y)[i^)^ + (3a:)(2y) + (22/)“]

:= ( 3x - 2y ) (dxH 6xy + 4y“ )

.

Example 12. Factorise -y^ + 2yz ~z*.

x* - y^+2yz - =a;“ - - 2yz + z^) =x^ -{y- «)“

= [a; +(2/ - a)][a: - (y - «)] -(X + y - z)(x - y + 2).

Example 13. Factorise a“{6 - c) + 6“{c - o) + c*(o - 6).

Arrange in powers of a,

the expression =a“(6 - c) + 6*c - 6“a + c“a - c*6

=a*(6 -c) -a(6* -c“) + 6“c -6c*

=o*(6 - c) - a{6 + c)(6 - c) + 6c(6 - c)

=(b -c)[o* -a(6 +c) +6c]

= (b -c)(a -b)(a -c).

Expressions of this kind are usually arranged in cyclic order.

Imagine the letters a, 6, c arranged round a circle, and take the
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differences obtained by writing the letters in the order in which

they oc^ur, round the circle; thus o-6, 6-c, c-o. If an

a

Fre. 10.

expression contains both (6 -c) and (c -6) as factors, we retain

{b-c), but replace (c-h) by -(&-c); similarly we replace

(o-c) by -(c -a).

/. a“(b - c) +b*{c - a) + c2(a - b) = - (b - c){c - a)(a - b).

This result may also be obtained by using the remainder theorem

(compare Example 10 and Ex. VIII b, No. 35).

Example 14. Simplify

[x-y){x-z) {y-z){y-x) iz~x){z-y)'

Here, we retain {x-y), (y-s), {z-x) and replace {y-x) by

-(oj-y), (z-y) by -(y ~s), (a; -z) by -{z-x),

the expression = ~ y
{x-y){z-x) {y-z)ix-y) iz-x){y~z)

_ x^y -z) + y^iz-x) +z^x-y)

i^-y){y -^){z-x)

-ix-y){y-z){z-x)

{x-y){y-z){z-x)
, by Example 13.

EXERCISE Vni. c

Find the factors of the following :

1. 6>-l. 2. c=>+27.

5. x^ + x* + \, 6 . 3z»-24.

9. a® “ 6* - c* “ 26c.

11. a;® -y* -*2% +a:y®.

13. a;>-3a:*+3a:-l.

Simplify the following

:

16.
x-y

3. 8-d®. 4. fix* -f- I25y*.

7. a«+6«. 8. a;* + 4.

10. a*-12a»6* + 46V

12. a:*{l -z^)+2xyz -y*.

14. a:*-7a:* + l.

(a®+6®)(a-b)

(a>-6®)(a + 6)*
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17
^ IQ g*+o»6»+6*

' (w*-6*)(a*+6*)‘

19
..^*~‘=*

(t, cl 20
(»'-!/*)(»-»)

6*+<!«-Mw '
'• " (**-aty + y*)(i« + 9»)‘

2L Factorise (i) a;* + (x - y)* ;
(ii) {2a - 6)* - (a - 26)*.

22. Write down the squares of (i) a - 26 +c
;

(ii) x-Zy- %z,

23. Expand (2a!* + 3x + 6)(2a;* - 3a! - 5).

'24. If a!*-y*=98 and if a;-y=:2, tmte dom, the values of

a!* -'2a!y +y*, a;* +a:y +y*, a!y, x* + 2a!y +y*, x +y. Hence find x
and y.

25. If x^+y'^STO and if x + y = 10, write dofwn the values of

x*+2xy+y*, x*-xy+y*, xy, x*-2a!y+y*, x-y. Hence find x
and y.

Simplify the following

:

o* + 6*-c* -2a6

a* + 6* + c*+26c-2ca-2o6‘

27
x*-a^+y*

x+y “ x-y

X* - 2x - 36 X* - fix + 8

^+2x^r5'x*-2x-8'

32.

34.

(o-6)(a-c) {b-c)(b-a)‘

a? + y

33.

2x

,

/g+c 6+c\
^

o\
'•

I 6
' o

x* + 2xy +y* x* -2xy +y* x* -y*’

35. (o+6 -c)* + (o -*6+c)* + (o -6 -,c)* + (a+6+c)*.

36.
y+q

(x-y)(*-y)'^(x- 2 )(y-. 2)’
37.

X* -2x* -5x + 6

x> + 2x* -X

38.

Solve

+

x + 1 x-2 x + 3 x~€

39.

Solve

2 J_
-2

x-2 x+2
x*+2x x*+x“'x* + 3x+~2

’

40, If X =0* + 2a6 - 6*, y =6* +2a6 - o*, z =o* + 5*, prove that
f*+y*=22*.

41. Prove that

X* +y* + 2* - 3xy2 =(x -fy + 2 )(x* +y*+2* -yz ^*x -xy)

=l(x +y +z){(y - 2)* +(a -x)»+(x -y)*).
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42. Use No. 41 to factorise o* -c* + 3a6c.

43. If X +z = 0, prove that x* +y* + *• = Zxyz,

Simplify the following

:

86»
. 26

.
I

44.

46.

(o* - 6>)(o» + 36*) + 36**^^+6 ’

1—1
f y* y* \

Vx yj\x-^y x+y) \x^y^x-y)

47.

49.

{a - 6)(o - c) (6 -c)(6 - a) (c -o){c -6)‘

(x + a)(o + t/) (y+a)(a+ 2
)

(z + a)(a + x)*

o* 6* ac

(6 - a){c - a) (c - 6)(a -h)^ {a -c){b - c)
*

a* - X* 6* - X* X* - c*

117

X* +x(a -p) - op X* -f x(6 -p) - ip X* +x{c -p) -cp'

50. Solve X* +x*y* + 3
/* = 91> X* +X3/ + t/* = 13.

[Note, For further practice, aee Appendix, Ex. F.P. 7, p. 160.]

Undetermined Coefficients

If two expressions are identicaUy equal, that is, are equal for all

values of the letters they contain, they must, when simplihed,

agree term by term.

Example 15. Given that 4x* - 1 2x® - llx* + 30x + 25 is a perfect

square, find its square root.

The square root must be of the form, ox* +6x +c ;
we have to

find the values of the coefficient a, 6, c, as yet undetermined.

4x* - I2x* - llx* +30x + 25=(ox* + 6x +c)*

' =a*x* + 2o6x* + ... +26CX+C*.

We must therefore choose a, 6, c so that

o* = 4, 2a6= -12, 26c = 30.

(i) Take a =2, then 6 = - 3 and c = - 5.

(ii) Take o = - 2, then 6=3 and c =5.

the square root is 2x* -- 3x - 5 or - 2x* +3x + 5,

that is, ±(2x* - 3x - 5).

C^ecik by showing that the coefficients of x* agree Mid that the

constant terms agree, whMi 2x* - 3r - 6 is squared.
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The work could be shortened by saying that erne of the square

roots of 4a;* - 12x“ ... must be of the form, 2a;® + 6a: + c.

Example 16. Given that 6a;® + llxy-10y*-4a;-29t/~10 has

linear factors in x and y, find them.

6a;® + llajy - 10y®^(3a; -2y)(2a; + &!/) ; r,

6a:® + lla:^ - lOy® -4a; -29y - 10=(3x -2y +a){2x + 5y + 6),

where o, 6 are constants, whose values are as yet undetermined.

6x® + lla:i/-l(h/®-4x-29i/-10

= 6a;® + llxy - 1(^® +x(36 +2a) + 3^(
- 26 +5a) +a6.

We must therefore choose a, 6 so that

36 + 2a = - 4 and - 26 + 6a - - 29.

Solving, 66 + 4a - - 8 and - 66 + 15a = - 87 ;

/, 19a = -95, .*. a - - 5 ;

.-. 36-10= -4; .-. 36 = 6; 6 = 2.

Gx^ + Uxy- lOy® - 4x - 29y - 10= (ar - 2i/ - 5)(2x + 5y+ 2).

Check by showing that the constant terms agree.

Example 17. Express
^

in the form ^kere

a, 6 are independent of x.

x-8_ x-S _ q 6

X® - 4“(x + 2)(x-2)“x + 2'*'x -2*

X - 8=a(x - 2) +6(x +2)=ax - 2a +6x +26

= x(a + 6) +(26 -2«).

We must therefore choose a, 6 so that

0 + 6 = 1 and 26 - 2a = - 8.

Solving, we have a+6 = l,6-a = -4.

.-. 26= -3; 6= -H,
and 2a = 5 ; o=2|;

^ - 8 _ 2^ 1|
•• i^“x + 2'"x-2'

Instead of “equating coefficients,” we can substitute any

convenient valuqs for x, since the expressions are identical.

In (x -8)=o{x -2) +6(x + 2), put x = 2 ;

2-8=0 + 46; 6= -1^.

Alfloputx=-2; -2-8=-4a + 0; 0 = 2^ us before.
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EXERCISE Vm. d

The expreesiona in Nos, 1-6 are perfect squares ; find their

square roots.

1. ar*-&c*-l-17a;*-24x-!-16. 2. ** + Sx* 4- 14x* -8a: + 1,

3^9x«-24a:>+28x*-16x+4. 4. 9 -30x + x» +40x» + l&r*.

5. 4**-12x-7+-+t.

6. X* - fix® -I- 7x* + lOx® - 1 lx* - 4x + 4.

Find linear factors of the following :

7.

X* - 3xy -h 2t/* -2x +5y -3. S. x* “y*4-2x - 14j^ -48,

9. fix* +7x2/ -2%* -5x + 22j/ -6.

10. 3x* - 62/* - 2s® - lyz - hzx ~ Ixy.

11. Find the values of a, & if x* - fix* + ox* + 30x +6 is a perfect

square.

12. Given that 8x* - 36x* + 64x - 27 is a perfect cube, find its

cube root.

13. Find the valu^ of o, h if 27x* + ax® +bx - 125 is a perfect

cube.

14. For what value of c has 2x® + Zxy - 21/® + 5x - 5y +c linear

factors ? What are then the factors ?

15. Express
x-8 • r a 6

•; th® iOrm r+—s

*

(x + l)(x-2) x + 1 x-2

16. For what values of 6, c is x® + 12x* + dx + c a perfect cube ?

17, Express n® -2n in the form, an{n + 1) + 6(n + 1) +c.

18. Express
6x-4 « ^ ^

x(x + l)(x-2}
1*^ ®

^^'x’^x + 1 X- 2

19. Express 4rt® - 1 in the form, o(n + 1}® +6{» + 1) +c.

20. For what values of 6, c is x® - x + 1 a factor of

X* + 3x* +6x +c ?

21. For what values ofa, 5isx-2/ + 2a factor of

X* + 2x2/ - St/® + ox + 62/ -2.

What is then the other factor ?

22. Express in the form,
'(x + l)*‘’'x-2*(x + l)*(x-2) x +r

23. Express p* in the form, o + 6n +cn(» - 1) +dn(n - l){n -2).

24. Show that (x +2/ + 2)* - (aj* +y* +2*) can be put in the form,

c(x +y){y +z){z +x)
;
and then find the value of c.
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The Binomial Theorem

SncceseiTe Powers of 1 +x. To work out quickly the expaneiozis

(1 +ac)*, {I +x)*, (1 +x)^f ... f use detached coefficients.

(1+x)* (1 +x)^ (l+x)®

1 + 1 1+2 +1 1+3 +3 +l
I+l 1+1 1 + 1

1 + 1 1+2 +1 1+3 +3 +1
1 +1 1 +2 +1 1 +3 +3 +1

1 +2a;+a:* l+Sx + Zx* +a:* l + 4a; + 6a:* + 4a:®+a:®

From this work, it is clear that the coefficients of any expansion

are formed by adding together two consecutive coefficients in the

preceding expansion.

Thus (1 + 2?)® = ! +(1 +4)a: +{4 +6)x* + (6 + 4)a;® +{4 + l)3:*+a:®;

(1 +x)® =: 1 + 5a: + ICte* + 10a:® + 5a:® +a:®.

By the same method, we can write doum the expansion of

(1 +a:)«.

(1 +a:)® = l +6a: + 15a:®+20a:® + 15a;* + 6a:“+a:*.

The reader should now lorUe doim in mcceesion the expansions

of (1+a:)', (1+a:)®, (1 +a:)®, etc,

Pascal’s Triangle. The coefficients in these successive expan^

sions may be written as follows

:

{l+xf 1

(l+a:)i 1 I

(1+a:)* 1 2 1

(1+a:)® 13 3 1

(1 +x)^ 1 4 6 4 1

(1 +a:)« 1 5 10 10 6 1

(l+a:)« 1 6 15 20 35 6 1

In this arrangement, called Pascal’s triangle, each number is

the sum of two numbers in the previous row, the number just

above it and the next number to the left of that
;
thus in the last

row 16 = 5 + 10, 20 = 10 + 10. It follows that each number is the

sum of cdl the numbers in the next column to the left above it ; thus

we have in succession

16=6+10=6+4+6=5+4+3+3=6+4+3+2+1
and

.
20 = 10 + 10 = 10+8+4 = 10+6+3 + 1; etc.
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There n rows above the row containing the coefficients for

( 1 + x)’* ; therefore this row starts

1, n

Therefore the third number in this row is the sum of

1, 2, 3, , n -2, n - 1,

which equals and is written ^

.

« 1.2

Therefore the fourth number in this row is the sum of

2.1 3.2 4.3 (n-2){n-3) (n-l)(n-2)
2 ' 2 ' 2 * ’ 2 ' 2

These numbers may be written

3.2.1 4.3.2 3.2.1 5.4,3 4.3.2
1.2.3' 1.2. 3” 1.2. 3’ 1.2.3 1-2.3”***

the last two numbers being

(n-l)(n-2)(ft-3) {n -2)(n -3){n -4)

1.2.3 ' 1.2.3
n(rt-l)(n-2) (n-l){n-2)(n-3).

1.2.3 1.2.3 '

the sum of all these numbers is —"i —

»

the row of coefficients for (1 ^x)** runs

1, n,
n{n - 1) n{n - l)(n -2)

1.2 1.2.3

By the same method we can show that the next number in the

. n(n-l)(n-2)(n-3) ,

row IS —

i

1 \
"
3

^

The general formula is as follows :

If n is any positive integer,

(Ux)- =1 +nx +5i2ji^)x> + ...

n(n-l)(n-2)...(n-r + l)

and similarly, if n is any positive integer.

(x+y)"=x«+nx”“iy +
n(n-l)

1.2
xn~tyi

This formula is called the Biiwmial Theorem for a positive integral

index.
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The reader should note that, the rth term in the expansion of

(a;+y)” involves therefore the degree of x is n-fr-l);
also the denominator is 1 , 2 . 3 . 4...(r - 1), and there are the

same number of factors, namely r - 1, in the numerator.

Example 18. Write down the expansion of (3a - lb)*.

(3a - i6)‘ = (3a)< + 4(3a)> ( - i6) + J-;-|
(3o)>( - J6)«

=81a4 -54a®b + V-a^b* -^ab^ +^h*.

Example 19. Write down the 5th term in the expansion of

(2a -35)1°.

The 5th term involves (
- 35)* ; it also contains (2a)°

; and

its denominator is 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 ; .'.its numerator is 10 . 9 . 8 . 7

;

the 5th term
*J

-(2a)*( -3b)^

Example 20. Find the term independent of a? in the expansion

we want the term involving in (3** - 5)®.

This term is
. 8.7

= 700 Z*x**

;

the term independent of x is 700 x 3*.

Factorial r. The product of the first r positive integers,

1.2.3.4...(r-l)r

is denoted by the symbol rl and is called “ factorial r.”

In mss., as opposed to print, it is often written
|

r.

The coefficient of in (1 +x)^ is

n(n-l){n -2)...(n -r + 1)

1.2.3...(r-l)r
’

if we multiply numerator and denominator by

(n -r){n -r - l)(n -r -2)...3 . 2 . I,

that is, by (n-r)f, the fraction becomes

purposes, this is a more convenient form.
rr(n -r)!

’ lur auuio
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Example 21. Write down the coefficient of in (3
-

The coefficient is 3*
. (

- 5)^

This reduces to - 2’ . 3’ . 5’ , U.

EXERCISE Vm.

{Coefficients which are large should be given in factors, not

multiplied out.]

Write down the expansions of Nos. 1-8.

1. (!-»)*. 2, (6 + 1)®. 3. (1-20)3. 4. {d-i-2)*.

5. 6. (aJ+^y* 7- (2x~ 3>/)*. 8. (a^~3b)^,

9.

In the expansion of (1 (i) What is the number of

terras ? (ii) Which term involves ? (iii) What is the power of

z in the 6th term 1 (iv) What is the coefficient of x* ?

10. In the expansion of (4r - 51/)^®,

(i) What is the number of terms ?

(ii) What powers of x and y occur in the 3rd term? in the

1 1th term ?

(iii) If one term is az^y^, what do you know about p
and q ?

(iv) What is the last term ? the 7th term ?

11. What is the coefficient of z^ in

(i)(H-2a;)®; (ii)(l- 2:)’; (iii) (3 ;
{\v){z + 2f1

12. What is the coefficient of a;* in (i) (2 - Ja:)® ;
(ii) (3x - I)** ?

13. Wliat is the coefficient of in (i) (1 - 3*)^®
;

(ii) (4r - 5)^® ?

14. What is the coefficient of in (i) {2x - a:*)*
;

(ii) (3 -x®)’ ?

15. What is the 4th term in the expansion of

(i) (1 '-x)“ ; (ii) (2 -x)'“
;

(iii) (1 ?

16. What is the 7th term in the expansion of

(i) {X -yY i (ii) {2 - 3x)w
;

(iii) (5a - 3t)’“ ?

17. What is (i) the 5th term (ii) the rth term in (1 +2x)^ ?

18. What is (i) the 4th term from the beginning, (ii) the 4th

term from the end in the expansion of (x -t-?/)^® ?

19. What is the tenn independent of x in

(i)(x + ?)‘;

20. How many terms are there in the expansion of (2a - 35)' ?

What is the middle term ?
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21. What is the greatest coefficient in the e3pansi<m of

(i) (1 +x)*; (ii) (1+x)* f
.

22. Using factorials write down the coefficients of the named
terms in the following ;

(i) a;* in (2 ; (ii) a:* in (4 - 3a;)^* j

(iii) a:” in (1 ; (iv) and a:” in (I

(v) in (3x + 2x*)*

;

(vi) in (1-23:*)*

;

/ i\w 1 /
}\ft

(vii)a:*in(^j!+jj
;

(viii) in -jj .

23. What is (i) the 4th term, (ii) the rth terra in (1 -a:*)” ?

24. Simplify (a - 1
)“ + 3 (a - 1 )* + 3 (a - 1 ) + 1

.

25. Simplify l-4(6 + l) + 6(5 + l)*-4(6 + l)» + (6 + l)*.

26. What is the coefficient of in (1 +x + x’)” T

27. What is the coefficient of x* in (1 +x +x’)*' t

28. What is the nth term in the expansion of (1 +x*)*" f

29. What are the coefficients of x* and x® in (1 +x)’^ f Deduce
the coefficient of x® in ( 1 - x) { 1 + x)^

30. What are the coefficients of x* and x* in (1 - x)” ? Deduce
the coefficient of x* in (1 +x)(l -x)”,

31. Evaluate ( + 1
)’ + ( ^2 - 1 )*.

32. Find the term independent of x in the expansion of

/ n*”

33. Express compactly by using factorials :

(i) 12 . 11 . 10 . 9 . 8 . 7; (ii) 20 . 18 . 16 . 14 . 12 . 10?

(iii) 2,4.6.$... (2n -2) , 2n;

(iv) 1 . 3. 6.7... (2n-l).

34. Simplify (i) n! -^(n - 3)1 ;
(ii) n! - (n - 1)1.

36.

If 201 is expressed in prime factors, to what power will

(i) 2, (ii) 3 occur ?

36. Simplify (i) ? r, + z rrr

;

^ '^r!(n-r)! (f-l)!(n-r + l)!’

.... n!
.

nl

rl (n -r)l
'
(r-1)! (n-r + l)!*

37. Prove that the coefficient of af** z" in the expansion of

(x+y+z)®” is (3n)!/(n!)*.

38. Prove that the coefficimt of x® in the expansion of

(3+x) (1+x)" is ln{n-l)\



CHAPTER IX

LITERAL EQUATIONS AND QUADRATIC
FUNCTIONS

Literal Equations

Use the same methods as are used for numerical equations

Simple Equations

Collect on the left-hand side terms which contain the unknowiif

and remove all other terms to the right-hand side.

Example 1, Solve, ioi x, ax = bx + ~ where a =/= 6.
a 0

Subtract - and bx from each side,
a .ah

. . ax - bx

Divide each side by (a - b), since o - 6 0,

.
_(a +6)10 -6)_a -i-b

^b) ~ ab
*

EXEBCISE IX. a

Solve, for x, the following equations

:

1. 6-l-x=c.

. a b
4. .

X c

7. x=c-x.

lQ,bx=b+bK

2. bx-c.

c 1
5. a-x~7 •

b

8, 2x -a-a-b.

11. - = l-a.
a

-.111
14. “ — ”+ 1 •

X a b

125

3. *=<..

6, i=i)+c.
X

x_a
a'‘6*

12. p{x +q)=^.

13. lap-f&x=A.
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16
X X 2

19. —^-=2,
:

X - g

22. px + g =p +gx.

24. ax+bx=a^ -6*.

26 . r(x + 8) =s(x + r).

30 . ^
X -a X -0 X

32. ' +^=:i±5
x-d £C -C X

17 fw; + a:=i.

20 x-~=d.
c

18. x~mx^+c.

21. ~=a.
x+r

23. a:(a +6) =c{a& -a:).

25. i3(a;-i})=g(a:^^).

27. d,x -d) =d{x + c).

29. (a:-a)==x8 + 6».

31. {x-p)(x+Q)=(x+p)(x-g),

[Nofe. J’or /wrtfter jarac/we, see Appendix, Ex. F.P. 8, p. 161.]

Simultaneous Simple Equations

Use the method of addition or subtraction.

Example 2. Find x and y from the simultaneous equations,

ax+by+€ =0 (i)

px + qy+f = 0 (ii)

Multiply each side of (i) by q and each side of (ii) by b
;

aqx +bqy -hcq-Of (iii)

bpx +bqy +br=0 (iv)

From (iii) and (iv), by subtraction,

aqz -bpx +cq -br=<i
;

aqx - bpx = br - eg ; x(a^ -6p) =6f -c^f

;

br -cq
V X= 7^.

aq-bp

The value of y can be found by substituting this value of x in

(i) ; but it is easier to find y by starting again with (i) and (ii) and

eliminating x. The reader should do this ; he will find that

cp-ar
^ aq-bp

w. . br-cq cp-ar
. . the solution is x , y = —r-

.

aq -bp •' aq-bp
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This is aJorrMda for solving any pair of simultaneous equations

of the first d^ree, in two unknowns. The answer can be written

in the form

:

_ y _ 1

br-cq cp -ar aq - bp'

At first, simultmieous simple eqtuUions should be solved from first

principles, not by quoting aformula ; but it is useful for the reader

to see a more symmetrical method of writing this result.

Many formulae can be expressed in a symmetrical form, if the

following notation is used.

I A B I

stands for the “ cross-product,” AQ - BP.
1
^ W

1

It is called a determinant.

Using this notation, we see that the roots of the simultaneous

equations,

flw:+&y-fc=0 •i

px +qy -tr =0 /
are given by

^ y _ 1

\ b cl |c a

\

la

\ q ri |r p \ \

p

The next example shows how time can often be saved by

simplifying before starting to eliminate one unknown.

Example 3. Find x and y from the simultaneous equations,

(a + 6)a; + (a -b)y -6® (i)

{a-b)x-{a + b)y= -2ab (ii)

By addition, from (i) and (ii),

2aa; - 2&y - 6* - 2ad (iii)

By subtraction, from (i) and (ii),

26a: -|-2ay =a* -6* + 2at (iv)

Multiply each side of (iii) by a and each side of (iv) by 6.

2a*a: 2ahy —a* -ob* - 2a*6 (v)

and 26*a; + 2a% =0*6 - 6^-1
- 2a6* ,(vi)

By addition, from (v) and (vi),

2a*x + 26®x =a* - o*6 + a6* - 6*
;

A 2x(o« + 6*) =o*(a ~6) +6*(o -6) ={o -6)(a« +6*)

;

_(g-M(q^+6*)_a-6
*'*

2(0* -f 6*)
" 2
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Substitute for x in (iv),

. ?^<^^+2(,y=o»-6* + 2ob;

a6-6*+2oy=o>~6*+2a6; 2ay=o* +06=0(0 +6);

0(0+6) 0+6.

:. the solution is x=J(s-b), y“i(a+b).

EXERCISE IX. h

Find X and y from the following simultaneous equations :

1. x + y-7c,

X -y = 3c.

4. a:+y=))+^»

px^qy=%pq.

7,
!g + y^a;-y_^
a h

2. 2a;-y=o,

a; + 3y=&.

5, a;+C2/=d»

a: +dy =c.

3, oa;+26y=4c,

2oa; -6y =3c,

6, ax-\-y~obj

bx -0^=6*.

8 — =-.
'

a? + 6 y + o d

9. ax-'by^a^ +b*, 10. cx-dy=0.

x+y =2o.

12. b{x-h)~ay,

a{x-a)-b{x-y).

x+y=k.

13. ca; +dy = 2cd,

dx-cy-d^--c^

..ah
11. -+-=0,

X y

---=d.
X y

14 .
y-mx + c,

x-my+c.

px -qy
15. ax + by=^bx -ay-a^ + b^- 18. x --p=2/

17. qx=py,

px-qy-p+q.
18. i'+f =2,

a 0

ox+6j^=o* + 6*.

6 o
’

^4-0.

20. x(c+d)+y(l-c)=d(c + d), 21 .
{p-q)x+{p+q)y-{p + q)*,

a:(c -> d) + y( 1 + c)=d(G - d). qx~py^<f' pq.

22. r{x + y) +8{x ~y)=:2r3, 23. 5x-(o+6)2/=o6-6*,

+ «^) - K® - y) " r*. (o - b)x - 2ay = 26*.

24. x{c + 1) +j^l -d) =aKl -'C) +y(l +<^) =*•

Write down by means of the formula the solution of the

following :

25. 3x+6y+2=0, 26. 4x+3y-3=0, 27. to -2y -25=0,

2x + 3y + 4=0. 3iP + 4y-2=0. 4af + 3y + 3=0.
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28* X “ 3j/ = 1» 29« 9sc + 5y “ “ 7j 30* lOx ~ 6y = 3>

2a;+V = 16. 4a;-3j/ = 8. 14x-%=4.

[For further practice in literal equations and literal rekUionSt see

Appendix, Ex. F.P. 9, 10, pp. 163-6 and Ex. T. 8, p. 177.]

Quadratic Equations

Any quadratic equation can be reduced to the form

oa;* +6a;-f c =0.

And it has been proved (Pt. II, Ch. XIV) that its roots are

-6 + V(6*-4ac) -6- V(6*-4oc)

2o ’ 2a
'

unless 6* < 4ac.

The connection between the roots and the coefl&cients was

indicated in Pt. II, Ch. XII. This work should now be revised

and extended.

Denote by a, ^ the two roots of ax^ + hx Then the

equation is

(a: -a){x - ^) = 0 or - ax - ^x+a^ = Q.

h
j8)+ai?=0and a; + - = 0 are equivalent equa-

tions. This requires that

a-f-p- -- and ttP=-

.

a ^ a

These two facts should be committed to memory ; they may be

stated as follows :

If all terms of a quadratic equation are brought to one side,

and, if the coejficient of is + 1,

(i) the sum of the roots =the coefficient of x with the sign

changed

;

(ii) the product of the roots =the constant term.

Nature of Boots of a Quadratic. The forms of the two roots of

oo:* -I- 6a: +0=0 lead to the following conclusions.

(i) If 6* - 4oc is a perfect square mid if a, 6, c are rational,

the roots are rational and unequal.

(ii) If 6* - 4ac> 0, but is not a perfect square, the roots

Eu:e irrational and unequal.

(iii) If 5* - 4ac =0, the roots are equal.

(iv) If 6* - 4ac < 0, there are no roots.

D.S.A. I
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NoU, It is (unfortunately) customary to say that the square

lOoi of a negative number is an izn£^inary number/* and, in

fOntrast, thi|4 the square root of a positive number is a “ real

ttumbfr.” And so the equatioi^S®*M-6a!+c=:0 is said to have
“ real roots ’* if 6* - 4a<j >0, and to have ** imaginary roots ” if

6* - 4lio< 0.

Example 4. Find the sum of the squares of the roots of the

equation - a; - 3 = 0.

Let a, j9 be the roots of -a; -3=0 or -^=0.
<1 + /?= and a^=

a« + 2a^ + ^={a + j8)«=5>K; but2ai?=-J;

Example 5. If one root of x‘+pa; + 36=0 is four times the

other, find the value of p.

IiOt the roots be a, 4a ; 5a = -p and 4a* =36.

a* = 9; a = ±3; p = 4;15.

Example 6. If c, jS are the roots of a®* +6x + c = 0,

(i) eoqprees a* + )8* in terms of a, 6, c ;

(ii) form the equation whose roots are a - 2^, fi-2a.

^ 0
From the data, a + 8= — and aS =-

.

(i) a» + =(a + fi)(a*

+

=(a + 8){(a + /?)« - Safi}

J &\/b* 3c^_ b(b*-3ac)

”V“a/\a* oi s?
'

(ii) Let the required equation be a?* +ga: +r =0

;

thena-2^ + j8 -2a= -gr and (a -2^)(/9 -2a) =r.

?=a + ^=-5.

and r= -2a*+6a^-2^= -2(a + ^)* 4-9a^

26*
^

9c^9ac-2bV
a* o a*

*

... i.- ‘ * ft 9ac-2ft*
the equation is ** -“» +—

—

=0,

or a*x* - abx + 9ac - 2b* = 0.

Note* In questions involvix^ the roots of a quadratic, avoid

when possible treating each root separately. Use the values of

a + ^ and a fit rather than the separate values of a and of fi.
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EZEBOISE IX. e

1.

What is the nature of the roote of the foUowixig equaticma
The actueJ roots are not requi^red.

(i) it* -3a; -7=0;
,(iii) X* -3* -10=0;

(v) 6x* + 7x + 3=0;

(vii) 9x«-24x + 16=0;

(u)x*-3x + 7=0;

(iv) X* -3x + 2i=0?
(vi) 24x‘ -35x - 150=0 ;

(viii) 3x* + llaj+9=0.

2.

Form the equations whose roots are

(i)3, -7; (ii) ±4; (ui) ± V3 ;

(iv) 3 + V2, 3 -
; (v) 2p, 3p

;

(vi) . (vii)l,^; (viu)^,

3. Find the greatest value of c for which (i) x* -6x +c=0

;

(ii) x* + 5x+c=0 has roots.

4. If X =3 is a root of each of the following equations, imte
doum the other root, and then find the value of p.

(i) X* -6x +^) =0 ; (ii) x* + 4x +p = 0 ;

(iii) x*+jox + 12 = 0 ;
(iv) 6x*+jM?-6 = 0.

6.

One root of 7x* 4- 6x + c = 0 is double the other ; find them ;

also find c.

6. Find cif3x*-8a!+c=0 has equal roots.

7. One root of 4x* +fex + 75 =0 is three times the other ; find

them
;

also find b.

8. If a, jS are the roots of x* -4x -7 =0, find the values of

(i)a> + ^: (ii)5+|: (iii)i+i.

9, If a, jS are the roots of 3x* + 2x - 4 =0, find the values of

(i)a* + o)? + l3* ;
(ii)a* + jff*.

10. If a, j? are the roots of 2x* + 6x + 3 = 0, form the equation

whose roots are i i

(i)i, (ii)a«, jS*.

11. If a, /? are the roots of x*+gx+r=0, find the condition

(i) (ii) 0=2/?; (iii)

12. If a, ^ are the roots of ox* +6x+c=0, form the equation

whose roots cure ,.,11 .. a 5 ,1 /» ,
1
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13. What is the equation whose roots are 3 times tVe roots of

Ox* +2a; -5=0 ?

14. What os the equation whose roots are each 1 less than the
roots of 2a;* - a; =6 ?

15. Find c if a;* + (c - l)a; = 2c + 1 has equal roots.

16. What can you say about 6 if a; + ^ = 6 has roots T

17. What can you say about k if ^ + 2x ~x*—k has roots 7

Hence find the greatest value of 4 +2a: - jt*.

18. What can you say about k if 3®* - 10» + 7 = A: has roots ?

Hence find the least value of 3a;* - 10a; + 7.

19. If a, /8 are the roots of aa;*+6a;+c=0, find in terms of

a> „8 fli

+ (ii)(a-l)(;3-l).

20. Prove that ax* - (cn-c)a; +c= 0 has rational roots.

Solve for x the following equations :

21. a;* - 3cx = lOc*. 22. {x-h)*=ic*,

23. a;*-4ar = 4(6*-l). 24. x* + 2px=q\

25. o(a;* + l)=a;a(* + l). 26. x-^—c.

27. Find the equation whose roots are the squares of the roots
of 2fl5* -4a; = 3.

28. Find the condition that the roots of a:* +^ + r = 0 differ

by Zq,

29. Prove that {a + 4b)x*-2{a+b)x+a-2b—0 has rational

roots, if o and 6 are rational.

30. Prove that (o* +f)*)a:* -2(a +5)a; + 2=0 has no roots, if a
and 6 are unequal.

31 . WTiat is the condition that x*+xy- 2y* and ax* + 2kxy + }yy*

have a common factor of the form a; +cy 7

32. What is the condition that the equations, x* +bx +c = 0 and
X* -cx -b =0, have a common root ?

33. If a and j9 are the roots of px* +50: +r =0, simplify

{qa+r){q^+r),

34. Find c if 4(2; - 2)* =c(5 - &r) has equal roots.
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35. Find c if the sum of the roots of - (c + 6)* + 2(2c - 1) =0
is half their product.

36. (i) Write down the ^nation whose roots are a, y and
simplify it out, collecting like terms in x,

(ii) If a, jJ, y are the roots of aa:*+6x*+ca;+(i=:0, express
a + /J + y, ^y + ya+aj?, aj8y in terms of a, b, c, d,

»

37. (i) The roots of x* +pz* +gx + r = 0 are 3, 1, - 2 ;
what are

the values of Pt q^rl
(ii) Two of the roots of x* +gi +r =0 are 4, 3 j what is the other

root T What are the values of g, r ?

[For further practice, see Appendix, Ex, F,P. 10, p. 166.]

Quadratic Functions

We can transform the quadratic function ox* +6x + c as follows :

aaj*+6x+c=o (x* +-x +

=“((*+ 25)
—

(i) If 6* - 4a<j> 0, by using the method of “ difference of two

sqxiaies,” we obtain two real unequal factora of ox* +bx +c,foraU

values of x.

Thus, numbers a and ^ can be found such that

ox* +bx +c=o(x -a)(x - jS)

for aU vcdues of x.

Therefore the function ax*+hx+c is zero for two values of x,

namely x = a and x-^, and is positive for some values of x, and

negative for other values of x.

(ii) If 5* - 4ac =0, ox* + bx 4-c is a perfect square, viz. a ^x

for cdl values of x.

In this case, ox* +6x +c is zero for one value of x only, namely

a; = - and for other values of x has the same sign as a.
2o

liii) If 6* - 4oc < 0,

, - if 4oc-6*\
ax'+bx+c=a[{x + ^) +-£i-|-
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fl<ad is tberefoie the “ sum of two squares/’ and numbqirB j? and q
can be found such that

ooj* +6a?+c=o{{a:+j3)*+5*}

for all values of x.

In this case ax*-^bx+e is never zero, and for all values of x has

the same sign as a.

Rough graphs should now be drawn to illustrate these three

cases (cf. Ex. VIl. a. Nos. 8-12).

Example 7. For what range of values of ir is the function

5 + 7a; - ftc* negative ? Find also its greatest value.

(i) 6 -I- 7ar - 6a:« ={1 + 2a!)(6 - Zx) =2(^ +a;)( - 3)(a; -^)

= -6(a;-|)(a; + i);

5 + 7a? - 6a;“ is negative if (a; -^)(a; +i) is positive, that is, if

a; - 1 and x + l are either both positive or both negative.

Both factors are positive if * >
Both factors are negative if x < -

6 + 7x - fkc* is negative ifx>|orifx<~^.

(ii) 6 + 7a;-6x«=6-6(x*-^)

Now the least value of (® is zero

;

the great^t value of 6 + 7x - 6x® is 75^, and the function

takes this value when x =^.

EXERCISE IX. d

1. For what ranges of values of x is (i) (2aj - 3)(x + 4) positive ;

(ii) {Zx - 6){2a? + 1) negative T

2. What is the least value of 3{{2x - 1)* +4}?

3. What is the greatest value of 2J ~ 3(x - 1)* T

4. Which of the following functions have greatest values

:

(i) (1-x)*; (ii) 1-x*;

(iii) (6 “ x)(4 - x ) ;
(iv) {x - 6){2 - x) ?

5. For what range of values of x is 3 - 2x - 8x’ positive ?
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6. For what range of values ofxi8 2a:*-x-3 native ?

ft

7. Find the least value of (x + l)(x + 3) and the greatest value
of (x - 1 )(3

- x). Illustrate by rough graphs.

8. Prove that x* - 3x + 3 is always positive. Interpret this

graphically.

9. ^’ind (i) the greatest value of 1 +2x ;

(ii) the least value of Sx* -x.

10. What is the least value of c, if 2x* - 1 2x + c is never n^ative T

11. What is the greatest value of c, if c+Sx-2x‘ is never
greater than 2 ?

12. Find an integral value of x such that

6aj - I < (x + 1)* < 7x -3.

13. If 4 + 2x -X* —k, prove that ft > 6.

x+4
= k has real roots, what limit is there to

x + 4

(x + l)(x -8)
cannot lie between - J

3x* + 2

(* + !)(*

-

8 )

the possible values of A: ?

(ii) Prove that the value of

and -sV-

15. Find the limits within which the value of ^—s—

y

must lie.
4x - zx +

1

1
16. Prove that ^ ^

is capable of any value.

17. What can you say about m, if

X* -(m ~ l)x +(m - l)(m - 2) =0

has two real roots 7

18. What is the condition that ax^ + ox + c is always positive

19. Sketch graphs of the following functions :

(i) 3(x~2)»; (ii) 6(x-2)(4-x);

(iii) -2{x-l)*-6; (iv) -3(x + 2)(x-l),

20. For what range of values of x are the following functions •

positive 7 Sketch their graphs.

(i) (x + l)(x-l)(x-.3); (u) (2x-3){x + 2)(3x-l);

(iii) (x» - l)(x» -9) ;
(iv) (2x - 1)*(3 -x).

[For a rcviawn exercise on Ch. VIII-IX, see Appendix^ Ex. W. 4,

p. 152].
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TEST PAPERS, 0. 21-35

C. 21

1.

(i) Find the value ofcifa;-2iaa factor of - 6a: - 8,

(ii) Solve a;* 4- 3a;* - 6a; - 8.

.ace
2. prove that

a -e_
^
//2a* -c* + 3e*^

fc-/“\\26*-d* + 3/*/‘

3, If a, ^ are the roots of 2a;* - 8x + 6 = 0, find the value of

4. (i) Simplify
(2x-y)* + (a;-2y)*

X* +x*y* +y*

(ii) Solve for x, 6(x*- l)=x{l -6*).

5. What number must be added to each of the numbers 2,
6, 9 to obtain four numbers in proportion ?

C, 22

1. Find the numerical values of 6 and c if

X* -4®* -X* +bx +c

(i) has X* — 3x +2 as a factor
; (ii) is a perfect sc^uare.

2. If a, 6, c are in continued proportion, prove that

'‘'o»-c> o>+6>’

(ii) the fourth proportional to a, 6, c is ^

.

3. Make x the subject of the formula l±£[5-£
«... l + 6x d
Simplify the result if c = 6 and d =a.

4. (i) Construct an equation having as roots

(a) ±3,0; (6)5±2V3.
(ii) What is the value of p if the equation x* - lOx =0

has (a) equal roots, (6) roots of the form a, 3a ?

5. Draw the graph of y = l+3x-x* for values of x from -1
to ± 4. Use your graph

(i) to solve X* =3x ± 1 ;
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(ii) to find the valuee of x betwe^ which is

« greater the^ 1 ;

(iii) the values of c for which 1 + 3a; -a;* =c has no roots.

Sketch on the scune figure the graph of ^ = 3a; ~

C.23

1 . (i) Find the numerical values of 6 and c if a; - 2 is a common
factor of a;* + fee - 10 and bx^ - 6a: + c.

<“> (x -
-
2)(2x
-

l)
“ + 2i^r

2. (i) If 6x* =xy + ISj/*, find the possible values of .

X -y

(ii) If 10p = 16^f=67-, find the 3 smallest positive integers to

which p, q, r are proportional.

3. Solve for x and y,

(i) 2a: + 4i/ = 7a - 6, a; -3^=6 - a ;

{u)3^-y^^x~y = 2,

4. If a;* + 6a; +4^ (a: - a) (a; - /5), find the values of

Also oxpreiss (x-3a)(x-3/5) as a quadratic function of x with

numerical coefficients.

5. The rth term of a series is 2 . (3^) - What is the sum of

n terms ?

C. 24

1. (i) Divide 12x* + 1x^- 2'Ix^ - 4a: + 6 by 3a;* - 2a; - 2.

(ii) Expand in ascending powers of x, as far as the term

in a;*,

(l-2a:+3a:*-4a;»)».

2. Factorise (i) - 5a;* ~ 4a; + 20 ;
(ii) ?/* - 13i/ + 12 ;

(iii) 2* - 27.

3. If
1
= ', prove that a5 -cd is a mean proportional between

o»-c*and6*-d*.

4. Find the value of 5 if the values of x which satisfy the

equation b = 20a: - 4a:* (i) are equal, (ii) differ by 3.
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5* Sketch lihe giwh of y=20bi7-4a;’ showing clearly where it

cuts the x-Ajia, 'WMt facta about the graph are obt^ed from
the anaweiBi^ No. 4 T

G. 25

1. (i) For what values of c haa the expression

4a;® + 4flcy -%® + 2a;+cy - 12

linear factors ? What are then the factors 7

(ii) Factorise a;* - a;® - Ha:* + 9a; + 18.

2. Solve for a;, (i) x* + 2qx =s* - g*

;

^* + 3^ + 5_ 2a;* +a: -3
a:* -3a; -6~^* -:c^+3'

3. Simplify (i)(o+6).^(^)-(«-i')A/(^);

(u) V(21 + V6).

4. If s is the sum of n terms of an A.P. whose Ist term is a
and common difference is d, express a in terms of a, n, d.

Find an A.P. with common difference 4 and such that the sum
of 10 terms is 231).

5. If a and /5 are the roots of 3a:* - 2a; - 4 = 0, form the quadratic

equation having as roots, a* and

C. 26

1

.

(i) Find the square root of 4a* - 4a* - 1 la* + 6a + 9.

(ii) Prove that a;* + 3a; - 10 is a factor of

x* + 2a:* - 16a;* + 4a; +20.

2.

(i) Solve the simultaneous equations,

a;( V3 + V2)+y(‘v/3 - V2)=6,

®(V3- V2)+y(V3 + V2)=6.

(ii) Solve for x, {x + o)* — 2a;*.

3.

If—

,

prove that
y -2 2 “X x~y
(i) a + 6 + t; = 0; (ii) x(6 +c) +y(c +a) + 2 (a +6) =0.

4.

(i) Find a quadratic equation with rational coefficients

wj[uch Im 2 + ys as one of its roots.

(ii) Find values of c if the equation, (x + 6)*=:cx, has

(a) equal roots, (6) roots in ihe ratio 4 : 1.
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5. A marble rolls do^ a groove with a ^ntle slope so that the
distance tiavelled in t seconds ^ feet. Find how far it goes in

(a) the Ist second, (h) the 2nd second, (e) the 3nl seoend, {d) the
rth second.

Show that the distances travelled in successive seconds form
an A.P.

C. 27

1. (i) Simplify

(ii) Divide v*+i/ + l by y* + y + \,

2. Prove that a - 6 is a factor of

{a +6)*(a-6) +(& +c)“(6 -c) + (c +o)*(c - a).

What are the other factors ? Hence factorise the expression.

3. (i) If 2a; -y + 3z=0 and Zx + 2y-z =0, 6nd x:y iz.

.. ^ z+y x-z x+y-z -

(u) If — ^ = ^— , express xiy :z m terms of

a, 6, c.

4. Make a table of values from x= - 2 to a; =8 for the function

12
y = 4 + , and show where there are missing values, and draw

the corresponding graph.

Solve graphically the simultaneous equations,

{y- 4) (a: -3} = 12, y=2z + h

5. A stone, thrown vertically upwards, is h feet above the

ground after t seconds, where ft =4C^ -

What can you say about ihe numerical value of ft if this equa-

tion has no roots, and what does this mean ?

After what time does the stone strike the ground ?

C. 28

6 {a - c) .

1. If a, ft, c are in continued proportion, express —j- m
terms of ft, c.

2. Find the values of p and ? if (x - 1)* is a factor of

x* + 4a;* -(2j5 -g)x +pq.

3. (i) Solve 8*y5=20(y

+

2 )
= 15(*+®)=30ix+y).

(ii) Solve for x, -— ^ = 2.
' a; -ft X -c
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4. Make A the subject of

(i) log A =Iogk|> +» log R ; (ii) log A =1 log Q - 1 log R

Find to the nearest whole number the value of n from the

formula A =P^l+j^^ , if r=3, P=4, A = 10.

5. If a, are the roots of the equation 3a;* - 7a; + 3 = 0,

(i) find the values of --7+ *3^ >

a + 1 p + 1

(ii) form the equation whose roots are 2a and 2/3 ;

(iii) form the equation whose roots are ot 4- 1 and /3 + 1.

C. 29

1. Prove that a; ==3 is a root of the equation,

a:* + a:* - 16a; + 12 =0.

Find the other roots correct to 2 places of decimals.

2. (i) Find the term independent of a? in the expansion of

(ii) What is the coefficient of j/* in (1 - 2y){\ ?

3. Prove that

{x-^y + {y +z ~xf+{z +« -y)* -{x-\-y

reduces to Gsyz^ where c is a constant and finds its value.

4. Draw the graph of y —x^ - 3» + 3 for values of x from - 2 to

+ 2. From the graph,

(i) the least value of y for positive values of x ;

(ii) the greatest value of y for negative values of x ;

(iii) the roots of x* - Sx = 1.

Draw as ||tuch more of the graph as is necessary for solving
X* - 3x = 4, and then solve it.

5. The Horse-Power at which a man works in climbing a
mountain varies directly as his weight and the height climbed
and inversely as the time taken. Compare the rate of working of
two men, one of whom weighs 10 stone and climbs 1000 feet in

50 minutes, while the other we^hs 12 stone and climbs 1100 feet

in an hour.
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C. 30

U1rx]

(i) If (a +&)
:
(a - &) =c ; d, prove that (c +d)

:
(c -d) =a : b,

(ii) Make y the subject of the formula

i»^ = logio(24 -2j/) -log,0 24.

2. to 10 terms the series,

2 + v'2 + l+^ + ....

By how much does this sum fall short of the sura to infinity I

3. (i) Express 7x - II in the form 6 (a: - 2) +c (a; - 3) where 6, c

are constants.

(ii) If oar® -j- 6x* + c®* + dx + e is divided by x - 2, the remainder
is 1 ; also if it is divided by x ~ 3, the remainder is 2.

Show that the remainder is x - 1 if it is divided by
(x-2)(x-3).

4. (i) Prove that the roots of 2x* =:6x + 11 differ by the same
amount as do the roots of 2x^ + 7x = 8.

(ii) Express c in terms of 6 if the roots of x“ + 26x =c differ

by 66.

5. For what range of values of x is 4 4- 6x - 6x® positive ?

Express 4 + 6x-6x* in the form a-6(x-c)*; hence find the

greatest value of 4 + 5x - 6x* and the value of x for which it is

greatest.

C. 31

1, If = 6, express y in the form giving c correct

to 2 figures.

2, (i) Find the value of6ifx-2isa factor of

2x®-llx*+6x-6,

and in this case find the other factors.

(ii) Factorise

(a* -6*) (a +6)® + (6® -c*)(6 +c)® + (c* *' 0*)(c ¥o)*.

3, (i) Solve for x, y, z,

x:y:3 = 3:2:4; 4x-2y~2=6.

(ii) What is the sum of the cubes of the roots of
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4. (i) Prove that the stun of the odd numbers from 1 to 71

inclusive is equal to the sum of the odd numbers from
97 to 119 inclusive.

(ii) If the sum of n consecutive odd numbers is equal to the

gum of the first $n odd numbers, find the greatest and
least of the former set.

5. By plotting Ic^ y against log find a simple relation, giving

y as a function of from the foUowing data

:

y - •
1

0-2 1-6
'

54 12-8 25

X - 1 2 3 4 5

C. 32

1. If a?=o -6, simplify the expression

1 1
,

1

'

X* +o* “ 6^ at* - 6* - a* - 6*

2. Find o, 6 if x* -fex* - llx* 4'4(& + l)x +o is a perfect square

and if X +2 is a factor.

*• “ i=\=l' p”™ ^=-^(3)

(ii) If - + express in terms of a, 6.'
' X y y’ x~y

4. (i) Solve x^ - 3x* + 20 = 4(x + 2).

(ii) If xy=c*, y2=o*, sjx-i>’ and if x*+y*+2*=d*, find an
equation connecting a, h, c, d.

5. The weight y gm. which produces a given deflexion in the

middle of a beam supported at two points x cm. apart, equi-

distant from the ends is determined experimentally, as follows :

X - -
,

60 60 70
1

80

y - 300 174
!

109 73

Show graphically that x and y are connected by a relation of

the form x*^ -c, and find the best-fit values of n. c.

C. 33

1. (i) Find n correct to 3 figures if 7**+^ = 10^.

(ii) Find y in terms of x if log,o y =0*75 logj^ x -1- 0*82.
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2. (Oilvaluate^^-^.

(ii) Find the product of the four ezpreeeions, Vat V^± y/e.

3. Solve (i) 3ir*+6«:y-2y*=5, 6x-2y = l.

• .(u)«*-10«"*=3.

4. K a, /? are the roote of 3x* +a? - 7 =0, prove that

<3a + 1)* + 1)* + 9{a + j3) =40.

5. Find the product of n terms of a G.P. if

(i) the 1st term is a and the common ratio is r,

(ii) the 1st term is a and the last term is I,

(iii) the 1st term is a and the 2iid term is 6.

C. 34

1. (i) Jix* + 2a^ + Zx* +4a; + 6s(a:- l){a:-2)(a:*+pa: + 5 ) +ax + 6 ,

find numerical values of a and 6.

(ii) What is the remainder if** + 22:*+3a;*+4j!+6i8 divided

by (a;-l)(a;-2) T
1+*

2. (i) Make x the subject of the formula =e.

<“> ^ ®- <*•

3. (i) If a, c are in G.F., prove that a + 6, 26, 6 + c are in H.F.

(ii) If a, X, & are in A.P. and if 0
, y, 6 are in H.P., find the

geometric mean of x and y in terms of a, b.

4. If a, are the roots of px^+qx+r=0, find in terms of the

coefficients,

(i) (ga+r)(9jS+r) ;
(ii) (pa+?)(p^ + g).

5. The following swimming records are taken from Whitaker^s

Almanack :

Distance in yards - - d 160 220
1

300 440
1

600

Time in seconds - t 02*4 146*4 2io 323 367*2

Plot log t aminst log d, emd so find a possible formula for t m
terms of d. The record for 300 metres is 230*2 sec. Does this

agtee with the formula you have found ? [1 metre = 1 *094 yards].
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C. 35

1. (i) Express

xVJx - 13) . , a b
,

c
/—S-sTT—

^

form i-ri+ rH—

T

o*(«- I}*(a; + 2) («-!)* x-l x + 2

where a, 6, c are constants.

(ii) Simplify

2. (i) Find the possible values of c if ^ + 2 is a factor of

+ icx^ + (c + 1 )*x - 6.

(ii) Show that x is one factor and that {y+z) is another

factor of {yz+zx+xyY - yh^ -z^x*- s^y^. Hence
factorise this expression.

3. Evaluate (i)(V3 + v'2)’ +(V3-V2)’;
(u){V3 + V2)-« + (V3'-v'2)-'.

4. (i) Sum the series 1 + (3 + i) + (s* +^) + .. . + (s” + .

(ii) Find the value of the nth bracket and the sum of the

first n brackets of the following series ;

(l+2)y (3 + 4 + 5 + 6), (7 + 8+9 + 10 + 11 + 12),....

6. The graph of i/ = 2aj*+6ar + 24 cuts the a:-axis at P, Q and
the 1^-axis at R. If the area of A PCIR is 78 units of area, find 6.

[For additional test paperSf see Appendix, 2. 21-30, p. 193.]
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EEVISION EXERCISE W. 1. {Ch. I-H)

1. (i) Multiply c* by (c^)^
;

(ii) cube

2. Divide (i) xa^® by o®
;

(ii) (6®)® by 6®.

3. What are the values of 6“®, 5“^ 4“^, 3® ?

4. Evaluate to 3 figures (i)
;

(ii)

5. Find n if (i) x = 1 ;
(ii) x i/” •

6. Find to 3 figures Tir^h if r = l'08, A = 0’85.

7. Divide the cube of by the square of 2p®.

8. What are the values of 4“^, 16”^, 100®'®, 1“^ ?

9. Evaluate to 3 figures (i) 4-837 x V7-219 ; (ii) ‘

10. If y varies inversely as and if 2/
= 3 when a: = 5, find y

when x = 2.

11. Express without using fractional or negative indices :

(i) y =ax~^ ;
(ii) pv~^ ~c ; (iii) z

12. If a: = 16, y =9, write down the values of

(i) (ii) {x +y)i
; (ui)

^

.

13. Evaluate to 3 figures (i) > (ii)
Vo^4i^*

14. A cube of aluminium, edge x cm., weighs y gm. What
variation-relation connects x and y ^ If y =325 when z — find

y when ar=4.

15. Express as a power of 4, (i) 8 ;
(ii) i ;

(ni) 1*

16. Evaluate to 3 figures when a = 18*37, 6=0‘0716t
c =0-008472.

17. Simplify (i) (a*6^)^
; (ii) c®(c“' +c^*).

18. If V find r when V =203, h = 10‘7.

D.8.A. K 145
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19. Complete the following: (i) If then (ii) if

rce tb^ Voc ....

20. Find n if (i) 3" =9
;

(ii) 9» =3 ; (iii) (i)’» = v/3.

21. Evaluate (i) 0-0847 x ^0-0716; (H)

22. The pressure, P Ib. per sq. ft., on the wind-screen dl ft car

^veiling V miles per hour, obws the law, P « e*. If P = 2 when
e =20, find (i) P if v =30, (ii) e if P

23. Find approximately the value of (i) 2*°
;

(ii)

24. If X a Vy End y« what is the effect on x of multiplying

z by 100 T What is the effect on z of multiplying ^ by 100 7

25. If R =^, find R when p = 1 -7 x 10-«, I = 94300, d = 0 -25.

26. Express as a power of 64, (i) 8 ; (ii) 2 ;
(iii) 32 ;

(iv) \ ;

(V) 266.

27. If p varies directly as t and inversely as e, and if p =240
when f =400 and v =60, find p in terms of ^ v.

28. If = find d when c = 72-6.

29. Evaluate, without using tables,

(i) log„ 10»'»
;

(ii) 100>*«

;

(iii) logioO-01.

30,

If X 00

^
and if x oo z*, what is the effect on y of doubling z 7

31. In what ratio must the volume of a sphere be increased in

order to double the surface 7

32. Evaluate aV^c-* when o=0‘0376, 5 = 16‘92, c=0 3947.

33. If = 10, find to 3 figures the value of 4;w“.

34. The volume of a r^ular octahedron of edge 2 in. is 3-77

cu. in. \^at is the edge of a regular octahedron whose volume
is 5 cu. in. 7

35. Evaluate (i) 50 x (1 ‘06)«
;

(ii) 60 x (1 -OS)-*.

36. If z varies as the square of x and inversely as the square

root of y, and if z =8 when x =6 and y =2^, find y m terms of x, z.

37. Evaluate -r ^/{y* +z*) when x = 1 *037, y =0*208, z = 0 *396.

38. If V oc r* and if roc what is the effect on V of halving t 7

39.

If/=1*926 X lO-^jW, find d when/=U*03, « = 17-&4.
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40. Given that logj, 2 =0-30103, find log„2-6 without mnng
tables.

^

41. The force necessary to stop a tarain in a given distance
varies directly as the weight of tne train and the square of its

speed and inversely as the distance. A force of 10 tons will stop
a train weighing 200 tons travelling at 30 m.p.h. in 200 yd. ; W
the fonjiula for the force F tons required to stop a train, weight
W tons, travelling at e m.p.h. in d yards.

42. If =43-7, evaluate to 2 figures r* .

43. If 2 « y
and if a; oc ^ and 2/ “ find (i) how z varies with

w and r ; (ii) how f varies with z.

44. If z=d'6Safi'^y^‘*f express x in the form, giving

c correct to 3 figures.

REVISION EXERCISE W. 2. {Ch. HI-IV)

1. Simplify (i) y/l6 x ^60 J (ii) V72-^ V200.

2. Simplify (i) log x* -riog Q) ;
(ii) log - log .

3. Without using tables, state which is the greater ;

(i) log 1 +log 3 or Iog{l +3)

;

(ii) log 2 + log 4 or log(2 + 4)

;

(iii) log 2 - log 1 or Iog(2 - 1)

;

(iv) log 6 - log 3 or log (6 -3).

4. Evaluate 4a-a*ifa=2 -

5. (i) Multiply by l^x

;

(ii) Divide ^y* by l^y.

6. Simplify (i)^ ;
(ii) ;

(iii) V13 - V^-

7. Find, without using tables, the values of

(i) log, 16 ;
(ii) log, (^) ; (iii) log, (2 ^/2 ) ;

(iv) log, j

.

8. Expand (i) (2^/3 - V6)*

;

(ii) ( V3 + V6 - 2 V2) ( V3 + VS + 2 V2).

9. What can you say about a: if (0-7)* < 0-001 ?

10.

Simplify (i) 1^: (ii)

U.Findx.piffe=‘2^=l^.
’ ^ log 6 log 6 log y

12. Find the square root of 21 - 6^10*
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13. If log^ol2-a and find in terms of a, b the

vaiues of log^^a; for x = 2, 3, 4, 6, 6, 8, 9.

14. Solve the equation, ^/x + + 1) = 3-

15. Simplify (i) (ii) (iii)

16. Evaluate a + - if a =^—

.

Q 7 + o V O

17. Express in a form not involving logarithmic notation the

following, where the logarithmic base is 10.

(i) log;? +log g = 2 ; (ii) log r = 1 + log s ;

(iii) 2 log as - 3 log y - 1 ;
(iv) a log 2 =6 log 5 ;

(v) 6 =3 log c + 1 ;
(vi) a; =

18. Simplify

19. If 8® = 16*^, find the value of -

.

y

20. If as is small compared with 1, log(l 0'434as
;
use this

\/oc
fact to find approximately a root of Iog( 1 +x) •

21. If a = 10®, 6 = 10>^, c = 10®, express logiof
^
-^^

)
in terms

of a;, y, 2 .

\ a c /

22. Find, without using tables, the values of

logya; for a: = 2, 4, 4^2,

23. Find the square root of 17 -4'\/15.

24. Find a; if loge« = l-5 when e = 2'718.

25. Evaluate (i) log^S
;

(ii) logjS.

26. If logioV =2 log^jjr -hlogioA +0'497, express V in terms of

r, h.

27. Find x if logga; =y, for j/
= 2^, - IL 0,

28. Find a; if 4®+1=40.

29. If logap - logo ( Vs) =2, express q in terms of p, o.

30. If y = ax'^ is satisfied by as = 2, y = 10-6 and by a: = 3. = 6-2,

find n and o.

3L Solve V{7+i«)- V(a;-l) = V{6'a;).

32. Simplify Ioga(a®as) -log>(6®x).

33. Find as, if log6a;+log,p’=2 and logjas -Iogay = 6.

.
34. Simplify V(Vll-V10)-i-V(Vn + V10).
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35.

Solve 25* =5*+* -6.

36.

If^’=
^

" (o«+5»)*
find

0

37.

Findxif =

149

38. ^plify
log^y*

39. If y =logiQ (logjox), find y when x = 10 and find x when y = 1.

40. If 2® .
3^' =3* .

4*' = 6, prove that x* - 2y* =::2x - 3y.

REVISION EXERCISE W. 3. (Ch. V-VI)

1.

The nth term of a series is n® +n, write down the first 4

terras. What is the (2n)th term ?

2

.

If
j = 5, evaluate (1)^;

3. How many terms are there in the foUowii^ series in A.P. ?

{i)31, 38, ...,185; (ii) 143, 140, ..., 86; (iii) x, y, , a,

4. Write down the nth term of a G.P. if the first two terms
are (i) 1, a ;

(ii) b, 1 ;
(iii) x®, x®

;
(iv) 1, - 2 ;

(v) 48, 72.

5. Ifx;i/:2 = |:^:j^, evaluate (i) ; (ii)
~

—

.^ 2 I
^ {x-y){y-z)

6. What is the least number above 100 which belongs to the

series, (i) 3, 14, 25, 36, ... ;
(ii) ... ?

7. Simplify (i) 16( -4)^ (ii) 144 .
(|)”“h

8. Find a possible form for the nth term in the series,

(i) i i i ;
(ji) fO. 200, 3000, 40000, ...

;

(iii) h f h ... ; (iv) h h h U* M. ...

;

(v) 0-1, 0-02, 0 003, 0 0004, ... ;

(vi) 4, -7, 10, -13, 16, -19

prove that
dc+bd a®+b®

ac - bd~a* -6®*

Sum the series,

10.

11, 12, 13, 14, ... , 29, 30;

11. 26, 23, 20, 17, ... (20 terms).

12. What is the arithmetic mean of

(i)i “i; (ii) (a+6)*,{a*-6)*; (iii) log p, log g T

13. If 3x-y=22 and y=6(z -x), find x ; y i z.
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14. The rtth term of a seri^ ia 2 .
10"““* + 6n ; write down the

firat 3 terma. *

15. Sum the following series in G.P., leaving the answer in the

index form,

(i) h L h h t®rm8 ; (ii) 8 ,
- 16, 32, - 64, ... 12 terms.

16. The nth term of a series is 5n - 7 ; what are th& first 3

terms ? Find also the sum of tihe first k torms.

18. Sum the following series in A.P.

:

(i) 4-2. 61, 8, 9-9, 11-8, ... (40 tenns)

;

(ii) 14, 16i, 19, ..,,39.

19. What number must be added to each of the numbers,

7, 12, 16, 24 to make them in proportion ?

20. Using logarithms, find an approximate value of

(i) 40 + 60 + 90 + 136 + ,,. to 12 terms ;

(ii) 20 + 20( 1 -04) +20(1 -04)* + ... to 16 terms.

21. The 3rd £md 8th terms of an H.P, are ^ and 3^ ; what is

the first term t

22 . If^=*^=42 , find * =

23. If n is an integer, find the sum of all the integers bettveen

n and 2n.

06 c . 1.. 0 -66 -C
24. If |- = - = j, prove that r— =—3 .bed b-c c -a

25. The first and last terms of an A.P. are 19 and 187 1 find

the number of terms if the common difference ia

(i) 2 ; (ii) 0-2
;

(iii) 7.

26. If a:
; y : ? i= 6 : 9 : 10, find three inters to which -

are proportional,
» 2

27. Wntiat ia the sum of all numbers divisible by 12 between
2000 and 6000 ?

28. The perimeter of a right-angled triangle is 4 times the

shortest side ; find the ratio of the other two sides.

29. What is the me^&i proportional between

(i) a’b and ob’; (ii)|and“?
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30. In an A.P. the last term is 1. the last term but one

is
yq »

andkthere are n terms. What is the first term ? What is

the sum of the n tenus T

31, ^
^ J

* complete the relation =—

«

32* to 8 terms the G.P,, 81, -36, 16,

33. If 6(** -y>) =5xy, find the value of
—y

34. Divide {1 + 3 + 6 + ... +(2n-l)} by

{(2n + 1) + (2n + 3) + ... + (4n — 1)).

Qc w® a-b+c „ , 1 1 1
39. If^=-Ti- =—K—,nnd-

6 11 o ' 6 c‘

36. Find the limiting sum of 1000 + 800 + 640 + 612 + . . .

.

37. If a, b, c are in A.P. and if 6, c, ^ are in H.P., prove that

ad~bc^

38.

The sum of the first n terms of a series is
n(n + l)(2n + 1)

Q
for all positivo integral values of «. What are the first 3 terras ?

What is the rth term ?

39.

If ox* + bxy + cy* = 0 and pa^ + qxy +«/* =0, express in terms

of o, 6, c, p, g, f in two forms, without radical signs, the ratio ^

.

40. Find the limiting sum of the series 30-6 + 1*2 -0*24 + ..,

.

41. ^ ^=“=J »
prove that

{a + b +c+d)* = (o + 6)* + 2(6 +c)* + (o+d)’,

42. In the series,

[1], [3 + 6], [7+9 + 11], [13 + 16 + 17 + 19]....

find (i) 1^0 first number in the nth bracket, (ii) the sum of the

numbers in the nth bracket, (iii) the sum of the first n brackets.

43. If , express the ratios
a 6 c

x{y-z):y{z-x):z{x-y)

in terms of a, 6, c.

44. A pendulum is set swinging ; its first vibration is through

30®, and each succeeding vibration is | of the one before it. What
is the total angle through which it swings before coining to rest f
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EEVISION EXERCISE W. 4. (Ch. VIH-IX)

1. Find a? ii (i) a;+ca:=c* -
1 ;

(ii) (a;+ 6)*={a:- 6)(c + 26).

2. Find x^yHx +by =oi, bx +ay

3. Find 0?, y if a2?- 6y = 0, a*a; + 6*y =c.

4. Find x,yii y +«r =^, y + tx-~^>

5. Find a; if a* -^x:=a. 6 . Find a; if a?* + 2aa? = 1 ~ a*.

7. If 2s=a + h +c, prove that (s ~a)* +ac=(3 ~bf +bc.

Prove the following identities, Nos, 8 - 10.

8. x^iy-z)+y^{z-x)+z^(x-y)s -{x -y)(y ~z){z ~x}.

9. {x-y)^ + {y-zf +2{x 'y){y -z)~{x -z)\

10 . (a - 6){o* +(ib -
1
- 6®) -I- (6 -c)(6® -}- 6c +c®)=(a -c)(a® +ac + c^).

11. If a +b -l-c=:0, prove that o® - 6c = 6® ~ca,

12. 0 is the mid-point of a line AB ; AB is produced to P so

that AP . BP=AB®. If AB = 20: in. and BP=y in., find a relation

between x and y. Henoe prove that OP® = 60A®.

13. Solve the equation, x* =39a; + 70.

14. Find the values ofa, 6ifa;-2isa common factor of

a;® +CM -- a - 6 and a;® - 2aa; -I- 6 -t- 1

.

15. Find the factors of (i) 2a:® - 16 ; (ii) a* -j- 46®.

16. Find the factors of (2a -
1

- 6)* -I- (a + 26)*,

17. Simplify

2+^-1 \A
18. Simplify^ ^ X y I ly

y X \x yj

to cs- liC„
®““P“y?+25r3-?«::6-

20. Find the square root of 9a:® - 12a:* - 8a:* + ftc + 4.

21. Factorise 9o* ~9a6 - 106* + 6o - 176 -3.

22. For what values of6, ciaa:*-2a:+5a factor of

2x® - Sic* + 6a;* + ca: - 15 ?

23. Find the values of 6, c if 8a:* - 60a5* +6a: +c is a perfect cube.

nA -r, 3a: + 11 *..•'* a
,

6

(x-3)W+ T) “* S^+J+1 •
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25. Expreea x* in the form,

9(x -l)ix- 2) +b{x - 2)(x - 3) +c(x - 3)(x -
1),

where a, 6, c are independent of x.

26. Show that axy+bx+cy-]^d has factors if be =ad.

27. Simplify
(x+g) (x -6)

(ox +c*) (&x -c*)
if X

g6 -c*

a -6

28. If c are consecutive integers, 6 being the smaller, prove
that c* - 6* = 36c + 1.

29. Solveox -(g -6)y =6®, {o + 6)x-5y=a*~6*.

30. Solve 2x = 3z + 4y -x = 2y + z + 2, i/ - z = 6,

31. Find the value ofcifx + lisa factor of

cx’ -(c - l)x2 -(2c + l)x - c + 1 ;

find in this case the other factors.

32. Find the values ofa, ftifx-lisa common factor of

2x* -(g - l)x ~b and Sx^ -{2a + l}x + 2{).

33. If 2(x + l) and 3(x-4) are the squares of consecutive
integers, find the value of x.

34. Solve ax-by = l, ox* - by^
~a^

’

35. Ifo+6 = 3, prove that o’ +6“ + 9a6 = 27.

36. For what value of x has the same value as it has
when x=6 ?

*

37.

If X = 2 and x = - 1 are two roots of the equation,

ax*-3x*+fix4‘2=0,
find the third root.

38. Express 2x* - 3x - 5 in the form, a{x - l}(x -2) +6(x -
1) +c,

39. If o + r=6 +- = 1, prove that c+- = l.
6 c ^ a

40. If X find X m terms of a, b.6-16+1’
41. Factorise (x - l)(x - 2){x - 3) + 24.

42. If a =x* -yZf h =y* -zx, c =z* -xy, prove that •

43.

Prove that +-!-!: has the same value when x =a +6 as
X -o X -6
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44. What is the coefficient of in

{i)(Z~4zy»; (ii)(l-2ic){l+6r)«t

45. What is the ratio of the (r + l)th'tenn in (1 +3;)** to the

rth term T What c«m you eay about r if the (r + l)th term is

greater than the rth term T

EZEBCISl! F.F. 1

Indices. (Chapter 1)

1. Find n if (i) ar*® =*"
; (ii) ar* =3?**

;

(iii) ~x^ —sr*
;

(iv) ic® -r®® =®’*.

2. Find n if (i) x x* =x* ; (ii) x” xx® =aJ*

;

(iii) x” X x” =x*® ; (iv) x" x x® =x.

3. Express as powers of x, i.e. in the form x”,

(iv)^; (v) 1.

4. Express with positive indices

:

(Oo-®; (ii)6-M (iii)0~*; (iv)d'»xd-».

5. What are the values of

:

(i)4-*; (ii)3-»; (iii) 6"^* (iv) 6«;

(v) (i)'* ; (vi) (I)-® ;
(vii) (O-l)"®

;
(viii) (^'^

6. If a = 2, 6 = 3, write down the values of

(i) o~i +6"^
;

(ii) (a +6)~i
;

(iii) ab~^

;

(iv) (o -

7. Assign a meaning, with masons, to (i) ar®
; (ii) y^,

8. What are the values of :

(i)16i; (ii)9^; (iii) 8*
;

(iv)27^;

(v) 64^
;

(vi) (vii) 81^
;

(viii) 82^.

9. What are the values of ;

(i) 8'^
; (ii) 4‘^

j (iii) 16“^
;

(iv) lOQ-i-®;

(V) (ir» ; (vi) (2i)-^ ;
(vii) \-i

;

(viii)
(

10.

Express the following facts without using negative indices :

(i) The wave-length of yellow light is 27 x 10^ inches.

(ii) The diameter of an electron is 3 x lO^” mm.
(iii) The time between 'two collisions of molecules of

hydr(^n is 106 x 10“'® seconds.
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11, Express the following without using fractional or negative
indices

;

\i) Ur*

;

; (ii) d =:fcr» ; R •

12.0Write the following so that the denominator is 1

:

(i)|:

13. Express as powers of a;, i.e. in the form x”)

(i) in) yx; (iii)
;

(iv)
'^(^)

•

14. Simplify

;

(i) 3x^ X 3x^ ; (ii) ; (iii) z-r^/zi

(iv) Va* -r V® ; fy) -r ;
(vi) c“* x c*.

15. (i) Multiply a +a~^ by a
;

(ii) Divide 5“^* by

16. Simplify (i) (x*)“*
;

(ii) (y“*)“*
;

(iii)
(
2”*)“^.

EXERCISE F.F. 2

Logarithms, Positive Indices. (Chapter I)

Evaluate correct to 3 significant figures :

1. 2-76x2*13. 2. 8-69-^3-58. 3. 48'17-r5-462.

4. 17 38 X 6-024.

7. 8607^60-09.

10. 1000-^3-807.

42-3x6-76

8-27

5. 409 x207.

8. (30 07)».

11. (10-07)^

6. 53-07-^3 028.

9. (7-006)*.

12, 100^2-904.

14.
782-4

6-076 X 73-04*

628x53-9

70-3x62-4*
16.

(7-327)*

10-03x3-452*

-- 37-26x1000

(66-4)* xl or
. 5-17x86-2x9-06

4-68 X 2-03 X 7-74'

48-03 X 60-07 on 86-27 xU|
(31-62)*

‘ 6x(6-23)*

21. (i) V«*725 ;
(u) V67-2^; (iii) -s/672-6.

22. (i) */6-725; (ii) »/67’25; (iii) 4/672-6.
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V864-7
(3*726)»’

25.
V7238
>8046;

26. V{
6 087 x153^

ll'04xin/‘
86 X v/7-07

(27 *96)^

EXERCISE F.P. 3

Logarithms, Gener^ Indices (Chapter I)

Find, correct to 3 significant figures :

1. 0*527 X 8-34. 2. 0*0846 x 6*15. 3. 0-00472 x 0*148.

4. 0*0836 x0*729. 5. 6*27 -^8-54, 6. 0*728-i-4-37.

7, 0*0472-0*624. 8. 0*372-^0*00828. 9. (0*7273)2.

10, (0*04628)». 11, 0*2074-^0*00089, 12. i-rO-OOlOOS.

13. (i) ^0*8279
;

(ii) v'0*08279 ;
(iii) VO’008279.

14. (i) ^0*7468
;

(ii) ^0*07468 ;
(iii) ^0-007468.

364*7 X 0*8275

10 t

(0*8423)3 X 230*6*

5
114x v-O-727

' (0*4621)* X 0*1*

22
VQ-5 X .^0-6 X 4/0*7

(0*765)^

23. (0*727)-^ 24.
(0*084)i-s.

25. {0*066)-«-*.

EXERCISE F.F. 4

Surds. (Chapter III)

Simplify the following :

1. V6xV24. 2. V32 x^18. 3. V16^V200.

4. V72-V18. 5. V5-V0-8. 6. A +

7. V3(V3-1). 8. V2(V6-'/2). 9. V3( V27 - -y/S).

10. (V2 + l)(V2 + 2). 11. (2V5-3)(v'S + l).

12. (V6+ V3)(V5- V3). 13. (2V5-3V10)*.

15.

17.

0*786 x0*472

18*06
‘

0*0827 X5-164

0*7173 x0*05

55*7 x0*75\

V( 9094 X 23

^0*01
21 .

(72*14)2x31*
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Ifi. ! . 17 IQ 2V3
V§ + V2’ V5 + V2-

IP ? on V«
,

^''•3V2-2 3-V2' Va + V6 Va-V6*

21. Evaluate ifaj = V7“\/6.

22. Solve a:V2 -Ha; = 7 ; answer to 3 figures.

23. If X, y are rational and if x +i/^3 = ( ^3 - 1)®, find x and y.

24. Find the square root of (i) 29 - 12 \/5 ;
(ii) 24 - 12^3-

Solve the equations :

25. x = V(2x+ 3), 26. x - V(a: + 4) = 2.

27. V{.^ + 1)=3 + V(a;-2). 28, V(3a; + 1) - v/{2x -
1) = Vx.

29. Simplify {V5 + 2) -f \/(9 “4 \/5)-

30. Express with a rational denominator, —

.

31. Solve (i) 4/{2x-l)=3; (ii) ^x=\^/x,

32. If a = \l(-— express in terms of e as simply as

possible.
^Ve + iy 1+0

EXERCISE F.P. 5

Series, (Chapter V)

1. How many terms are there in the following series ?

(i) 22, 29, 36, ... , 162, 169 ;
(ii) 100, 97, 94, ... , 43, 40.

2. Find the least number of three digits which belongs to the

series (i) 5, 11, 17, ... ; (ii) H, 3, 6, ... .

3. The 1st term of an A.P. is 10, the 3rd term is 11 ; find the

20th.

4. The 1st and last terms of an A.P. are 21, 193 ;
the common

difference is 2 ;
find the number of terms and their sum.

Sum the following series, Nos. 5-14 :

5. 7, 8, 9, 10, ... (100 terms).

6. 22, 19, 16, 13, ... (20 terms).

h h i i ••• (8 terms).

8. 7, -14, 28, ' 66, ... (11 terms).

9. 6*3, 7*2, 9*1, 11, ... (25^nn8).

10,

8^, 6^, 5^, 3^, ... (18 terms).
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11. 27, -12, 5J, -2J9, ... (20 terms).

12. 5, 2, 0*8, 0 32, ... (12 terms).

13. 1, 3, 6, 7, ... (n terms).

14. 2, 4, 6, 8, ... (2n terms).

15. Simplify (i) 8( - i)' ;
(ii) (

- 1)*" - ( - 1)*^^ ft integral.

16. Write down, using the index notation, the nth term of a
O.P. if the first two tenns are

(i) 8, 4 ;
(ii) 9, -3

;
(iii) -o, a’ ; (iv) 6*, 1 ;

(v) 144, 96.

17. The 7th term of an A.P. is 6 and the 9th term is 6|; find

the 25th term.

18. Find the sum of 30 terms of an A.P, whose 3rd term is 6,

and whose 8th term is 9.

19. A man saves £80 his first year of work, and each year
afterwards saves £16 more than in the preceding year. How
much does he save in 10 years ?

20. Find, using logarithms, an approximate value of

(i) 60 + 60(1*06) + 50(1*05)’' + ... to 10 terms.

(ii) 8 + 12 + 18 +27 +... to 18 terms.

21. A firm sends out a set of sample iron bolts, the difference in

weight of successive sizes being the same. The smallest weighs

1| oz., the largest 10| oz., and the total weight of a complete set

is 4 lb. 14 oz. What is the weight of the largest bolt but one ?

22. A man starting business loses £240 the first year, £160 the

second year, £80 the third year ; if the same improvement con-

tinues, what is his total gain or loss after 12 years ?

23. Find the sum, 0*7 + 0*71 +0*72 + 0*73 + ... to 100 terms.

24. The first two terms of an H.P, are 10, 9 ;
what is the 10th

term ?

25. Express 0*46 as a G.P. and then find its limiting sum.

26. Insert three harmonic means ll^tween 2 and 6.

27. The height of a tree is 20 feet, and one year later is 24 feet

;

its growth eadi year is J of its growth the previous year. What
is the limiting hei^t of the tree, however long it lives ?

EXDBCISB F.P. 6

> Ratio and Proportion. (Chapter VI)

1. By deducting discount at tlU rate of Is. in the £, a bill of

ix is reduced to iy ; find x : y.
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2 . U find a : 6.

3. U 4x^ + 9y* = I2xy, find x ; y.

4. The ratio of the radii of two circles is p : o and the ratio of
their areas ia{p-x): {q -z ) ; find a; in terms of p, q,

5« The ratio of a man’s expenditure to his income is

find the ratio of his savings to his expenditure.

6. The incomes of A and B are in the ratio 6 : 4 ; their expen-
ditures are in the ratio 6 : 6 , and their savings are in the ratio
10 : 7. Find the ratio of A’s income to B’s expenditure.

, T/ x+y-z x-y ^ ^7. If—--— 1— * ; y :

8 . If r
ae a* - 3c*

5
=
2 ,

prove that

9. If5^=^. find

that

zy

a +c
10. If prove

11. If 6 is the mean proportional between a, c, prove that

13. If find p in terms of o, r.

p q r* ^

14. If state which of the following relations must be
true:

(i)

b+d'^d-f^

^ ^Sb+d 2d-e’

^
a* -o*c_c* + e*

. a b

a-cb+d
c - e~d +/’

pr
2o*-7e
26* - if

(ii)

(vii)

..... ac c

15. prove that 6 ^c is a mean proportional be-

tween 0+6 and c +d.
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16. 1^
j ^

and if a, 6, c, d are positive, prove that

a a + c c

b^b+d^d'

?q;=p-5=?rj-P™™thato+6=(,.

18. Solve
x^-2x + 5 x^ + 2x~5
3a:“ + 4a; - -4a: +

1’

IQ Tt ^
,
y ^

ia. 11 - + ==-, express
y X b

^
K^~y)

in terms of a, 6.

20. If = I and
I
^ express pg in terms of a, 6.

EXERCISE P.P. 7

Factors and Fractions (Chapter VIII)

Find the factors of the following :

! + h 2, 3. xy^-yx^. 4, **!/’- 1.

5. 27a>-86'. 6, 1 +a“6». 7. (c+d)*-l. 8. 8o»-o‘.

9. (a + 6)S-(a+6). 10. -3^2 -2a: + 1.

11. a®a:2+2a6a:+62 -c«.

Simplify the following :

12 .

14, a

16.

x^ ~ xy ~x-\-y

x*‘ +2/2

^a.4'
a

13.
(a-6)2-9c2

a'*-(6+3c)8‘

19. {x^y ~z)* ’’{x -y+z)^ + {x -y ^z)'^ ~[x+y +2)2.

20 .
I. (-%^.2)4LiY
\y it / Va: y}

112 11 2

21
o -f- & 1

* a^+6*'^o* -a6+6*~a + 6
’
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23. (£±S'+^V('^-^V\x-y x-i-yj \x-y x+yj

161

25.
“

' .n n';6 a +6A® -&

26. +
6(c + a) c(o + 6)

(o-6)(o-cJ (6-c)(6-a} (c-aXc-6)'

27. Expand (a -6 + c -d)(o -6 -c +£f).

28. Solve—7+
ac -4

1

2 a;-5 a:-3'

29. Solve (a h-6)ic + (o -6)y = (a + 6)y - (a -6)a;=a(a* +6*).

30. Solve =
\x + V X

31. If c* = c + 1, prove that c* = 5c + 3.

32. Factorise {b - c){x - a)* + (c - a){x - 6)* + (a - b){x - c)*.

33. Prove that (a - 6)* + (6 ^ c)* + (c - a)* = 3(a - 6)(6 - c)(c -

np be ^ c a b .1 .

35. If i— +-—* +—r=7—+“7“+—TT* P^ove that
b+c c+o a + b b+c c+a a+b ^

(6-c)(c-a)(a-6) = 0.

EXERCISE F.P. 8

Literal Equations (Chapter IX}

Solve for x the following equations

:

1, (tx=b-ax. 2. 3{a:+a)3=6(a-a:). 3. 0 + ^=0.

4, 6a; = l-ca:. 5. x=:b~cx. 6. ~~ab + ac.

7. aa:-o*=r6a?-6^. 8. ax+a=bx+b.
X +p_ac -q

10. f -1 = ^+|- 11-

12. ix~a)(x~b)=:{x+a){x+b).^ 13. (aj-fl)*=c*. 14. -s
b

z"

1>.S.A.
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Find X and y from the following simultaneous equations :

lb, x+2y-5af 18, (Mr+6y=c, 17. x*y=2b,
2ir-y=2a. ar-y-l. ax -by=a* +bK

18. x=py, i 19 , px+qy=q', 20, 5+5 = 1.

a*+y=c, . ?»-py=p‘.
iJ-^=p‘.

«

Solve for x the following equations :

21. x* + ba*=5ax, * 22. x«=36x+286*.

23. a;* “ (c +d)a; + cd = 0. 24. x* - 2px =?* -p*.

25. x«+2x=o«-l. 26. o6{x* + l)=x(o*+6>).

27. ax* + (l+a5)x+6=0. 28. ox* -c*x=o^ -oc*.

29. {o+5)x*+(a + 25)x+6=0,

30. (x+a)(x -o*) +4a*“2a(x+a*).

31.
ax

1

V

The Rectangle contained by two Lines

If AB and CD are two given straight lines, “ the rectangle

contained by AB and CD ” means the area of a rectangle whose

X in.

yin,

m 11,

length equals AB and whose breadth equals CD, and is written

AB . CD. This rectai^le is shown in Fig. 11, and we have

AB . CD ^xy sq. inches.

SimRarly AB* means the area of a square whose side equals AB,

and we have AB*=x* sq. inches.

Example. In Fig. 12, 0 is the mid point of a hne AB, and

P is any point on AB. Prove that AP* + PB* =2AO* + 20P*.

no. 12.
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Let AO =aj in. and OP ~y in. ; then also 08 =aj in,

/. in. and PB=OB -OP=(a:-y) in.

AP* + PB* =(x+y)* +{x- y)* sq, in.

+2xy - 2xy sq. in.

-2x* + 2y* sq. in.

=:2A0*+20P».

EXERCISE F,P. 9

Which of the following relations are equations and which are

identities in Xos. LS:

1. (a;-l)=~a-x). 2. la; + l)r: -(1+a:).

3. 4. (a;-l)*=(l -a:)*.

5 (a; + l)*-(»-l)* = 4a!. 6. (2a! - l)*={a: -2)».

Undw what conditions are the relations in Nos. 7-13 true ?

7. 2(a;-3) + 5(x + l)=3(2a:-l)+2{a:-2).

8. 2(x-3) -1-6(3: -|-l)=3(6a; 4-4) -2(4a: + 5),

9. 2(x-3)-l-6(x + l)=3{6x + 9)-4(2x-l-7).

10. 11- xy-3a:-2y-}-6=0.

12. ix+y)*=x*+y\ 13. (x -3)» +(y -4)« = 0.

Prove the following identities^ Nos, 14-20;

14. 15. {a-h){x-y)^{b-a)(y -x).

16. x{y -z) +y{ii -x) +z(x -‘y)s0. 17. (a +6)* -(a -6}*s4n6.

18. {xi-y){x-y)-z^s{z + z){x -z)

19. (a - x)(6 - c) -1- (5 - x){c - o) + (c - x)(a - 6)s 0.

20. (o* -l-6*)(c* +(i*)s(fltc -f-M)* 4-(ad -6c)*.

21. ABCD is a straight line such that AB =BC =CD ;
prove that

AD*-AB*-h2BD*.

22. With the data of No. 21, prove that AC* - CD* =AB . AD.

23. A straight line AB is bisected at 0 and produced to any

point P, prove that AP* +BP* =2AO* -I-20P*.

24. With the data of No. 23, prove that AP* =4AO . OP 4- BP*.

25. If ABCD is a straight line, and if AB=:CD, prove that

AD*4-BC*=2AB*4-2BD*.

2$. If ABCD is any straight l^e, prove that
^

AC.BD=AB.CD4-AD .BC.
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27. If a line AB is produced to any point P, prove that

AB*+AP*=2AB.AP + PB*.

28. If the lengths of the sides of a triangle are (a:* + 1), {a:* - 1),

2x inches, prove that they satisfy the conation that the triai^le

is right-an^ed.

What result is obtained if » = 2 ?

29. Prove that the area between two concentric circles of

radii a, b inches is 7r(a + 6)(o -6) sq. inches.

30. If a room is c feet wide, (c* - c) feet long and (c - 1) feet high,

verify that the length of a diagonal of the room is {c* - c + 1) feet

long.

31. If a, bt c are three consecutive integers, prove that

(i) oc = &*“!; (ii) a* -26* +c*=:2.

32. If o, 6, c, d are four consecutive integers, prove that

be - ad =2.

33. If X =p and prove that x* -y* =4.

34. If 2s =a + b -j-c +d and if o+c=6+d, prove that

( s “ a)(5 - b)(s - c)(s - d) =o6cd.

35. P is a point on a line AB such that AP* =AB . PB
;

if^ = f in.,

AP in., find a relation between I and t/. Use this to prove that

AB*+PB* = 3AP*.

36. With the data of No, 36, prove that AP . PB =:AP* - PB*.

37. 0 is the mid point of a line AB ; AB is produced to P so that

OB . OP =BP*

;

prove that PA* =6PB*.

38. In Fig. 13, prove that AB* =BC* +AC* -2BC . CD. [Let

AB=a: in., BC=j/ in., CA=z in., CD =p in., AD in., and use

Pythagoras’ theorem twice.]

39.

In Fig. \4^ prove that

the method of No. 38.]
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40. If, in Fig. 15, the radii of the circles are o, 6 inches, prove
thatPQ=24/{a5).

EXEECISE F.P. 10

Boots of Quadratic Equations (Chapter IX)

1. If a, are the roots of Sar* + 4a: =2, find the values of

(i)i + -i; (ii)(a-3^)(^-3a).

2. If a, |8 are the roots of 2a:" = 6a: + 4, find the values of

(i) +

3. One root of 3a;"-8a;+c = 0 is three times the other root.

Find c.

4. Find 6 if 2a:* + 6a: + 18 =0 has equal roots.

5. Form the equation whose roots are

(i) li (ii) ±6; (hi) 0,-1;
(iv) 2c, -3c; (v) 5~2y/S, 5+2^3.

6. What is the nature of the roots of

(i) 9a:* + 25=30a:; (ii) Ox* + 16 =30a:

;

(hi) 9la:* + 29=30r?

7 If a, jS are the roots of 2a:* -3a; -4=0, form the equation

whose roots are . . i i

{ii)a+^, ^+-.

8. If a, /S are tlw roots of px* +2qa; +r =0, expr^ in terms of

(i)a* + j^; (h)a* + ^.

9. If — =2, show, without solving, that a > 6 > a; > 0
o -a: 0 -a:

is impossible. Then solve the equation.
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10.

If a > 6 > 0, prove that x(x -a) =c(a; -6) has real roots.

11.

If a, Bare the roots of —— -qx, find in terms of p, g,
• x-k-p

12. If a, jS are the roots of {px + q)* =prz^ find the condititn that

(i) a= -p; (ii) a=§^; (iii) a* + /S* = 3a)3.

13. Form the equation whose roots are three-quarterB of the

roots of ax* +6a: +c =0. -

14. Find the value of c if the simultaneous equations, Zx+4y=c,
x*+y* = i have one, and only one, solution.

15. Prove that x=c{x -l){x + 2) has real roots for all real

values of c.

16* Prove that x =c{x ~ l){x - 2) has real roots, only if the value

of c does not he between - 3 - 2V2 and -3 + 2^2.

EXIIBCISE T. I

Application of Logarithms. (Chapter I)

[In this exercise, take log tt - 0-4971. Give answers correct to

3 significcmt figures.]

1. The volume of a sphere, radius t cm., is cu. cm.

(i) Find the volume of a sphere of radius 1-076 cm.

(ii) Find the radius of a sphere of volume 4 cu, in.

2. A pendulum of length I feet makes one complete (^illation

in 2n^/{l~Z2-2) seconds.

(i) Find the time of oscillation if the length is 50 ft.

(ii) Find the length if the time of oscillation is 6 seconds.

3. The horse-power H of a steam turbine is given by H ;

find H, if D =2-4 (mean diameter in ft.), U = 1530 (blade sp^ in

ft./sec.), V =285 (specific volume of ste^ in cu. ft.)

4. If M =^, find M when/=8 07, d = 2-48.

6. Ifd=jfc^Q,finddwh©nifc = 173, H=49,N=3.

6. If W=^,, find W when N = 160, D=6-25, H = 18,

m=I-43xlO’.‘^^ ^

7. If y =Jtl(R* -r*), find V when! =0-84, R =0-746, r=0-23.
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8. Find the value of A.e« when A =635, e =2-718, jfc=3,

t=h

9, If n=—r 1 fi*id n when o = 31 -5, H = 10, p = 160.
pi

10. The time t seconds for pneumatic transmission through a
tube I ft. long, of diameter d ft., under a pressure of p lb. per sq.

in., is «=0 000482^^^j; find t if 1 = 37-5, d = 0-35, P=9-2.

11. From the formula for drilling mild steel, P = 35,6000®*''!®*®,

calculate P (thrust in lb.), if D =| (diam. in inches), T (feed
in inches per rev.).

12. The present value £P of an annuity of £A per annum to
last for n years, r per cent, per annum compound interest, is given
, _ lOOA/, /, r \-«i

(i) Find the present value of an annuity of £260 to last for

10 years, interest 4 per cent.

(ii) What life annuity can a mem purchase with £2000 when
his expectation of life is 20 years (3 per cent. C.I.) ?

13. If pv**=475, find n when p =3-62, v = 98-6.

14. If h = 391Q«, findn when A = 7-95, Q = 0-126,

15.

If 3®=4» find

-

16.

Find ^ from the formula,

log t - log 273

log 2-718
rhen < = 373.

£XEBCISG T. 2

Variation, (Chapter II)

1. To produce a fixed intensity of illumination, the candle-

power c of a lamp must be increas^ four-fold when the distance
X feet from the light is doubled. What is the variation-relation

between c and x 7

2. If multiplying a; by 10 always produces the effect of divid-

ing y by 100, wliat is the variation-relation between x and y ?

3. If y=a;-i-x*, in what ratio is y increased when x alters

from (i) 1 to 2, (ii) 2 to 4, (iii) 4/38? Does y vary as any power
cf x 7
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4. If y cc ^Xy copy and complete the table

:

X -
1

0 1 2 4 25
1

100

y 4

5. If
2/
«“

, what is the effect on i/ of increasing x in the ratio

9 to 4 ? V

6, If a: oo - and if oo z*, what is the effect on x of doubling z 7

1, In the given graph, Fig. 1 6, y varies as a power of x. What
is the formula connecting y and x T

8. In the given graph, Fig. 17, y varies inversely as a power

of X. What is the formula connecting y and x ?

9. The danger distance from the muzzle of a gun, 'within

which the hearing may be injured by the firing, varies as the

fifth root of the weight of the chaise. For a 5-lb. charge of

cordite, the distance is 10 ft. ; what is it for 187 lb. of cordite ?

10. S = - if v=2 and 8=-^ if a; -3; what is the simplest

expression for S in terras of x and y ?

11. If X varies directly as y^ and inversely as the square root

of z, and if ic = 8 when y~2 and z = 9, find the equation connecting

a?, y, z.

12. If A oc BC* and B « xy^ and C ct ^
, what variation-relation

connects A with x and y 7
*

13. The horse-power required to propel a ship of given pattern

varies jointly as the cube of the speed raid as the cube root of

the square of its displacement. A ship of 1 000 tons displacement

is found to require a certain horse-power at 10 knots ;
by what

factor must this horse-power be multiplied in order to propel a

similar ship of 8000 tons displacement at 12 knots 7

14. The economical diameter for copper wire in an electric

circuit varies directly as the sqtU^ root of the normal current

and the fourth root of the cost per horse-power per annum and
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inversely as the fourth root of the price of copper per lb. In what
ratio should the diameter be altered if the cost of horse-power

rises 50 pdt cent, and the price of copper rises 200 per cent, and if

the current is reduced by 26 per cent. ?

15. The velocity, v ft. per sec., of a jet of water varies directly

as the weight of water, W lb., delivered per second and inversely

as the area of the cross-section, A sq. in,, of the jet. Also the

horse-j^ower H necessary to produce the jet varies directly as the

cube of W and inversely as the square of A. Find (i) liow v varies

with H and W ;
(ii) how v varies with H and A.

16. In a certain machine the effort P lb. required to raise a

load W Ib. is partly constant and partly varies as the load. For
loads of 40 Ib., 56 lb., the necessary efforts are 11 lb., 13 lb.

;

find the general formula.

17. On a certain building estate near London, the ground rents

for plots of land vary partly as the frontage and partly as the

frontage and depth jointly.

The ground rent for a plot with 30 ft. frontage and 100 ft.

depth is £38, and for a plot with 36 ft. frontage and 140 ft. depth

is £60 ; find the general formula. The smallest plot on the estate

has a frontage of 24 ft. and a depth of 90 ft. ; what is its ground
rent ?

18. The sum of the first n whole numbers, I, 2, 3, 4, ,,, varies

partly as n and partly as n®. What is the sum for n = 2 and for

n = 3 ? Hence find the general formula.

EXERCISE T, 3

Logarithmic Theory and dotation.

Simplify the following :

2. log 27 -^-log 3.1. log 27 - log 3.

4, log 5 “log

7
logx

*

5. log 1 X log 2.

^
logVa;

log a:®*

(Chapter IV)

3. log 3 - log \/3.

6. } log 16.

9
logW- jog ft

log a® -flog a

10. Findxif
log 2 log 16

11. Express the following in a form which does not involve the

logarithmic notation, the logarithmic base being 10 :

(i) Ioga:+logy=3; (ii) logx + 2logy=3;

(iii) a? log 2= - 1; (iv) Slogar - 21ogy = 1

;

(v) x log 6 =:Iog 6 ;
(vi) x log 6 =y log 6 -f- 2.

12. If Iog6=6 and log 12-/0, express log2, log3, log4 in

terms of 6, c.
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13. Simplify

(i) log(l -iF*)-log(l -a:); (ii) log(l +2ar + a;*)-rlog^l + a;).

14. If log (a? +2/)=log a; + logy, find y in tenns of ic, and prove
that logo? - logy =Iog(ar - 1).

15. Find, without using logarithmic tables, the characteristics

of log, 15, log, 30, log, 0'2, log, 0*001.

16. Find x if (i) 1<^4 a: = 1 -5 j (ii) log, x= -2-5.

17. Simplify (i) lc^5 xlogjc; (ii)

18. Simplify
logaS logit 5

log, 7 “log, 7"

19.

Solve log, X + log, y = 6, log, x - log, y = 4.

20.

If Slogioy -21ogioa;=4*l, express y in terms of x.

21. Use tables to find the value of 10“^^ for x equal to 0,

±1, ±2, ±3, ±4. Draw the graph of the function, and find for

what values of x it is equal to half its maximum value.

22. Prove that log^ b x log^ c x logc a — 1.

£XBB0ISE T. 4

Harder Indices. (Chapter IV)

Find n from the following equations :

1. (i)81"=3; (ii)81’* = l; (iii) 81” = ^3.

2. {i)6«=3^; (u)6«=0*2; (iii)6«=^.

3. (i)(0*01)« = 10; (ii)(0*01)" = V10; (iii) (0*01)« = V(O’l).

4. (i)9«=9.3-’»; (ii) 16»+«
.
2Hn=:(J)i-n2.

Simplify the following

;

8 .

11 .

14.

1000*"-f-l00«. 6. 7. (sr*ri.

(4x)~4
9. 10. gr'

6o6*
10

cd-i
13.

40^6-*

M8a->)- V(c-*d-*)
*

(4o)”*6

‘

12*» .
16*"

1 R
20^^ . 100»

1ft
4«+8W

48«
’ XU.

(V6)>"
• ID*

2«

V{ob^*) -r(o^6~*c-M. 18.^(27xV*)^ ^(xV)*
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19.
/ 25»* ri
IsTW/

9i»-i
^
27*-~«

T73p^*
Exprew z in the form giving c correct to 3 significant

figures, in the following cases :

21. *»=!«,». 22. s‘ = ^'. 23. !teV=4.
3

24. 25. a; = 3*47/i*>z-»'«, 26. a:>=—

.

52t/^

27. Make I the subject of the formula, r

giving the constant factor correct to 2 significant figures.

28. Simplify (i) (ii) +x~^).

29. Divide +3 by

30. Multiply a; + 1 by a: - 1 +aj~i.

31. Multiply +a^ + 1 by - 1,

32. Divide 6 - 1 by - 1.

33. Divide c + 1 by + 1.

34. Simplify

35. D =6®, express ab in the form o®.

36. If and xy+xz~yz, find a relation between a,

6, c.

37. If a; is small compared with 1, (1 +a:)”^l +na;; use this
fact to find approximate values of

(i) (l+0 05)»: (ii) V(l-06);

7(tW’
38. The slope of the graph of y =a:” at a; =c is nc”“'. Use this

fact to find the slope at a; =c of each of the following graphs :

{i)y=Q^; (ii)y=“; {m)y = yfxi

39. The area bounded by the curve y the A;-axis, and the
gB+l

ordinates a; = 0 and x =c, is —-r units, if n > - 1. Show that this
n +

1

statement is true if n = 1 and if n =0 ; and use it to find the area
for each of the following curv^ :

(i)2r=a^; {n)y = Vx^ {m)y^xjx; {iv)y=^.
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EXERCISE T. 5

Series. (Chapter V)

1. Divide the sum of the odd numbers betwew 60 cmd 100

by the sum of the odd numbers less than 60.

2. A Chinese nest of boxes is made so that each box contains

all those smaller than it ; the out^most weighs 2 oz. and the

innermost ^ oz., and their weights decrease by equal amounts.

The whole nest weighs 17 oz. ; how nmny boxes are there in it ?

3. Find the sum of all numbers between 100 and 200 which

are not divisible either by 2 or by 5.

4. The first term of an A.P. ia; 6a: -Sj/ and the fifth term is

5y-~3x; find the three interraediale terms.

5. The first, second and nth terms of a G.P. are a, 6, I r^pec-

tively
j
prove that the sum of n terms is ^ .

6. If the sum of n terms of a series is fin® + 2n for all values

of n, find the first 3 terms. Find also the rth term and the (r - l)th

term, and show that the series is in A.P.

7. A man borrows £1000 and discharges the debt by paying

10 equal annual instalments, the first being paid 1 year after the

loan is made. Find to the nearest £ the amount of each instal-

ment, reckoning 4 per cent, per annum corapoimd interest.

8. Prove that (1 + 2 + 3 + ... +n)* - (I +2 + 3 + ... +n - 1)® =n*.

9. In an A.P. the 8th term is twice the 4th term, prove that

the 9th term is 3 times the 3rd term.

10, The sum of 10 terms of an A.P. is 145 and the sum of its

4th and 9th terms is 6 times its 3rd term. Find the series.

11. What is the first number in the nth bracket of the series,

[1]. [2+3], [4 + 5 + 6], [7 + 8 + 9 + 10],... 1

What is the sum of the numbers inside the nth bracket, and
what is the sum of the first n brackets ?

1

2,

Prove that the sum to n terms of log a + log oo: + log a:r® + . .

.

is n log a +^n(n - 1) log ar.

13. The first and last terms of an A.P. are a, I

;

there are

n terms in all. What is the second term ?

14. If o, b are positive integers and if a < 6, find the sum of all

integers from a to 6 inclusive.

15. In an A.P., the pih term is

|
and the gth term is -

;
find

the (pff)th term and the sum of pg terms.
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16. Find the present value of an annuity of £25 to coounence
in 8 yeare' time, if there are 15 annual payments in all, reckoning

3^ per ceat. per annum compound interest.

17. If a = 1 +2a; +4a:* -f ... express s~xa as a

function of x, and so find a simple expression for s in terms of x.

18. Sum to n terms : (i) 9 + 99 + 999 + 9999 + ;

(ii) 2 + 22+222 + 2222 + ... .

19. In an A.P. of n terms, the sum of the first 2 terms is 6 and
the sum of the last two terms is c, find the sum of n terms.

20. Find the value of the nth bracket and the sum of the first

n brackets, of the series ;

[1], [2 + 4], [8 + 16 + 32]

21. The nth term of a series is ;
find the sum of the first

3 terms.

22. The first and last terms of a G.P, are o, I

;

there are n

terras in all. Find their product.

23. Find the sum of 198 terms of the series

log + log 1^ + log IJ +log II + ... -

24. Prove that tise this fact to find the
r{r + l) r r + l

sura of n terms of the series, , . . . . Then

find the limiting sura of this series,

25. Use the method of No. 24 to find the sum of n terms of

the senes s—5 > .. > ,
=—

3 x5 5 x7 7 x9

26. If all rational numbers are written down as follows,

i.f.i.M.i.M. f.i.f.*. i. h 1. S.-.

(i) how many terras are there before ?

(ii) what will be the 100th term ?

27. Show that the contents of each bracket in the series

[i+«. [i+i+t+H. K + A + -+A]
is greater than J ; and then prove that the series,

l.i.i-i-i 1

has no limiting sum.

28. Prove that the sum of any number of terms of the series

1 - 1+^-^+^-... is not lees fiian ^ and not more than 1.
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29, Sum to 20 terms the series 1 +f +|+-^ + ...

,

30. If 0*, 6*, c* are in A,#,, prove that b+c, c +a, are in

H.P.

EXEBCISI! T. 6 %
Use of Graphs. (Chapter VII)

2

1.

Sketch the graphs of y=“i and use

them to find the number of roots (not their values) of the equa-
tions (i) a;* +3ar -2 =0

; (ii) a:* -6af -2 = 0.

Find by inspection the roots ofa:*-3a!-2 = 0; what can you
2

now say about the graphs of y =~ and y =»* - 3 ?

2. Draw the graph of y =^{x* - 4x) for values of x from -4
to + 4, and read off answers to the following :

(i) For what positive value of x is x* -4ic a minimum ?

(ii) What is the maximum value of x® - 4® if x is negative T

p I p
^

(iii) For what values of x is equal to 0-2 7

(iv) Solve the equations (o) x® - 4x = 1 ; (6) x® - 4x + 1 =0,

3. Draw the graphs of y = l - ^
for values of x

from - 2 to +6. What is the quadratic equation whose roots are

connected with the intersections of the two graphs 7 Obtain its

roots graphically and by calculation.

4. Draw the graph of ^ = lx(x + 1 j(x - 4) for values of x from
- 3 to +6. Use it to answer the following ;

(i) For what values of x does x* - 3x* - 4x equal 6 7

(ii) For what range of values of x is x* - 3x* - 4x greater

than 6 7

(iii) What is the least value ofx*-3x*-4xifxis positive 7

(iv) What is the largest value of x® - 3x* - 4x if x is negative 7

(v) Solve the equations :

(a}x®-3x*-4x = 13; (6) x» - 3x* - 4x = -4;

(c) X® -3x® -4x + 19 = 0 ; (d) x® -3x* -4x = 16 ;

(fi)x»-3x»-4x + 12 = 0.

5. Draw as much as your paper allows of the graph of

y =
120

\

x-30 + 20,
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tAkiTig the origin in the middle of the paper, and 1 inch on each
axis In represent 20 units.

Solve g^phically the simultaneous equations,

^=j^ + 20, x-2y + 40=0.

Check by calculation.

6. t)raw the ^aph of y = 10* for values of x from 0 to 1. By
drawing other suitable graphs, solve the equations :

{i)10* = 10a;; (ii) 10* = 7a:;

(iii) 10* + 102:=6; (iv) 10* = 10a:-l.

7. Draw the graph of y-\c>gx for values of x from I to 10.

By drawing other suitable grapl^, solve the equations ;

(i)loga;=:™; (ii) logx=0-6 -O-Oftr
;

(iii) 5 log x + a: =4,

8. (i) What is the value of
^ ^

if a; = 2*01, if x = 2 001 ?

What is the value if a; = 1 *99, if a; = 1 -999 ?

(ii) What is the value of a; if
^-;7|

= 101, if ^-^ = 1 001 ?

What is the value if-—^=0-99, if ^-^=0*999 t

»iP * 1

(iii) Sketch the graph of y =^^2 *

9. (i) For what values of a? is (a; - I
)
(a: - 3) (x - 6) zero ?

(ii) For what range of values of x is this function positive ?

(iii) Find the values of the function when x = 1 1 , 0, - 9,

(iv) Sketch the graph of y = (x - l){x - 3)(x - 6).

10. Make a table of values from x = - 2 to x = 10 for the

function and show where there are missing
35 — 3

values, if any ;
then sketch the graph of the function.

11. Make a table of values from x= - 2 to x = 10 for the

function v = ,
and show where there are missing

^ (x-2)(x-4)
values. Add to the table the values of y when x = i 100, ± 1000.

Then sketch the graph of the function.

12. The base of an open cistern is a square of side x feet ; .ite

volume is 200 cu. ft. If the total area of the base and sides is

800
A sq. ft., prove that A =x* +— . Represent the relation between

A and x by a graph for values ft x from 4 to 12. For what value

of X is A least T For what positive values of x is A equal to 176 f
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13.

A sheet of tin is 24 inches square
; equal squwes, side

X in., are cut at the four comers, and the sides are men turned

up to make a rectangular box. If the volume of tl^ box, is V
cu. in., express V in terms of z. Show by a graph the relation

between V and x for values of x from 0 to 12. (i) For what value

of a? is V greatest ? (ii) For what positive values of a: is V equal to

600 ?

14.

The following observations show the -connection between
the pressure and volume of saturated steam ;

Volume, cu. ft. per lb. water
,
V 297 173 82-4' 651 21-3

Pressure, lb. per sq. in. P
1

113 2-02 442 6-77 18-7

Plot log p against log v, and then express p in terms of v.

15. Draw the graphs of y = l~x^ and from x= ~2
to x= + 2. Thence find approximate solutions of these simul-

taneous equations. What equation in x can be solved from these

graphs ? What equation in y can be solved ?

16. The graph of y-a+bx-hcz^ passes through the origin and
through the two points (1, 1) ; (2, -2). Find the values of o,

6, c, and calculate the values of x when y = - 5. Sketch the graph.

EXERCISE T. 7

Remainder Theorem. (Chapter VIII)

1. Prove that a: +2y is a factor of x* -f- lOxy^ +4y<.

2. Find a if a; - 2 is a factor of x^ +ax - 4.

3. Find a, 6 if a;® +a? - 6 is a factor of x^ -ax^ - bx ~ 6.

4. What is the remainder when (i) - 1 is divided by a; + 1,

(ii) a;* -a; - 2 is divided by a; - 3 ?

5. Factorise (i) a::^ - + iftr - 12 ;
(ii) 2a;® - 3a:* - 3af 4- 2,

6. Solve the equation, 2a:;® =a;* + 13a; + 6.

7. If n is a positive integer, find the condition that

(i) a;-f 1 is a factor of a;'* + 1

;

(ii) a; + 1 is a factor of a;” - 1.

8. Prove that a; -y is a factor of {x-y)^ + {y -t)^+{z -*)* j

then factorise the expression.
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9.

Prove that x+yka. factor of

(xy ~yz -zx){x+y -z)+xyz;

thffli factoriae the expression.

10. Prove that x and y + 2 are each factors of

{xy ~yz -x^y^ +yh^ -z^z^;

then f^toriae the expre^ion.

11. Factorise {x+y +z)^ ~{z^ +z^},

12. Prove that a;-i-a+6+cisa factor of

(x + 6 + c)(a; +c +a)(a; + a +6) +a6c.

1 3. Prove that a; - - 2 , 2 - a; are each factors of

x[y +y{z ~ x)^ +z[x -y)^;

then find the remaining factor.

14. Prove that a is a factor of

{a +6 +cP -(6 +c - op -(c +0 -6p - (a +6 -cf;

then factorise the expression.

15. Factorise

{x^ - y^) {x ~ y)^ + ( 2
/® - 2*) (y

- 2 )® + (2
® - x®} (2 - z)\

EXERCISE T. 8

Literal Relations. (Chapter IX)

1. Make n the subject of the electrical formula, C = =
*-- -

.

^ R +nr

2. If a, b are consecutive even integers, prove that

a® -t-&® =2a6 +4.

3. If a: +y
+ 1

and z-y=t-j, prove that ary = 1.

4. Simplify '

5. If and =-, express —^— in a form notzap y a q z+y
containing x or y,

6. Jf a: + 3y-j-72 = 14 and ar + 4y-f-l02 = I7, show that there is

a numerical value of c for which it is possible to find the numerical

value of ar + 5y + (» from the data. What is this value of c ?

D.S.A, M
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7. Is it possible to find three consecutive integers a, 6, c such
that a* +c* =26* 7

8. If a(» +y) =a* -xy, express x in terms of a, x.

Solve, for x, the following equations ;

9. a(x -6) +6(x -c) +c(x -a) =0.

11. (x+a)* + (x + 6)*=2x».

Pmd X, y from the following simultaneous equations

:

15. X -wy +u* =0, X -ry + t;* = 0,

16. mx ~y=b, x+my~mb.

17. If a+6 +c=2«, prove that a(2tf -a) -6(2s -6) =(a -6)c.

18. If x+ay~b and x+by-at prove that x -cy=a+b +c,

19. Given that ^ »
prove that (« -f){v -/)=/*.

20. If b cows and c sheep cost as much as p cows ot q sheep,

,, , 6 c -

prove that - + ~ = 1

.

P 9

21. If a + 6=c, prove that a* + 6* + c* =2{6c +oo -a6).

22. If r=-; and -—r =n , express xy m terms of a, 6.
x + b a* y + b b* ^ ^

23. The result of increasing 6 by x per cent, is the same as

decreasing c by x per cent. Find x in terms of 6, c.

24. A, B, C, D are 4 points in order on a straight line. If

is the mid point of AD, and if AB . CD and AB = i . BC, find I

terms of k,

25. From £x ys. zd., where 12 > x > z, subtract £z ys, xd. If

the result is £p gs. rd., find the sum of ^ qs. rd. and £r gs. pd,

26. If X = y = »
prove that x* +y* = 1,

27. If X +y +2 = 0, prove that x* - y* -z* =2^.

28. If x+j^ +2=0, prove that

(x -y -2)(y -2 -lc)(2 -X -y) = 8xy2.

10. <.(*+i)=i(*,+i).

12. (x-a)(x -c) =(x -6)*.

14. ? =i+-.
x{x +a) X a

B‘CJ
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29. Given that R=m(V“U) uid P«=Im(v* ~u*), prove that
s=^tt+r)i.

* ' ^

»

30. Given that v =« +a< and a = +tj)i, prove that

(i) « =«# + ioi* ; (ii) e-vt^lat^i (iii) =«> :• 2<w.

31. A circular cylinder rests on a table between two rectangular
blocks ,aa shown in Fig. 18 ; if the diameter of the cylinder
equals AC» prove that AB +BC = 1^AC.

Pig. 18. FiG. 19.

32. Fig. 19 represents the inner ring of a race-course, formed
of a rectangle with semicircular ends, radii r yd. The perimeter
of the ring is C yd. and the area enclosed is A sq. yd. Express A
and C in terms of I, r. Prove that f* =IC* - tiA.

33. Fig. 20 is formed by four semicircular arcs
;
prove that

its area is . AC . BD. [TakeAB=:2a:in., BC =2y in., CD =2* in.]

Fig. 20. FIG, 21,

34. In Fig. 21, PQ bisects AABC. If AB=:d in., AC -4 in.,

AP in., PQ in., express y in terms of z.

35. If a + 6+c=t, prove that (at +6c)(6^ +ca)(cf +a6) is a
perfect square.

36. If —L. 4.1= 1 4._L- prove that either x=z or y=0 or
x+y z X y-i-z

^

x+y+z=0.

37. If a -t- V® = L prove that (i) a = 2 ;
(ii) a = 3.

38. A common type of error when using an adding machine is

to. record sums such as £7. 5s, as Ts. 5d. or £13. 9s. as ISs, 9d.

If only one amount is recordecj^incorrectly in this manner, and il

the error is £x, ps. «d., prove that a: -i-z is either 1 1 or 30.
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SUPPLEMENTARY TEST PAPERS Y. 1-10. {Parte I, H.)

Y. 1

1. Simplify (i) (4a)* -4«»; (ii) (5^ (iii)c+^-i±^.

2. Make n the subject of the formula, P •

3. Factorise (i) - 20 ;
(ii) 3a* + 7a^) - 66*.

4. Solve (i) (x + I)(a: -2) -^(a;- l)(:c + 2)=^(a: + 3)(a; - 1)

;

(ii) a;* - 12a; = 9 (to 2 places of decimals).

5. A sum of 1 guinea can be made up of either c shillings and
d florins or of c sixpences and d half-crowns. Find the values of

c and d.

y. 2

1. (i) Write down the L.C.M. of 2xy{x-y)^y 3y*(a;® - j/*),

4a;* [x + y)^.

(ii) Find the H.C.F, of a* - 2a® - 3a and a* - 5a* - 6a*.

2. Simplify +

3. Solve (i)4P-5(a; 14P-13Q = l-8; (ii) 2a;-H|-5.

,

4. Find the value of c if a; is a root of 9a:* - 5ca: = 14. What
is the other root ?

5. Two regular polygons are such that the number of sides in

one is double that m the other, and an angle of the first is 1^ tim^
that of the second. Find the number of sides of each.

Y. 3

1, (i) What number must be added to o*-9a to make the
result a perfect square ?

(ii) Express (3a; - 6) (a: -l- 11) as the difference of two squares.

2. Make a the subject of the formula, e =

.

3. Simplify (i)
€ c +d

c-i-d c-t-2d’
{ii)

a:* - 4a: + 3 .
a;* - 1

a:* -5a: + 6 a:*
-4'

4. Solve (i)
a: -

1

2 1

X 2 -x'
(ii)a:

1 2

y~x-l’

5. A spring 4 in. long is lengthened 4W in, when a weight
W lb. is hung on it. Another spring 3| in. long is lei^hened
j^W in. when a weight W lb. is hijng on it. For what value of W
will the two springs have the same length

*
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Y.4

1. x = ; y = ^t* i Z =2^*. Express x in terms of s, t.

2. A man walks S miles up a hill at 3 m.p.h. and the same
distance back at 6 m.p.h. What is his average speed ?

3. Factorise (i) x* - 7x - 30 ; (ii) - a - 6 + 1

;

* (iii) c* -c®
;

(iv) Gy* -22yz - I82®.

4. (i) For what values of x is (x + 1)® equal to x® + 1 ?

(ii) Solve 4x - 5i/ -3 = 9x + 2y -20 = 3;y -2x + 1.

5. Eggs are sold either at 3x shillings a dozen or at x eggs for a
shilling. What is x if these two prices are the same ?

Y.5

1. Given that 2x - 1 is a factor of 8x® - 1, find the other factor.

What are the factors of 83/® + 1 ?

2. Simplify (i) {|n{n + 1}}* - {in(n - 1)}®,

.. x® + llx + 30
,

25 -X®

x®-5x-66 x®-12r

3. Make V the subject of the formula, ^ •

4. (i) Solve Px = 88; P(x + 2} = 120.

(ii) If 4x® +4x -3=0 and if i =2x + 1, find L

5. The weight of a foot of iron piping, external diameter D in,,

internal diameter d in., is 2-45 (D® -d®) lb. Express this in terms

of the mean radius r in., and the thickness t in.

Y. 6

1. Factorise (i) 2tt - a* - 1 ;
(ii) {xy - l)®+(x+2^)®.

2. Find the values of the constants a, 6 in the formula

if w = 5 when « = 4, v = 10, and if = 6 when w = 3, e = 9.

w u V

3. (i) Simplify^ +^ +

(U, Solve

4. (i) Find x if the squares of 5x + 3 and 5x + 4 are equal.

(ii) Solve ^ =x + 2 ; x*-\-2y = 1.

5. The outer dimensions of a picture frame are 16 in. by 12 in,

The width of the frame is the same all round, and the surface

area of the frame is 75 sq. in. ¥'ind the width.
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Y.7

jljtl f -

1. Find the value of wh«i x-3, y = 2, n=2.

2. Factoriae (i) 36a;* +42* - 18

;

(ii)a»c»-6*d*+oy»-6*c*.

2oW / V\
3. (i) Make W the subject of the formula, t

\ ^ v j

(ii) If a and & are two positive numbers such that

a*+o6 + 6*=79 and o*+t* = 68,

calculate in succession a6, o* + 2a6 + 6*, o + 6, a - 6.

4. (i) Bolve z (1^ 2 places of decimals).

(ii)j/=2a;-l; 3/* = 8a; + l.

5. K* - 1) and l(2x - 1) are consecutive integers. What
integers are they ? Is there more than one answer ?

Y.8

1. Simplify
(>)

(j, - 2)(x + 3)'^ (* - 2){x + 3) (* + 5)
’

a*-ab o* + 2ofe -3a -66

a»-2a-3^ a* + a6-26a
‘

2. The equation 5=a+6i + {* is satisfied by the two pairs of

values i = s = 5 and i = 6, fi=29 ; a and 6 are constants, find

their values.

3. It is known that
^
^ greater than -. If a is an

integer, find its least value.

4. Solve (>)^rT=-^i

(ii)* = 2y + 3, x*-3y* = 22.

. 6. A man buys a number of motor-cars at £400 each. He
keeps one for his own use and sells the remainder at 10 per owt.

profit. As the result, he finds that he has got his own car for

nothing. How many cars did heTbuy ?
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Y9
1. Provdthst +!C - 1 is a factor of a:* - 5x + 3. Find a factor

of

2 . (i) Make ju the subject of the formula, j={fi-l)
j^)

•

(ii) If 3x+t/-2z=7 and x -y ~2z~5y find the TwmcncoZ
value of 2a;+y -z.

3. Solve (i)W(a;-3) = 12, W(x-2) = 14.

(ii) 3a;* -6a; = 9 (to 2 places of decimals).

4. (i) Form an equation having as roots, - 21^, j|.

(ii) What can you say about c if - 12® 4-c =0 has no roots ?
5.

A rectangular sheet of paper ABCD (see Fig. 22) is fold^ so

that A falls on F, with BG as crease. Show that DF = 1 inch.

Also, if AG =x in., express GF, GD in terms of x ; then obtain an

equation in x emd solve it.

Y. 10

1. (i) Factorise o6(l +c*) -c(a*+6*).

(ii) If X - y - 4 and x* - y* = 64, prove that - y* = 28*.

2 If X and v -r, find o in terms of x. Find also an
a + 1 2a + l

equation connecting x and y not involving a.

3. Two numbers R, v are connected by the equation,

\{ = a+b\^v,

where a, h are constants. If R = 10 when t; = 64 and R = 1 1 *2 when

V =81, ^d the values of c, b.

1 3 1

Solve W2^5TT)+inrT=i’

(ii) xy=40, yz=60,^+z=20.
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5. A boy is told to think of a number, subtract q from it and
divide the result by t. By mistake he subtracts r and divides

by g, but gets the same answer as he otherwise would have done.

Find the number he obtains.

SUPPLEMENTABY TEST PAPERS Z. 1-10. (Part m, Ch. I-III)

Z. 1

1. Simplify ;

(i) 4a* ;
(ii) 36^-^6^

;
(iii) 4c~* x 2c~*

;

(iv) 6d^ xd^
; (v) (2n^)*

;

(vi) xy*,

2. Find the value of

(i) when H = 18-4, D =3-06, L = 880

;

(ii) P^H“^ when P = 144, H = 16.

3. Solve +

(ii)(2:-3)‘ = 16. •

4. Write as simply

(i)

V12
'

(ii) v/45- V20; (iii)
12

5. The displacements of similar ships vary as the cubes of their

lengths. Find the displacement of a ship which is half as long as

a similar ship of displacement 2000 tons.

Z.2

1. If a;= y* =z*, z =f®, express as powers of t, (i) y, (ii) x.

Also express z as a power of z.

2. Find x, y, z if

(i)x=:10i-”“«; (ii) 10y = 0‘62; (iii) z-» =0-078.

Evaluate ^(0-623) -^(0-472)».

3. (i) Factorise (a:* - 5cc)* + I0(iC* - 5a;) + 24.

(ii) Solve =6, 6a:;y = 1.
X y

' ^

4. A oertam sheet of transparent material absorbs ^th of the
red light falling on it. How many sheets must be placed one over
another so that the red light is reduced by 60 per cent. ?

5. The weight of the shell of a d-inch gun (i.e. internal diarpeter,

d in.) varies as d*. Find the internal diameter of a gun whose
shell is twice as heavy as the shell C)f a 4-7 in. gun.
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Z.3

1. (i) values of (10~®)^, (10“*}^ (01)“® ?

(ii) If V = |;ir®, find r to 3 figures when V = 1.

2. Rewrite the following without using negative or fractional

indices: (i)(l+a;)"®; (ii) ; {iii)

- ^ ,
5x + 2 .

3. W Solve^-^ = 4.

(ii) If y =4a: + 5 and Qxz^Zy-2x, find z in terms of y.

4. Given V^— 1-414 and V3~ 1*732, evaluate

^^ 73 -

<‘'')v3-V2’

5. The electrical resistance of a wire varies as its length and

inversely as the square of its diameter. Compare the resistances

of two copper wires, one 100 ft. long, diameter inch, the other

50 ft. long, diameter ^ inch.
, , , v. j *u

State in words how ^e diameter vanes with the length ana tne

resistance.

Z, 4

1.

Write as simply as possible :

(i)
V45 ^ (ii)

V5
73’ '“'720’ <‘'‘>V3-v'2'

2. The volume of a sphere, radius r in., is cu. in, ;
find

the volume of metal in a hollow spherical shell, if the external

diameter is 11*5 in., and the metal is 0*7 in. thick.

3. (i) If y =aa; +~ where a, b are constants, and if y = - 3 when

x^2, and if 6 when a: = - 1, find y if a? = i.

(ii) Express
^ ^ '

4. If a:-cy‘**®z~“ ®, express z in terms of c, x, y. Evaluate c zo

2 figures if 2 = 6‘4 when a? = 11 and y = 18.

5. An aeroplane travelling against a wind of 20 ft. per

takes half as long again to travel a certam fstance
^

another

aeroplane travelling with the wind. If there ^ no the firet

tek^ 46 minutes and the second 44 mmutes. What is the

distance ?

Z.5

1. Find the values of (i) lO'* ;
(if) (I)-”- WTiat is the least

integfal value of n for which (0'95)’^ is less than 0-01 ?

2. Simplify (2 V3 +3 V5)MV'6-V2)*-

(iv)4Jx2-i.
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3. Prove that ^ -a?(2a; - 1) are equal, both wh«i

a? =2 and when x= For what other values of #are they
equal ?

4. What are the values of a> 6 if the following equations have
the same roots for it

:

a;* + l =cw; +6 ;
3a;* -2=^ + 80 ?

5. The square of the time taken by a planet to revolve round
the Sun varies as the cube of its mean distance h-om the Sun.

If the mefloi distances of Jupiter and the Earth from the Sun are

in the ratio 16 : 3, find the number of our days in Jupiter’s year.

Z.6

1. Express 4” and 8”“^ as powers of 2, and simplify

2" x4”-r8"-*.

2. Evaluate when e = 2-718, = 0-35, 0 = 1-8.

3. If Va-f = h prove that (a - 6 + l){o -6 - 1) =2(0+6 - 1).

4. (i) What is the ratio of the roots of 3a;* + 7jp =26 T

(ii) Solve y* - 1 =a;(2a: -
1), y - 1 =a;.

5. The force P lb. acting on a body is inversely proportional to

the squMe of the distance, r ft., of the body from a fixed point.

If to the square of the velocity v (in ft, per sec.) a certain fixed

number is added, the result is invereely proportional to -r. If

P = 2 and’r = 3, then v*=7-5, and if then Vf^=i'5. What
is V* if P =41 ? Also express P in terms of v.

Z.7
A.04.R

1. Evaluate X— when f = 75, r = 7-4, d =2-3, 0 = 32-2.
cp.18 2g

> f tv

2. (i) Simplify
8“I

(ii) Express in prime factors 18^ x 12*" x 6*".

3. (i) Make d the subject of the formula, to = •

i-MT- ^ .* 1 20
y\ 2d J

(u) Find Xyyux=~ = =-

y a;-l

4. Find an integral value of x such that the expressions,

a; 6 a; + 2 x x + 2

VQ’ i 2

are in ascending order of magnitude.
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5. A motor boat can travel at 12 m.p.h. in still water. It goes
15 nulM down stream and returns against the current. If the
whole putney takes 10 minutes more than it would do in still
water, find the speed of the current.

Z.8

1. Knd to 3 figures the value of

(i) 4 X VIOOO-;- VlOO ;
(ii) (0-08)-’<

2. Find the value of x if

(i)27*=:3; =
(iv)3* = (|)^ (v)iof27* =9«

3. Simplify (i) V(42 -H 12 ^6) + V(42 - 12 -y/Oh

(ii) {a + V{a» - 6«)} {a - - &*))-

4. Solve the equations :

(i) 2x -3y = 1, X* - 2x=y* - 1.

(ii) V(2x-i- 3)4- V(x-2)’=2V(a; + l).

5. The weight that can be supported by a cylindrical strut
varies as the fourth power of the diameter of the strut and
inversely as the square of its length. If one strut is twice as long
as another, and if they carry equal wei^ts, what should be the
ratio of their diameters ?

Find also how the length of a strut varies with its volume and
the weight it can support.

Z. 9

1. The bore d in. of a pipe through which a pump of horse-

power H can deliver Q gallons per sec. is given by d = 1 •25G^H“^.
(i) Find the bore necessary for an engine of 15 H,P. required to
deliver 300 gallons per minute, (ii) Make G the subject of the
formula, and express the numerical coefficient to 2 figures.

2. (i) Subtract
>

^
,

• from ^
, i'

' (x+y)” {z+y)^~^

(ii) Simplify (a^ +6^).

3. (i) Prove that 2x -y is a factor of 4x* - 3xji* and find

the other factors.

(ii) Solve X* + xy = 2, + 3y* = 1.

4. If (A -a){l - a) =(A -6)(1 -6) =k, find in terms of a, h.

5. The annual cost of running a car is the sum of two quantities,

one ^f which is fixed and the other varies directly as the mileage.
If the cost is £40 in a year when the mileage is 3000, and £47. 10s,

whrai the mileage is 4500, find the cost when the mileage is 7000.
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Z. 10

1. Prove that 2^^^ is nearly equal to 3.

2. What are the logarithms (to base 10) of 1000, VIOOO, ^100,

Express 2 as a power of 5.

3. (i) Find a; to 3 figures if {x + 1)^ = 2a:®.

(ii) The quadratics

+ 81a; - 1666 =0 and - 185® + 2567 =0

have a common root. Find it.

4. The cube of the horse-power required for a ship of given
type varies as the ninth power of the speed and the square of the
displacement. A ship of 1000 tons displacement is foimd to
retmire a certain H.P. at 10 knots ; by what factor must this

H.P. be multiplied for a similairship of 8000 tons to give 12 knots ?

5. I think of an odd number. I then multiply it by 3 and divide
by 2 and find that the quotient is even, I then multiply the
quotient by 3 and divide by 2, and obtain a number between 170
and 180. Find the original number.

Z. n-20. (Part III, Ch. I-V)

Z. 11

1. Simplify (i) 20^ x5^; (ii)
(2-25)''i’*; (hi) 6*®-^18K

2. Prove that

a; = 1 + is a root of the equation, as* - 6a;* -f- 1 = 0.

What are the other roots ?

3. Sum to n terms,

Which of these series has a “ sum to infinity ” and what is it ?

4. K pv* =c where n, c are constants, and if p = 90 when v = 4,

and if p =40 whrai ti =6*2, find the values of n and c. Find also

the value of v when p = 60.

5. A cylindrical boiler is made with hemispherical ends. If its

greatest length is a feet and if its breadth is b feet, show that its

volume is 6*(3a -h) cu. feet.
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Z, 12

1. Simplify (i) (27^ +9^) x 81"^;

V18
^“Ml-hV3KV6- V2)*

2. li a=logf, 6=logY, c=log|L express as simply as
possible 3a +6 -f c.

3. (i) Sum to n terms the series

loga + log^ + Iog^ + ... .

(ii) Find to 2 significant figures the value of the sum of

20 terms of the series, .

4. Solve (i)w+r=6; -35 ;

(ii) (3a:-l)* = (2; + 3)h

5. A series of similar articles is made in different sizes. Their
weights form a series in A.P., and their values a series in G.P,
Size 1 weighs 3 lb. and is worth 2s. 8d. ; size 4 weighs 7^ Ib. and
is worth 9s. Find the weight and value of size 7.

Z. 13

1. (i) Simplify -6x2".

(ii) Find a; if 4* = 32s.

2. The population of a country increases by 3 per cent, every

10 years. What is the percentage increase in 70 years ?

What is the value of n if (h03)" = 2 ?

3. Factorise (i) 6a;® - llx - 10 ;
(ii) a® +a6 + b - 1.

Divide {Iog(a®) - log (6®)} by {log a - log b).

4. (i) Sum the series

(n -n®), (2n -n®), {3n -n®), ... to 2m. terms.

(ii) Two consecutive terras of a H.P. are | and W ;
what is

the largest positive term in the series ?

5. A non-stop train leaves A for B at 8 a.m., and another non-

stop train leaves B for A at 8.15 a.m. The trains arrive at their

destifiations 20 minutes and 50 minutes respectively after passing

one another. If the speed of each train is uniform, find the time

at which they meet.
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Z.14

^ w *»i A 3'28xlO-*xf
1. (i) EvBluato

J;j-j,^7.26x10-»)»

'

(il) Express 18** ~ 12** in the form 2* . 3®.

2. If 0 =2^2 - V7 and b—2\/2 + V7, simplify a6~*+ 6®“*.

3,

Solve {{) z+y=z=:2xy;
11
X y

= 1 .

(ii) V(» + 4) + -/(^-3) = V7.

4. (i) The 3rd term of an A.P. is 8, and the 10th term is 36.

Find the sum of n terms.

(ii) What is the least number of terms of the G.P., 4, 6, 9, ..

.

whose sum is greater than 10,000 ?

5. Two men. A, B, receive the same initial salary, £200 a year.

A receives an increase of £20 a year at the end of every 2 years
;

B receives an increase of £10 a year at the end of every year.

Find the total sum each has received at the end of 2n yeeirs, n
being an integer.

Z. 15

1. (i) Simplify 6 X 4*'^+! - 20 X 8*".

(ii) Find x if logio (ar + 1 )
- logjo x~\.

2. Find rational numbers a, h such that

(a + &V2)(6- V2)^=3 + V2.

3. Solve (i) +x=3 (to 2 places of decimals).

(ii) 3a; + 4j/ = 18, a;* + 3i:y + 2y*-40.

4. (i) Find the sum of all positive integers less than 1000 which
are not divisible either by 2 or 5.

(ii) Sum to n terms the series

1+^ 2+^,3 + ^,4 + jj,

5.

Show that a triangle whose sides are of lengths
(
\/5- 1) in.,

( + 1) in., 2\/3 in. is right-angled, and find its area.

Z. 16

1. (i) Simplify {a*^'*)”* x ;

(ii) Evaluate g+~,iffl=:3V2-2\/3 and6=3V2 + 2V3<

2. (i) Factorise 2a;* -^ + 1.

(ii) SimpUfy (9»» - 4*") -^(3" -'2«).
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3. (i) Express Ic^, 6 in the form Ic^^n.

(ii) Express, without using l(^rithmic notation,the relation,
• logja; = 3 logjy.

4 . (i) Sum to (2n + 1) terms, n being integral, the series

1-4 + 7-10 + 13-.,. .

(ii) The 3rd term of an H.P. is 5, and the 6th term is 3.

* Find (i) the 15th term ; (ii) the rth term.

5. The time for a railway journey varies directly as the distance

and inversely as the velocity. The velocity varies directly as the

square root of the amount of coal used per mile and inversely as

the number of coaches in the train. For a journey of 26 miles in

half an hour with 18 coaches, 10 cwt. of coal is consumed. How
much coal is used in a journey of 16 miles in 20 minutes with
24 coaches ?

Z. 17

1. Simplify (i) 4"+> x 8*"" +-16®"’*
;

(ii) (^j)”* x (3|)i.

2. (i)Simplify {V{a^ + l)-V(a:-l)}-^{^/{* + l) + V(a^-l)}•

(ii) If log—~ = J(log 6 +log c), prove that 6 =c,

3. Solve (i) x^z = 12, xyH =6, xyz^ = 18 ;

(ii) V(aJ-3) + \/(ic + 2) = v'(3ir + 4).

4. (i) The sum of the first 6 terms of an A.P. is - 2, and the

sum of its first 9 terms is 0. Find the sum of the first

n terms.

(ii) Use l^arithms to evaluate the sum to 10 terms of the

G.P., 3 + 2^. 3^+2^. 3^....

5. If r» = 10 and r^+*=20, what is the value of ? Find

also the value of r.

Z. 18

1 .

2 .

3.

(i) Multiply { V2 + V3 + V5)( V2 - V3 + V5) by

( V2 + VS - V5)f - V2 + V3 + V5).

(ii) Find x if
log a; logfc®

log o* log h ’

If 2® = 10*, prove that z .

^ x-¥y

(i)Solve3a; + 5y = 4; ?+ ? = 17.
• ^ y

(ii) If - od =a(a5 + y), etpress * +y in terms of x, a, 6.
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4. (i) The stun of n terms of a series is 3n^ - 5n for all values

of w. Find the Ist term, the 2nd term, the rth term.

(ii) What is the sum of the series,

1 + (a + a) + {o» + 2a) + (a^ + 3a) + . . . + (a" + nu) 7

5. A man borrows £1400 to be repaid by 6 equal annual instal-

ments, the first being made 12 months after the loan is contracted.

Reckoning compound interest at 4^ per cent, per annum, find the

amount of each annual payment as accurately as your tables

permit.

Z.19

1. (i) Simplify x x 18 x 4”"*).

(ii) Find the square root of 57 - 12 VIS.

2. Prove that a: = y'2 + is a root of a:® + -^ = 10. What are

the other roots 7
*

3. (i) Simplify log (log x^) - log (log o^).

(ii) Find n if 4*^"+® - 8®”.

4. (i) Find the value of n if the sum of n terms of the series

2, 6, 8, l1, ... equals the sum of n terms of the series

47, 45, 43, 41, ... .

(ii) The first term of a G.P. is a;, its last term is a?*, and its

sum is x^. Find its common ratio.

5. The cost of material in a spoon of given design is the sum of

two parts which vary as the square and the cube respectively of

the length. If p shillings, q shillings are the costs for two spoons,

the latter being twice as long as the former, prove that the cost

for a spoon IJ times as long as the former is +?) shillings.

Z.20

1. (i) If a + “ = \/3, find the values of a* + and o* + -; •

' a a® o®

(ii) Simplify {6(6 +c)-i +c(6 -c)-i){6c-i +6-^”^

2. (i) If o® + 6* = 14a6, prove that log ^ (log a + log 6).

w-l

(ii) Make n the subject of the formula, Tj =T2
( ~

]
, using

logarithmic notation.

3. The equation a;* -t-ca;* =bx -
1, where a and 6 are rational, is

satisfied by a; = 1 + y/2. Find a and 6. Find also the other roots

of the equation.
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4. A man, whose income has increased every year by 5 per cent,
of what it was the year before, made £1000 in the year 1901.
What did b® make in 1924, and what was his total income in the
24 years ?

5. If a = 1 + 3r + 5r* + 7r* + . . . + (2n - 1 )r”“\ simplify the expres*
sion s - r« as much as possible. Hence find s.

If r* < 1, find the sum to infinity of the given series.

Z. 21-30. {Part III, Ch. I-IX)

Z.21

1. (i) Simplify ^ ^ ;
(ii) Evaluate (1-21)"^ .

2. If a=^(\/13-l), prove that ^ ^ —4+a and evaluate
(2-a)(3+a). ^

0 /-I Tf ® ^ c
. I, . ct 6(6^ -c®)

(ii) For what value of a is a: - 1 a factor of 3x* -Haa;* -i-4, and
what are the other factors in this case ?

4. The sum of the roots of a:® -(c + 3)a: + 2(c + 1) -0 is two-
thirds of their product. Find the roots.

5. What digit must the symbol x represent if the product of

the two numbers “ x5 ” and “ 3a; ” is the number “ 2xx5 ” ?

Z. 22

1. Solve 6**“^ =8* (2 places of decimals).

2. (i) If
q

express y in terms of a, b, x.

(ii) If prove that
^+c^)

b^+d^

3. Show that -i- 2a:*
- - 8:c - 4 can be expressed in the

form {a:* +oa; + 2) (a:* + 6a; - 2) and find the values of a, 6.

Hence solve the equation, x* 4- 2x* - 3x* ~ 8x = 4.

4. If 8j. is the sum of r terms of the G.P,, 1+3-1-9-1-27 + ...

,

find tke sum of n terms of the series,

+^2 +^ +^4 + ... •

n.s.i.
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5. Prove that the sum of the cubes of three consecutive integers

exceeds 3 times their product by 3 times their sum.
State and prove a similar result for three consecutive odd

integers.

Z. 23

1. Simplify (i) log 12 +2 log 0*75 - log 6 ‘76 j

(ii)

2. Find the square root of

- 4a;* + ICte* - 10a;* + 5a:* + 6® + 1.

3. (i) If a, ^ are the roots of a:* -4a: + 1 =0,

prove that a* +^ = 62, and find the value of o* +

(ii) If a is a root of x" 4-px + g = 0, prove that it is also a root

of ^ -px* - {2p* - 3)x= 2p3 .

4. Solve (i) ; (ii) x -y =3, a;* -y* = 8l9.

6. What is the coefficient of in the expansion of

(x*-l)(x + 2)«?

Z.24

1. Factorise (i) 2a;* - 3a;* - 3a; + 2 ;
(ii)a* -a(6 + 1) + 2(6 - 1).

2. If the graph of y^^oa;* +6a; + c passes through the points

(1, 7), (2, 23), (3, 17), ^d the values of o, 6, c. Also find y when
x=4,

3. (i) If a6 +6c + C0 = 0, prove that
^

is a square root of

(ii) What is the coefficient of x* in the expansion of

4. Find the sum of n brackets of the series,

(1+2), (1+2+4), (1+2+4 + 8), (1 + 2+4+8 + 16), ... .

5. A train after running 1 hour is delayed for half an. hour,

after which its speed is reduced by one-quarter, and thq, train

arrives at its desrination 1^ hours later than if it had travelled

uniformly throughout. If the Vlelay had occurred 46 miles
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further on> the train would have been only 1 hour late. Find the
distance travelled and the first speed of the train.

Z. 25

1. (i) If 8aj* -36»* +0X4-6 is a perfect cube, find the values
of 0, 6.

«

(ii) If o + - = 3, evaluate o* +-?s

.

' a €r

2. (i) Find p, g if x - 2 and x + 3 are factors of x* -px* - gx - 6.

(ii) Factorise - (y* - z* + 1)*.

3. Find x if (x + l)*‘is greater than 6x - 1 and less than 7x - 3,
and if X is an integer.

4. (i) Solve for x, -—"= lv
**

tv *
'

' X x+o 6{a+6)

(ii) Solve for x, y, z,

x+y_y + z _z+x _
2a ~ 2b

~

5. Construct a quadratic in x, such that the arithmetic mean
between its roots is A, and the geometric mean between them is Q.

Find also the harmonic mean between them.

Z. 26

1. Simplify

2. Show how 4x* - 6x* + 6x - 7 can be expressed in the form
o+6(x ^1) +c(x -l)(x -2)+d(x- l)(x-2)(x -3), and find the

numerical values of a, 6, c, d.

3.

(i) Factorise x(y --z)* +y{z -x)* +z(x -y)*.

(ii) Simplify
(ox + 6y)* - (ay + 6x)*

(cx + dy)* - (cy + dx)^

4. (i) Solve
x*-2x + 5 _ X* + 2x - 5

3x* + 4x “ l“3x* - 4x + l
*

. a”*
.

c™
.

e”» (a+c+e)^
prove that gjfpi + i~(b+d ‘

5.

that

,
5n + l

are positive int^ers less than 10, prove[f both n and --7=-

i ftl + 1
"— - is also a positive in^er less than 10.

9
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Z.27

2. (i) If (a +6)
:
(a - &) = 7 : 4, evaluate (a* +6“)

:
(o® -6*).

(ii) If 2/ ia a mean proportional between x and z, prove that

a;8 4
^

a;+2/+z 2(2/+z)*

3. (i) Prove that the roots of a;® - 18a; + 125 are the cubes
of the roots of a;® + 3a; + 6 = 0.

(ii) For what values of .t is 4a;® + 5a; greater than 6 ?

4. Fig. 23 represents the graph of j/ = (a; - l)(ar -2). Sketch,
with the same scale, the graphs of (i) y = 1 + {a; - l){.a; -2)

;

(ii)2/=(a; + l)(a; + 2); (in) 2/ = (a; -2)(a; -3); (iv)y= -
(a; - i){a; - z)

5. The price of gas is reduced by x per cent., and a household
consequently consumes x per cent, more gas in a year. Prove
that the yearly gas bill is certainly reduced. Find the value of x
if the bill is reduced by 9 per cent.

Z. 28

1
.

(i) Factorise a:* + 2a;® + 9.

(ii) Show that

(x+y+z)*- iy +2)* - (2 +x)*‘ - (x +y)* +x*‘ +y* +z*

is equal to 12a;2^(a; + y +z).
^

2. Express 0-972 as a series, an8 find the sum to infinity.
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3.

(i) Solve for x and y,

ir(l -j-t/)=6(o -1), i/(l+x)=a(6-l).

(ii) find two pairs of solutions of the equations,

a;*+»=yM,

2(4a; - 51

4.

Prove that the relation y k z— can be expressed in the
U-a 2{x-a)

form , and find the numerical values of a, 6.y-o x~b '

5.

What is the nth term of the series, 1, ?

If the sum of n terms is denoted by s, write down the series

obtained by subtracting from e, and then find its value in
terms of n. Hence find s.

What is the sum to infinity of the given series ?

Z. 29

1. If prove that either a = c or a + 6 +c +d = 0.
0 -i-c d -|-a

G®L
2. Express H =g^ in the form d~k , giving k correct

to 2 significant figures.

3. (i) Factorise ~xy -- 6y“ - 3a: + 19y - 10.

(ii) Solve X ~Q=y + 4i=z ^{xyz).

4. For what value of k are the roots of the equation,

.
• a:® + 5a:_ 1-1:

7a:-|-9

equal in magnitude and opposite in sign ?

5. Find the condition that the roots of

3a:^ -6a::^ + lOy -3=0
regarded as an equation in x, may be (i) real and difierent, (ii)

coincident, (iii) imaginary.
3/^2 “ 1)

Use these results to sketch the graph of y ~2(Zx^^) *

Z.30

1, o, 6, c are in continued proportion, and are the mean pro-

portionals to X and y, y and z, z and w respectively. Prove that

x_z
y~w‘

2. (i) What is the coefficient of re® in

(a) (1 -x^){H +x )^
; (6) (1 -a;)»(l -f-a;)® ?

(ii) Find r if the coefficients of and 0:’'+' in the expansion

of (3^ + 2)^® are ec^al.
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3. Solve a:^=6®-y, y*=5f/-a:.

4. If « equals the sum of n terms of the series,

l+a?(l+a?)+ar*(l+a:+ar*)+x»(I+a; +•{!:»+**) + ...

,

write as simply as possible the terms of the series s{l -*),
Then prove that

s(l -«)(! -*«)(!

5. Find a quadratic equation such that the sum of the squares
of the roots is greater by 40 than the sum of the roots, and the
sum of the cubes of the roots is greater by 20 than^ sum of

the squares of the roots.







SUPPLEMENT

[covering further rcquirenmta of cortain eawm»mn^ &odie« for

** additional malhematicB^' in School Ccrtificalc] •

I. PERMUTATIONS AND COMBINATIONS

The r, s Principle

Example 1. There are 6 ways from A to B and 3 from B to C j

how many are there from A to C via B ?

Any one of the 6 ways from A to B can be combined with any

one of the 3 ways from B to C.

/. there are 6x3 different routes from A to C via B.

The principle used in this example may be stated as folloiira :

If one operation can be performed in f different ways, and if a

second operation can then be performed in « different ways, the

two operations can be performed in succession in r x a different

ways. *

Example 2. How many different arrangements can be mode

of the 4 lettera, a, b, c,d1

Any one of the 4 letters can be put first. When the first place

is filled, 3 letters remain, any one of which can be put second,

the first two places can be filled in 4 x 3 ways.

2 letters remain, either of which can be put third, and 1 letter

then remains for the fourth place.

the number of different arrangements i84x3x2xl.

This example illustrates the principle that if one operation can

be performed in r different ways, and if a second operation can

then be performed in s different ways, and if a third operation

can then be performed in t different ways, the three operations

can performed in succession in r x a x f different ways.

The principle can evidently be extended to any number of

operations performed in succ^ion.
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Arrangements with Be^titions

Example 3. Kesid^ts at a boarding-house can choose either

fish QT eggs or bacon or sausagee for breakfast. In bow many

ways can a man arrange bis breakfasts for a week 7

He- has 4 choices on Sunday, 4 on Monday, 4 on Tuesday, and

so (m.
‘

the number of different arrangements for a week is

4x4x4x4x4x4 x4 = 4^

The number of arrangements of n unUke things, r at a time,

when each may be repeated any number of times, is n'.

Imagine r compartments in a row, each of which can hold one

of the imlike things, but no more.

The first compartment can be filled in n ways. And, as repetitions

are allowed, the second can also be filled in n ways, and so on.

the number of different arrangements is

n X n X n X , , . r factors =n^.

Factorials

The index notation makes it possible to write the result of

Ex. 3 in a concise form. It is often desirable to have a §hort

way of expressing the product of a number of consecutive integers.

The product of the first n positive integers, Ix2x3x4x,..x«

is denoted by n! or [n and is called “ factorial n,”

Thus the answer to Example 2, p. lA, could be given as 4!.

The product of any number of consecutive integers can be repre-

sented as the quotient of two factorials.

Thus 9x8x7x6=^.
5!

More generally, the product of r consecutive integers, of which

n is the greatest, can be written

Arrangements of Unlike Things in Lme

The number of ways of arranging n unlike things all in a row

is n!
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Any one of the n things can be put first. Whm the first place

has been filled, (n -
1) things remain, any of which can be put

second.

the first two places can be filled in n(n -
1) ways.

When the first two places have been filled, {n - 2) things remain,

any oije of which can be put third.

the first three places can be filled in n(n - l)(n - 2) ways

;

and so on.

the total number of wa}^ of arranging the n unlike things

in a row is

n(n-l)(n>-2)(n-3)...3.2.1=n!.

Circular Arrangements of Unlike Things

The number of ways of arranging n unlike things round a

circle, regarding clockwise and counterclockwise arrangements as

different, is (n- 1)1.

Since the order round the circle is all that matters, we can

choose one special thing and keep it always in the same place.

The remaining (n-l) things can then be arranged in {n-l)l

ways,

no distinction is made between clochoise and counterclockwise

a^ngementSt the total number is half this amount, namely

2 ‘

Thus 6 men can be arranged at a round table in 5! ways ; but

if 6 beads of unlike colours are threaded on a ring, there are only

fit

^ different designs.

Example 4. In how many wa3
rs can 10 different books be

arranged on a shelf so that two particular books are next to one

Another ?

Imagine the two particular books fastened together ; this can

be done in 2 ways, as either may come first.

There are now 9 unlike things to be arranged in a row, mid this

can {>e done in 91 ways.

the number of arrangeiftente is 91 x 2.
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EXSBCISB I. a

1 . Li how many ways can a boy and girl be ch<Hsen from 6 boys
and 9 girls T

2. In how many ways can 5 boys take their places on a bench f

3. In how many ways can 3 different prizes be awarded to

10 boys, if any boy may win them all ?

4. In how mmiy ways can a first and second prize be awarded
in a class of 10 boys 7

5. In how many ways can a first, second and third prize be
awarded in a class of 10 boys 7

6. In how many ways can I choose 1 novel, 1 magazine and
1 newspaper from 12 novels, 5 magazines and 8 newspapers 7

7. How many code words of 4 letters can be formed from the

26 letters of the alphabet 7

8. There are 6 gramophone records with a dance tune on each

side of each record. In how many orders can the tunes bo plaved,

none being repeated 7 How many arrangements are possible if

there is only time to play 4 tunes 7

9. Find the values of

(i)6l! (uOg^.

10. Express in factorials :

(i) 10x9x8; (ii) 10x11x12x13;
(iii) n(n -l)(n -2)

;
(iv) n(n + l)(tt+2)(n+3) ;

'

(v) n(n»-l)(n3-4)(n2-9);

(vi) n(n + l)(n+2)(n + 3) ... (n +r).

11. In how many orders can the letters A, B, C, D, E be marked
round a circle drawn on the blackboard 7

12. Every day can be described as either fine or wet or indif-

ferent. Within how many years must there be a repetition of the

description of a week’s weather 7 (A week begins on Sunday.)

13. In how many orders can the letters of the word treason

be arranged ? How many arrangements begin witii 1 7 How
many begin with t and end with n 7

14. In how many wajrs can 8 boys be arranged in a row 7 In
how many of these ways do 2 particular boys occupy end places 7

16. In how many ways can 6 people be arranged at a round
table J30 that 2 particular people sit together 7

16. How many even numbers of 3 digits can be formed with
the figures 4, 5, 6, (i) if no figure is repeated, (ii) if repetitiop& ace

allow^ 7 ,
•

17. Simplify (i) n! —{n - 1)1 ; (il) n! - (n - 1)1
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18. In how many orders can the letters of the word Sunday
be curanged f How many of these arrangements do not begin

with « ? How many begin with s and do not end with y f

19. There are n stations on a local railway line. How manj^r

different kinds of single third-class tickets must be printed it is

possible to book from any one station to any other 7

20. Prove that (2n)!“-n! = 2”. {1 .3. 5. 7 ... (2n -1)).

21. Prove that 2. 6 . 10 . 14 ... (4n -6){4n - 2)

equals (n + l)(n -f 2)(n +3) ... (2rt - l)2ft.

22. If (mn + 1 )
pairs of numbers are written dowa, each pair

consisting of one chosen from the m letteis Oi, ... a„, and one

from the n letters &] 6„, prove that at least two of the pairs

are identical.

Kotation for Number of Permutations

Example 5. How many arrangements can be made with the

26 letters of the alphabet, if each contains 3 different letters ?

Imagine three compartments in a row.

First letter Second letter Third letter

Any^one of-the 26 letters can be put in the first compartment.

When this has been done, 26 letters remain, any one of which

OEUi be put in the (second compartment.

the Bisfc two compartments can be filled in 26 x 26 ways.

24 letters now remain, any one of which can be put in the third

compartment.

the total number of arrangements ia 26 x 26 x 24.

This is called “ the number of permutations of 26 things, taken

3 at a time,” and is written

More generally, the number of arrangements that can be made

with n unlike things, if each arrangement contains r of them, is

called the number of permutations of n things, taken r at a time,

and is denoted by rJPf.

In particular, ^Pn denotes the number of ways of arranging

n unlike things, all being taken ; this is the number of ways of

arranging n unlike things, all in a row, which was shown on p. 3a

to be n!.
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The number of arrangements, or permutations, of n unlike

things, taken i at a time, is

nPr=n(n-l)(n-2)...(n-r+l).

The number of arrangements equals the number of ways of

putting one thing into each one of a row of r oompar^ents,

when n unlike things are available.

The first compartment can be filled in n ways. When this has

been done, the second can be filled in (n --
1) ways,

the first two can be filled in n{n - 1) ways.

The third can then be filled in (n ~ 2) ways ; therefore the firet

three can be filled in ~ l)(n -2) ways, and so on.

The rth or last Compartment can finally be filled in n - (r - 1)

ways, that is (n - r + 1) ways.

nPf l)(n -2)... (n-r + 1).

ftp,, has been defined only for r = I, 2, 3, , n, and except for

f =n, the expression just obtained for it can be written

P
i)(»-2)... (n-r+1) n!

** (n-r)! “(n-r)!'

Since „P„ =nl, this result holds also for r =n if 01 is given the

value 1 ; the symbol 0! has not b^n previously defined in* this

book, and so we now define it to be 1.

Conditional Arrangements

111 a few of the examples of Exercise I. a, the required arrange-

ments were subject to very simple restrictions. The following

example illustrates the procedure when the conditions are a little

more elaborate.

Example 6. How many numbers greater than 7000 can be

formed with the digits 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, no digit being repeated ?

If the number contains 6 digits, it can be formed in 5P5= 6! = 120

ways.

If the number contains 4 digits, the left-hand digit can be 7 or

8 or 9, but not 3 or 5 ; therefore the left-hand digit can be chosen

in 3 ways. Whichever left-hand d^t is chosen, the arrangement

can be completed in 4P3 ways.
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the number of arrangements with 4 digits ia

4P,x3=4,3.2.3=72.

the total nmnber of arrangements is 120 + 72 = 192.

Like and Unlike Things

Tho^number of ways of arranging n things, all in a row, when
there are p alike of one kind, q alike of another kind, r alike of

another kind, and so on, is

nt

p! ql r!

’

Consider the n unlike letters,

®i» Og, a^, bi, bj, , hfi. Cl, Cj, , Cy

The number ofways of arrangingn unlike things, all ina row, is n !.

Now if any one arrangement is written down, the lettere,

aj Op, can be arranged among themselves, without altering

the positions of any other letters, in p ! ways. But if the suffixes of

all the letters a are removed, these p\ different arrangements

become identical.

the number of arrangement with p like letters a and all

other letters unlike, n letters in all, is

n!

'

p\

Similarly, in any one of these — arrangements, the letters,

, bqt can be arranged among themselves, without alter-

ing the position of any other letters in 5
'! ways, and if the suffixes

of all the letters 6 are removed, these q\ different arrangementa

become idontical.

the number of arrangements with p like letters a and q like

letters b, and all other letters unlike, is
n!

" p\ ql

This argument can be repeated as often as necessary,

n!
the final number of arrangements is

pi ql r! ...

Example 7. Find the number of ways of arranging the letters

aaaaabbbccdef in a row, if the letters b are separated from one

another.
• 10 *

The 10 letters aamaccdef can be arranged in ways.
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la aay one of these arrangementst there are 11 places where

liie lett^ 6] can be inserted. When this has been done^ there are

10 places where 6, can be inserted so as not to be next to fcj

;

and th^ 0 places where 6, can be inserted so as not to be next to

bi or

the total namber of arrangements of aaaaaccde/&j&,Ci| when

^ii ^1* separated from one another is

^,xUxl0x9.

/, when the suffixes are removed, the number is

10! Ilxl0x9_ 10111!

6! 2!* 3! 2!3!6!8l‘

EXERCISE L b

1. How many arrangements can be made with the letters,

a, b, e, d, e, /, if each contains (i) 2 unlike letters, (ii) 6 unlike
lett^ T

2. A shelf holds 6 books. In how many ways can it be filled

if 10 unlike books are available 1

3. How many numbers of 3 different digits can. be formed
with the figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 6, 7 7

4. How many numbers greater than 600 can be formed ^ith
the digits 4, 6, 6, 7, repetitions not being allowed.

6.

In how many ways can 7 people be arranged at a round
table BO that the oldest and youngest sit together 7

6. In how many ways can 8 beads of different colours be
arranged on a ring 7 In now many of these arrangements are the
red and yeUow beads separated 7

7. Find the values of

(i)|Pi; (ii)eP»; (iii)«Ps-

8. Write down expressions for

(i) ; (ii) nPs ; (iii) vJPn-

9. How many even numbers of 4 digits can be formed from
the figures 2, 3, 4, 6, if repetitions are allowed 7

10. How many odd numbers above 4000 can be formed from
^e figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, if repetitions are not allowed 7

11. In how many ways can 5 dots and 3 dashes be arranged in
a row 7

12. In how many ways can the lettem in rearrange be arranged 7

In how many of these do the letter^ a come together 7
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13. In how many ways can 4 red counters, 4 wiiite counters
and 1 black counter be arranged in a row T

•

14. In how many ways can 4 bo^ and 3 girls be arranged in a
line 80 that boys and girls are placed alternately T

15. In how many ways can the crew of an eight-oared boat be
arremged (i) if 4 of the crew can row only on the stroke side,

(ii) if ^ of the crew can row only on the stroke side and if 2 can
row only on the bow side T

16. In how many orders can 8 stories be arranged in a book if

neither the longest nor the shortest comes first ? In how many
of these ways does the longest come last

!

17. How memy arrangements can be made of the letters in

‘photograph 7 In how many of these are there exactly 6 letters

between the two letters h 7

18. Four travellers arrive at a town where there are 6 hotels.

In how man^ ways can they be lodged (i) if no two go to the

same hotel, (u) if a given pair go to the same hotel, and the others

to any of the other hotels, (iii) if there are no restrictions 7

19. In how many ways can 6 men and 2 ladies be arranged at
a round table if the two ladies (i) sit together, (ii) are separated 7

20. In how many ways can 5 different Latin books, 4 different

Greek books* 3 dinerent French books be arranged on a shelf so

that the books in each language come together 7

21*. In how many ways can the letters in deposit be arranged if

the vowels come in the even places 7

22. How many arrangements of the letters in tomato are such

that the ^*s are separate 7

23. Find the number of ways in which 10 candidates can be

ranked in order of merit if (i) A is next to B, (ii) A is above B 7

None are bracketed equal.

24. In how many ways can the 8 seats in a railway carriage be

assigned to 8 men, 2 of whom must face the engine and 1 must
have his back to the engine 7

25. In how many ways can 6 ladi^ and 6 gentlemen Iw

arranged at a round table, if two particular ladies must not sit

next to one particular man, all the men being separated 7

26. There are 6 a’s, 4 6’s, 3 c’s, 3 d% and 6 other different

letters. In how many ways can they be arranged so that no two

a's come together 7

27.

*In how many different orders can 10 examination papers

be set 80 that no two of the three mathematical papers are

consecutive 7
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Selections

In calculating the number of selections which can be made

from a given set of unlike things, no regard is paid to the order

in which the things occur in the chosen group. A change of order

of the things in the group gives a new anangmmty but does not

a0ect the selection.

There are two methods of tackling the general problem ; the

fimt treats it ab initio; the second is easier but assumes the

formula obtained for fJPj..

rirst Method

Example 8 . How many selections of 2 letters can be made

from the 6 letters, a, &, c, d, «, / ?

If we write down all the different selections, each letter (such

as a) comes 6 times in the list, namely once with each of the

other letters
(
6 , c, d, c, /) ;

hence the total number of letters in

the list is 6 X 5, and therefore the number of selections is .

This is called the number of combinations of 6 things taken

2 at a time and is denoted by or (^).

More generally, the number of waj^s of selecting r things from

n unlike things is called the number of combinations of n things,

taken r at a time, and is denoted by or (").

Example 9. How many selections of 3 letters can be made

from the 7 letters, a, 6 , c, d, e, /, gf ?

If all the
7C1 selections are written down, there are 3 x ,C|

letters in the list, since each selection contains 3 letters. Each

letter (such as a) comes «C| times in the list since it occurs with

each selection of 2 letters from the other 6 letters
(
6 , c, d, e,/, g).

Hence the total number of letters in the list is also 7

3 x,Cj = 7 xgC, ; ,*. 7C3-JX4C1.

put see Example 8 ,

* r -2 6x5_ 7>g-5
•• ’^•-

3
'* 2< ”1.2.3'
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The number of selections^ or combinationsp of n unlike things,

taken r at &time, is

„ n(n-l)(n-2),..(n-r + l) n!

1.2.3...r “rl(n-r)!*

Dmote the n unlike things by the letters, a,, a„ ... , a^.

If all the selections are written down, there are r x ,,0^

letters in the list, since each selection contains r letters. Each

letter (such as a^) comes n-i^r-i times in the list since it occure

with each selection of (r - 1) letters from the other (n - 1) letters,

(a„ a,,

,

On)' Hence the total number of letters in the list is

also n X

T X ffif =n X nCf = “ X n-iCf-i*

This relation holds for all values of n tmd r so long as n^f> 1.

n~\ n . o “2 -

and so on, down to r+A - 2
^ n-rf1^1*

. ^ n n-1 n-2 n-r+2^ ^
• * A-y * jrrx* jrT2 •"

2

But n-f+A^n-r + l, because 1 thing can be selected from

(n -rfl) things in (n - r + l) ways.

__n(» - l)(n ” 2) ... (n -r + 2)(« -r + 1)

r(r-l)(r-2)...2.1

Multiply numerator and denominator by (n -r)!,

A =

>!(n -r)!

'

Second Method

Example 10. How many selections of 3 letters can be made

from the 7 letters, a, b, c, d, e, ^ ?

Each selection of 3 letters can be arranged in 3! ways; for

example, the selection bcf corresponds to the 6 different arrange-

ments 6c/, 6/c, c6/, c/6, /6c, /c6.

But the number of arrangements of 7 things, taken 3 at a tune,

is 7P, = 7 * 6 . 6. Therefore the number of selections is

7.6.5_ 7i

31 41*and we write
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The number of selections, or combinations, of n unlike things,

taken r at a time, is

^ _n(E-l)(n~2)...(n-r + l)_ n!

1.2.3...r ‘r!(n-r)!*

Each selection of r unlike things can be arranged in r ! ways

;

therefore each selection corresponds to r ! arrangements.

But the number of arrangements is

„P,=n(n-l)(n-2)...(n-r + l)=j^^.

Therefore the number of selections is „P,. -rf!.

. p _n(n - l}(n “2).,. (n“r + l)_ n!
.. nW- 1.2.3...r >!(n-r)!’

Since the number of selections must be an integer, the formula

for ffif proves that ti(ft - l)(7i -2) ... (n -r + 1) is always a

multiple of r!, that is to say, the product of any r consecutive

integers is a multiple of rl.

The value of is 1, since there is only 1 way of selecting

n things from n things; thus, usii^ the definition of 0! on p. 6,

we see that the relation —
r, holds even for It

will also hold for r =0, if we define „Co to be 1, and this definition

is also suggested by the important relation, which we

now proceed to prove.

There are two relations which deserve special attention

:

(i) n^f

If r things are selected from n things, (n-r) things remain.

Therefore the number of selections of r things from n, namely

is the same as the number of selections of (n - r) things from

n, namely

AUemativelyt we may say

G ^" * f!{n-r)!

nl n!

(n -f)l[n -{«^-r)]!^(a -r)!r!*
and A
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(ii) nCr + B^V-i^nfA*
ia»the number of ways of selecting n letters from the

[n + 1) unlike letters Cj, a„ a,,

,

a„, 6.

If each selection ^ made only from the letters a, the number of

selections is „Cy.

If eSch selection contains the letter b, it contains (r - 1) of the

n letters a, and can therefore be made in „C^_i ways.

.*. the total number of selections is nC^

But the total number is „+iC^ ; =„+iC,.

Alternatively^ we may say

n f+n ^-^“fi(n-r)!'^(r-l)!(n-r + l)!

_n!{(n-r + l)-}-r} _ n!(n4-l)
“ r!(n.-r + l)! “r!(n-r + l)l

_ (« + l)! _ p

Example IL In how many ways can a committee of 3 women

and 4 men be chosen from 8 women and 7 men T What is the

number of ways if Miss X refuses to serve if Mr. Y is a member 1

(i) There are gC, ways of selecting 3 women from 8 women, and

jCi ways of selecting 4 men from 7 men.

the number of ways of choosing the committee is

« ^ _ 8 , 7 . 6 ^.
7 . 6 . 5.

4

8C1X7C4 — j2^3^1^2.3.4
= 1960.

(ii) If both Mias X and Mr. Y are members, there remain to be

selected 2 women from 7 women, and 3 men from 6 men. This

can be done in jCj x

x

^
ways.

the number of ways of making selections which do not

include both Miss X and Mr. Y is 1960 - 420 = 1 540.

EXERCISE I. c

1. Bi how many ways can 3 books be selected from 7 different

books T

2. In how many difierent ways can a football eleven be chosen

from*l4 boys ?

3. Inhowmany different ways can a hand of 3 cardsbe selected

from a pack of 52 cards !
*
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4. Find the number of ways in which a pair of trieoigles can
be drawn with 6 given points as vertices, no three of the points
being collinear.

5. What is the greatest number of points of intersection of
(i) 12 straight lines, (ii) 9 circles, (iii) 6 straight lines and 6 circles ?

6. In how many ways can a committee of 4 men and 3 ladies

be formed from 10 men and 8 ladies T

7. There are 9 houses in a row. In how many ways can 6 of
the front-doors be chosen for painting green 7

8. I have written 10 letters, but only have enough stamps for
4 of them. In how many ways can I choose the letters to be
stamped 7

9. In how many ways can 10 men be divided into two groups
of 3 and 7 respectively 7

10. In how many ways can 2 photographs and 3 drawings be
selected from 6 photographs and 6 drawings ?

11. In how many ways can a committee of 6 be chosen from
10 candidates (i) so as to include both the youngest and oldest,

(ii) BO as to exclude the youngest if it includes ttie oldest 7

12. In how many ways can 3 books be chosen from a shelf

holding n different boolK ? In how many of these ways is the
longest book included 7

13. (i) n points are marked on a circle. How many chords can
be obtained by joining them in pairs 7

(ii) How many di^onals does an n-sided polygon have, if a
diagonal means any line joining two non-consecutive comers 7

14. In a group of 16 boys, there are 7 boy-scouts. In how many
ways can 12 boys be selected so as to include (i) exactly 6
boy-scouts, (ii) at least 6 boy-scouts 7

15. In how many ways can a committee of 6 be chosen from
7 Conservatives and 4 Socialists so as to give a Conservative
majority, if at least 1 Socialist is included 7

16. A committee of 6 is chosen from 10 men and 7 women so
as to contain at least 3 men and 2 women. How many different
ways can this be done if two particular women refuse to serve on
the same committee 7

17. The results of 21 football matches (win, lose or draw) are
to be predicted. How many different forecasts can contain
exactly 18 correct results 7

18. Find n if (i)
; (ii) „C,=66.

19. Simplify (i)
;

(ii)

20. Simplify 4„C„x„CtoXfc,C,:
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21. Prove tliat „C, = -
1)

.

22. Provo that „C, +„C,+, =„+iC,+..

23. Prove that the product of the first n odd numbers eouals

Distribution in Groups

The number of ways of dividing (p+q + r) unlike things into

3 unequal groups, containing respectively p, q, r things, is

(p+q+r)l

pi q! r!

A group of p things can be selected in p+^+rCp ways. From the

remaining (g+r) things, a group of q things can be selected in

g ways. This leaves r things for the third group. Therefore

the total number of ways is

^ (p+g+r)! (g-fr)! ^ {p-{-g + r)!

i)!(g+r)! g! r! p! g! r!

If two or more groups contain equal numbers of things, and if

no regard is paid to the order of the groups, the number of dif*

ferent distributions is modified. Thus if 3p unlike things are

divided into 3 groups each containing p things, the groups can bo

arranged in 3! orders. Therefore the number of possible dis-

tributions, if no regard is paid to the order of the groups, is

p\ p! p\
-3!.

Example 12. (i) How many different hands can be held by

4 men playing bridge (13 cards each) ?

(ii) How many ways can a pack of 52 cards be arranged in

4 heaps of 13 cards each ?

In (i), r^ard must be paid to the order in which the hands are

placed on the table. The number of ways is

_62!_

In Jii), no regard is paid to the order of the heaps.

the number of ways is
52!

(i3iy
,4!.

Therefore
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Selections taking any Humber at a Time

The number of selections from n unlike things, taking any

number at a time, is 2°- 1.

Each thing may be selected or rejected, that is, it may be

disposed of in two ways.

the number of ways of disposing of the n things is
'

2x2x2x ^,,n factors = 2”.

But this includes the case where all are rejected.

the number of selections, if at least one thing is chosen, is

2"-l.

The total number may also be obtained by considering in

succession groups containing 1, 2. 3, 4, ,,, , n things. The number

of selections is therefore

flCi +ftCa +

It follows that

n^l+nCs +nC3 + "- “1*

A different proof of this relation is given on p. 28a,

Qiven k unlike things and in addition p things alike of one kind,

q alike of another kind, r alike of another kind, etc., the number of

selections which can be made, taking any number at a time, is

2i(p + l)(q + l)(r + l)...-l.

From the p like things we can select either 0 or 1 or 2 or ... or

p ; we can therefore dispose of them in (p + 1) ways. Similarly

the other groups of like things cem be disposed of in (q + 1) ways,

(r + 1) ways, etc.

Also each of the k unlike things can be disposed of in 2 ways

(taken or left).

/. the number of ways of disposing of them all is

(p + l){gf + l)(r + 1) ... (2 X 2 X 2 x ... k factors)

=2*(p + l)(? + l)(r + l)....

^ But this includes the case where all are rejected.

the number of selections, takii^ at least 1 thing, is

2‘{P + 1)(? + I)t»' + 1)...-L
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Example 13. How many differ^t sums of money can be made
up from five £1 notes, one lOs. note, four florins, three sixpences,

one penny ?

The number is (5 + 1){1 + 1)(4 + 1)(3 + 1)(1 + 1) -

1

= 6.2.6.4.2-1=480-1-479.

>

The value of r for which ^Cr is greatest is r=|n if n is even, and

is r=^(n-l) orr=^(n+l) if n is odd.

The series of terms

ffioi rfil'f ifiii ifiii ffiri — j n%-li iPn

cmi be written

\ . V:

.

~ 1
.
” n ~ 1 n - 2

^

- ' 1M' 2 '1* 2
‘ •••

The multiplying factors which convert each term into the next,

namely ”, decrease; and the terms

themselves steadily increase so long as the multiplying factors

exceed I, and steadily decrease as soon as the multiplying factors

become less than 1.

But since „C,. the terms which are equidistant from the

begiiming and end are equal. Therefore the greatest term is the

middle one when n is even, and there are two equal greatest

terms, namely the two middle terms, when n is odd ; these are

given respectively by r =ln and by r =|(n - 1) or + 1).

EXERCISE I. d

1. In how many ways can 0 different books be divided

between A, B, C so that AW 3, B has 2 and C has 1 f

2. Two elevens are made up from 22 players. In how many
arrmigements will 2 particular players be on opposite sides ?

3. In how many ways can 6 people bo divided into three

pairs ?

4. How many selections can be made from 10 different books,

if any number may be taken ?

5. How many whole numbers are factors of 2*. 3^. 6*. 7. 11,

not counting 1 or the number itself f

6. How many selections can be made from the letters, o, o, a, o,

6, 6, d, if any number may be taken f
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7 In how many ways can 144 be expressed as the product of

2 positive integers, counting 1 x 144 as one way ?

8. There are 6 points on a straight line and 8 other points.
What is the greatest possible number of triangles that can over
be formed having these points as vertices ?

9. Prove that the number of ways of dividing up 20 unlike
things into 6 packets of 4 each is to the number of ways 9f divid-

ing them into 4 packets of 5 each as 125 is to 24.

10. 8 men are to play 4 singles at tennis, the games being
simultaneous. In how many ways can the games be arranged ?

11. Two similar dice with faces numbered 1 to 6 are thrown.
How many di^erent (i) throws, (ii) totals are possible ^

12. In how many ways can a selection be made from 3 red
balls, 4 blue balls, 6 green balls, if any number from 1 to 12 may
be chosen T

13. Two crews of 8 are formed from 16 oarsmen, of whom
4 can row only on bow side and 5 only on stroke side. In how
many ways can this be done, regard ^ing paid to the order in

which they row ?

14. How many circles can be drawn so that each passes through
3 out of 9 given points (i) when no 4 of the points are ooncyclic,

(ii) when 6 of the given points lie on one circle and the remaining
4 lie on another circle, no other set of 4 points being cyclic ?

15. 5 roads, A, B, C, D, E, meet at a junction, and a car comes
along each road to this junction. In how many difiereift-ways

tn^ these cars continue their journeys acrass the jimction ?

In how many of these cases do exactly 2 of the cars go down the
road A ?

16. If express the value of each in terms of n.

17. Prove that „Cr + 2 .

18. Prove that the greatest value of ZnOr is double the greatest
value of 8„_iCy.

19. In how many ways can 2n people be divided into n couples?

20. Find the number of ways in which 6 men and 6 women
can be arranged in 3 sets for tennis (i) if there is no restriction,

(ii) if each man has a woman as partner.

21. There are 2n things of which n are 'alike and the rest are
unlike. How many selections Cfm be made, if any number may
be taken 1

22. There are m points on one straight line AB and n points
on another line AC, none of them being the point A, How many
triangles cem be formed with these points as vertices ? How
maiiy, if the point A is added?
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES

EXEECISE I.

,
}' can 9 different books be arranged on a

shell 11 two particular books are separated ?

2. Jn how many ways can n boys stand in a row if two par-
tnmlar boys are excluded from being at either end, and if two
other boys must sit next to each other ?

t
ways can three cards be selected from a pack

of 62 cards, if at least one of them is to be an ace f

4. Four letters are written and four envelopes addressed. In
how many ways can all the letters be placed in the wrong
envelopes ?

5. In how many ways can two sets of tennis, 4 players in each
set, be arranged if 10 people are available T

^

6. How many even numbers greater than 300 can be formed
with the digits 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, no repetitions being allowed ?

7. Find the number of arrangements of letters in alchemist if

the order of the consonants must not be changed.

8. Prove that there are about 40 million different arrange-
ments of the letters in inequalities.

9. Jn how many ways can a committee of 2 Englishmen,
2 Frenchmen, 1 American be chosen from 6 Englishmen, 7 French-
men, 3 Americans T In how many of these ways do a particular
Englishman and a particular Frenchman belong to the committee ?

10. Attempts are made to predict the results (win, draw, lose)

of 10 football matches. In how many different ways can exactly
6 correct results be given ?

11. Find the number of arrangements of the letters in

ratatatatat. How many are there in which the o’s are all

separated from one another f

12. A detachment consists of 3 sergeants, 4 coroorals and 70
privates. In how many ways can a guard of 6 be selected to
include 1 sergeant, 1 corporal and 4 privates 7

13. In how many ways can a lawn-tennis mixed double be made
up from 6 married couples, if no husband and wife play in. the
smne set ?

14. 2m white counters and 2n red counters are arranged in a
straight line with (m+n) counters on each side of a central

mark. Find how many of the arrangements are symmetrical with
respect to this mark.
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Product of Binomial Factors

Hie expansion of (x + a^) (2; + a.) is the sum of the terms obtained

by multiplying together 2 letters, one taken from each of the

2 factors.

{x+ai)[x+a^) -x^ +xai +a;Oj+Oia,.

It is convenient to group them according to the number of

X factors in the terms.

(x H-ai)(a; +a,) -x* -{-x(ai + a,) +Oiaa.
Similarly,

(a;+Oi)(x +»,)(* +Os)

=a^ + X* (ui + 0| +aj) +x(a2aa +

+

a^a^) + OiO,o,.

Similarly,

(x +Oi)(x +aj)(x +03)(x +04)

=x* +x*(ai +a, +aj +04)

+x*(aiO, +aiO, ^•OJ,04 +a,aj +0^04 +a|04)

+x(aia|a, +010,04 +010,04 +0,0304) +010,0,04.

This may be written

(x +Oi)(x +Ojj)(x +03)(x +04) =X* +SiX* +S,X* +S3X +84,

where «i ^the sum of the terms o„ o,, 03, 04,

«,=the sum of their products, two at a time,

Si =tho sum of their products, three at a time,

54 =the product, four at a time, 010,0,04.

This process can be applied to as many factors as required.

Hius (*+0i)(x+0,){x+03) ... (x+oj

=X"+<iX»-^+S,X*“*+fl,X^ + ...

whrae contains n terms, (Oi +a, + ... +ai|),

s, contains terms, (Oidg+Oia, +0,0,+...),

20a
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because it consists of the selections, two at a time, from n unlike

things,

_ contains „Cj terms, (ajOja, +(110,04 +

and, in general, contains terms.

If o,=a,=o,=... =o„=o, the left side becomes {z +0)**.

AlaOf^ Si=a +a +... , n terms, =na;

s,=o*+a* + .,.
,
„C, terras, f

^,=o®+o* + ... . n^s terras, =„C|0*

;

and so on.

Therefore, if n is any positive integer,

(x + X®+ nx®-ia+ aC,i®'»a> + . . . + nCji^-'a' + , . . + a®

This is called the Binomial Theorem for a positive integral index.

It may also be proved by “ induction.” The method of induo*

tion consists in showing that, 1/ the theorem is true for some special

integral value of n, say n =Jk, then it is true for n =fc + 1 . Con*

sequ^tly, if it is true for n = 2, then it is true for n = 3 ,
and

thdTQfere for n-4, and so on indefinitely.

Suppose that the theorem is true for n = that is, suppose that

(a: + a)* = a?* + *0 + *0 .

Then {x + = (a; + a) (a; + a)*

~a^+i + ( 1 + iC i)ar*a + (jfcCi + fcC + . .

.

+ (ifcCy.i + V + . . + 0*+^.

But *0,^1 +iCr =t+iC,, see p. 13a,

‘ .V (aT+a)*+i=x»+i+t^.iCia*a+j.^iC,a:*-‘a» + ...

+ + . . . +

^ the theorem is true for n=i;, it is true forn=fc + l.

But it is true when n == 2 because

(a: +a)* =x* + 2a« +a> =x* + ,Cia» +a*,

/. it is farue when n= 3, and when n= 4, and so on in-

definitely.
^

it is true for all positive integral values of n.
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Properties of the Binomial Expansion

(i) The expansion of {x +a)^ contains (n + 1) termj, of which

is the (r + l)th term ; this tenn or the rth term is called

the general term.

Also the coefficients of terms equidistant from the two ends are

equal, for the (r + l)th term from the end is and

nCr=„C„_^,8eep. 12a.

(ii) If n is even, there is one middle term given by putting

r = Jn in If n is odd, there are two middle terms given

by putting r=^(n -1) and r = ^(n + l).

(iii) If 0 = 1, we have

{l+a7)" = l -f-„Cia; + „C 2x“ + ... +^0,.*^ + ... +a:«.

(iv) If we write -o for a, we have

{x - o)« =3^ ~

+ (
- l)«a«.

Some practice in writing down binomial expansions has been

given in Chapter VIII., p. 123. For convenience, further ex-

amples are added here.

EXERCISE n. a

[Large coefficients shoidd be lejt in factorst not multiplied oirf.]

1. Write down the expansions of

(i) {a;-l-o)(a; + &)(a;-l-c)
;

(ii) («-i-2a){af-|-26)(a;-f-2c)

;

(iii) {x +a){x +b){x +c){x +d).

2. What is the coefficient of in the expansion of

(x + 0i)(a;-i-fl(jl(a; + a3){a;-|-a4)(x + O5) ?

How many terms are there in the coefficient of x^ ? What are the
coefficients of a?* and x^ in (re -l-a)® ?

3. How many terms are there in the coefficients of re"”*, rr*, x’'

in the expansion of

{a!-i-ai){a;+Oj)(re-|-aj) ... (x+aj ?

What are the coefficients of rr*, a;’’ in (a; ?

Write down the expansions of Nos. 4-11 ;

4. (aj-j-l)* 6. (y-l)*. 6. {a;-f-2o)>. 7. (2 + 2
)J.

5. (o-6)». 9. {y+^J-
Ip- (3x-2j,)*. 11. (*« + 3y»)‘.
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12. For the expansion of {nc + 1)"*, find (i) the number of termSi
<ii) which t^ involves (iii) the power of x in the 7th term,
(iv) the coemcient of x*.

13. For the expansion of (5a; find (i) the number of
terms, (ii) the powers of x and y in the 6th term and in the 12th
term, (hi) the 3rd term, the 19th term, the middle term.

14. Find the coefficient of x® in the expansions of

(i)(l+2x)"; (ii)(l-3x)’; (iii)(x + 3)«; (iv) (2a; - 6)".

15. Find the coefficient of x* in the expansions of

(i) {x - 10)«; (ii) (2x -J)« ; (iii) (x -j/)*®
;

(iv)

16. Find the 4th term in the expansions of

(i) (2a -*56)’
;

(ii) (1 + 3x)” ; (iii) + •

17. Find the (r + l}th term in the expansions of

(i) (*+«/)": (ii) (o-2())»; (iii)(* + i)".

18. Expand in ascending powers of x :

(i) (1 +x)" + (1 -x)"
;

(ii) (1 +x)” ~(1 -x)”,

19. Evaluate (1-0025)^® correct to 6 decimal places.

20. Use the binomial expansion to show that £1000 will

amount to £1480, to the nearest £, in 10 years at 4 per cent, per
annum compound interest.

21*. ^Vhat is the coefficient of x®® in (x* + ?

22. What is the coefficient of x” in (1 +ix)*'* ?

/ J\ln
23. (i) What is the middle term of the expansion ® +“ )

^

(ii
)
What are the two middle terms for

I
^ ~ ^

24. Simplify (o + 6)® - 36 (a + 6)* + 36® (a + 6) - 6^.

25. Simplify (x - 1)^ + 4(x - l)® + 6(x - 1)® + 4(x - 1) + 1,

26. Find the coefficient of x* in the expansions of

(i)(l-x)(l+x)5; (ii)(l+x)(l-x)".

27. Find the first 4 terms in the expansion in ascending powers
of X of (1 + 2x)(l - X®)®. What is the coefficient of x^® ?

28. Simplify
( V2 + 1 )*-( V2 - 1 )®.

29. Find (i) the sum, (ii) the product of (2 + \/2)’ and (2 -

Hen<^ show that the inte^l part of (2 -j- -^/Sy is 10,083.

30. Simplify x"(x - 1)" +„CiX”“*(x - l)*^^(x + 1)

+ ... +„(5^-^(x - + 1)*” + ...(x + If.
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Special Ternu

The following examplee illustrate the selection of* parUcular

terms from an expansion.

Example 1. Find the term independent of a; in the expansion

o{(3a:-|).

The general term is in which the power of x

is 8 - 4r. Taking r =2, we get 8C8(3a;)*
(
-

» which equals

^.3«. 5»=700x3«.

Alternatively, as follows

:

/. we require the coefficient of a:®* in {3a:* - 6)*.

The term in a;” is 8Cj(3a::*)*( - 6)*

;

the coefficient is . 3*. 6* = 700 x 3*.

Example 2. Expand (2+3a:-a:^)^ in ascending powers cf,x as

far as a:*.

(2 +3a; -X*)** =[2 +x(3 -x)p

+ n . 2'*-*x(3 -X) . 2»'*x*(3 ~x)« + ...

= 2* + 3na: . - Tix* .

2»-i + (n> - n) .
2«-»

. Ox* + . .

.

= 2" + 3rta:.2«-i +(9n* - 13«) x* .
2"-» + ... .

Example 3. Find which is the numerically greatest term in the

expansion of (5 ~4as)^* when x=ef.

The terms in the expansion are alternately positive and n^ative,

but the nitmericaUy greatest term will be the same term as in the

expansion of (6 +4a?)“.

If u,. denotes the rth term, if * ~> 1 or if

8(13-r)>15r since x=f.
if 104 - 8r > or 23f < 104 or r< 4J|,

.*. u, > W4 > Ms ... and «, > tt* > «7 ...

.

5th term itf the greatest.
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EXEBCISE n.b
[Large eoeffidenta dhatUd he left in factors, not mtUiplied oirf,]

1. Write down the named terms in the following expansions :

(i) 4th term in (2a; - Sy)’
; (ii) 10th term in (zx +?)”

;

(iii) 6th term in - 1)*
;

(iv) rth term in (x

2. Write down the coefficients of tho named terms in the
following expansions

:

(i) a;® in (2 -a;)“
; (ii) a;® in ^2a: ;

(iii) a;n ip (3j; 4. 2a;*)*
;

(iv) a;*' in (1 - a;*)**’

;

(v) in (1 -x)”“i
;

(v) a;*^ in .

3. Write down the terms independent of x in the following
expansions

:

,.„(„!)

4 Write down the coefficients of the named terms in the
following expansions :

(i)a:*in(&‘-^)"; (ii) a!» in (j:« - 1)“

:

(iii) a:’ in (2* ; (iv) i’ in (21* -^ .

5. Expand ( 1 - 2a; + 3a;*)’ in ascending powers of x as far as a;*.

6. Find the coefficient of x* in the expansion of (2 + x - x*)*»

7. Find the coefficient of x’ in the expansion of (1 -x* -x*)“.

8. What is the ratio of the (r + l)th term to the rth term in the

expansions of

(i)(l+|)"; (ii)^x-^^"; (iii) (2x + 8y)*M

9. What is the ratio of the (r + l)th term to the (r - l}th term

in the expansions of (i) (x -y)" ; (ii) (2x + 3y)" 1

10. Find the value of r if the coefficients of x’’ and of x*^* in

(3x+2)** are equal.

11. If x=0-2, prove that the 11th term in the expansion of

( 1 +*x)^* is ^th of the 10th term.

12. What is the greatest qpefficient in the expansions of

• (i)(l+x)*'>; (ii)(l+a;)«; (iii) (1 +x)*«+» r
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13. In the expansion of (1 the ratio of a certain coeffi-

cient to the prec^ng coefficient is f ; find the numerical values of
the two coefficients.

®

14. Find which term in the expansion of has the
largest coefficient, '

15. Find which are the numerically greatest terms in the expan-
sions of the following

:

(i) (1 +2x)» if a;
;

(ii) (1 +2a;)» if x =3

;

(iii) (7 +a;)" if a;=:3
; (iv) (1 +3a;)’ if

;

(v) {ax if a =2, 6 = 6, x =3, ?

16. The expression (3 + 6)*® ns expanded by the binomial
theorem. Prove that each of the 2nd, 3rd, ... , 10th terms is

more than double the term which prec^es it, and, that each of

the 11th, 12th, ... , 21st terms is less than double the term which
precedes it.

17. Prove that the coefficients of x* and x® in the expansion of

(x* + 2x + 2)” are .«* and - 1) .
2”“^

18. Find the term independent of x in the expansion of

19 . Expand
IV

in descending powers of x.

20. Expand (1 + x + x*)" in ascending powers of x as far as x*.

21. If a,, is the coefficient of in (1 +6x*+cx®)", prove that
2no4 =(n - l)aj*.

22. Find the coefficient of in the expansion of

(i) (1 -x)(l +x)” ; (ii) (1 +2x +x*)(l +x)".

Relations between Binomial Coefficients

For the rest of the chapter, we shall for simplicity denote
bye,..

Thus (1 +x)*’sc^,+c,x+C|X* + ... +CyX’‘ + .,. +c„x".

Here, c„, Cj, Cj, ... , c„ are called binomied coe^iervts.

In the expansion of (l+x)“

(i) the sum of Uie coefficients is 2^

(ii) the sum of the coefficients of the odd terms equals that of

the even terms, each being 2*^*.

(i) In the expansion of (1 +x)*^, put x = l

;

' .-. (l + l)"=Co + Ci+Ct + ...+c„;

* 4. C5-bCi+Cj+...^C5=2“,
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(ii) Ri the expansion of (1 +^)", put « = - 1 j

(1 - 1)" =Co -Cl +c,

Co+C,+C,+...=Ci+C,+C5 + „. .

But the aum of all the coefficients is 2^,

C0+C1+C4 + ,,, of 2")=2"-^

Note. An alternative proof of (i) was given on p. 16a.

Finite Series involving Binomial Coefficients

The most useful methods of summation may be classified as

follows

:

(i) Express* the series as the sum of two or more binomial

expansions.

(ii) Obtain the series by differentiation or integration of a

finite series whose sum is known.

(iii) Build up a function in which the given series is the ooeffi*

cient of a particular power of the variable and evaluate this

coefficient in an independent manner.

The following examples illustrate these methods.

Example 4 . Sum the series

Co + 2ciX+ 3c^* + ... +(n + l)c^x".

First Method

The series =(Co+CiX+c^* + ...+c^«") + (CiX+ 2c,x> + ...+nc„x"),

The first bracket = (1 +x)” ;

the second bracket

=nx(l +x)”“^

the series =(1 +x)^ +«a!(l

Second Method

+ClX» +c^ + ... +c^*sx(l +x)".
t

Differentiate each side w.r.t. x ;

c,+2ciX + 3c,*> + .„+tn + l)c„aj"=(l+a^r+««(l^*r’^-
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Note. The sum of the series

Co + 2ci+3c, + ... +(n + l)c^

w obtained by putting « = 1,

The sum-(I + l)*»+n{l + l)*^”^=2”+n.2^^=(n+2).?^^

Example 5. Find the value of

.(i) Cj*+Ci*+C,> + ... +c/; {ii) CoOi+CiC*+CfCj + ...

(Co+Cia;+o^* + ...+c^a?”)(Co +Cia;+Cja;*+M.+c„a::")s(l+a!)*(l+aj)«,

(i) The coefficient of x'* on the left side

— +CjC„_j +CjC^_, + .,, +C„Cfl

=Ci)* +0i* +Ca* + +c„*, since =c^yl

Cp* +Ci* + „. +c„* equals the coefficient of a:” in (1 +a:)^, and

thisis toC„ =
{2n)S

n! n) ’

V+Ci2 + ... +c’ ^
(2n)!

~n! n!*

(ii) The coefficient of on the left side

+®a®n-s + -'

sCpCj +CiCa +CsC, + +c„_,c„, since =c^^r

= coefficient of a:”~^ in (1 +»)*”

_ r (2n)!

(n-l)!(n + l)!*

Example 6. Sum the series

Cl + 2*CaX + S’cj®* + + .. . +

emd deduce the value, if n >2, of

Cl - 2»c, +3*Cs ir-in«c„.

Co+Cia;+c,a;*+C9
a* + .,. +c„aJ"=(l +x)^.

Differentiate w.r.t. x.

Cl + 2c,x + 3c,2;* + ... +nc^a:*“isn(l

;

CiaJ + 2cja;* + 3caa:* + .., +7ic^Ena:(l

Differentiate w.r.t. a?,

/. Ci + 2*C|a; + 3*c,x> + ... +n*c„a;**~i

En(l +a?)»~^ +n{n - l)a:(l +»)*^

;

tiiesum=n(l+fl5j"“*(l+fw;).
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If a?=: -1, (l+a:)"“*=:0 for n> 2 ;

Cx-2«Cj4-3>c,-...+(-ir-‘«*c„=0.

EXERCISE II. c

1. What relations are obtained by putting (i) a;=2, (ii) x= -2

in th^expansion of (1 T

2. What is the sum of the coefficients of the powers of a?, in-

cluding ic®, in the expansion of (i) (I +a;)®
;

(ii) (1 +a; +x*)* T

3. If {l+ 2a: + 2x*)»=ao+aiX+a^> + ... find the values

of(i)ao+ai+a, + ...+a8 ; (ii)ao+a|+a4 + a8 ; {iiilai+aj + a,.

4. Expfuid (1 - 2x + 3a:*)‘ in ascending powers of as as far as «*.

Find in the •complete expansion (i) the algebraic sum of the

coefficients of all the powers of x, (ii) the sum of all these coeffi-

cients, each taken positively, (iii) the algebraic sum of the

coefficients of all the odd powers of x.

5. Prove that (1 +Ci +Cj + ... +c„)* equals

1 +«nCl+*nCs + "- +lnC|fl-

6 . Obtain relations by equating the coefficients of in the

expansions of each side of the following identities :

(i) (l+a;)"+is(l +x)(co +«!* + . .. +c„«”) f

(u) (l+a;)*^»s(l+ 2a;+x*)(co+Cia; + ... +c„x’»);

(iii) ( 1 +x)«+»s (

1

+ 3x + 3x® +x*) ( I + x)^.

7. Rpove that (i) Ci+ 2c2 + 3Cj + .. .+««„=«' 2®”^.

(ii) c, - 2ca + 3ca + ...+( - l)^-^nc„ =0 .

8. What is the value of - 2Ci + Scj - ... + (
- l)*^(n + l)c«I

a:* X®
9. Sum the senes CbX +^^

3

^^n'nTl*

Prove that Co+iCi+i<5| + "*

[For a calculus method, use integration.]

10. Sum the series

(i) Co +c,x* + C4X* + ... + c„x”, n even ;

(ii) Co + c,x2 + C4X* + .. . + c„_iX«-i, n odd.

11. Use the identity (1 +x)"(l -x)»'s(l to show that

Co* -Cl* 4-C|* !)%• =( - 1)^
(|n)! (|n)(

if n*is even.

What is its value if w is ojd ?
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12. Prove that

What ia ita value if r is odd ?

1 3. Use the identity {l+ic)’"(l+a:)"=(l + a:)”+'‘ to prove

FaTMtermondeV theorem,

+ mCf_i fjCj + I + ... +

14. Prove that

Ci + 3cj + 5es + ... =2c, + 4c4 + 6c, + ... =n.2""*,

15. Prove that Cg + 3ci +6c, + +{2n + l)c^={n + 1) .2".

16. Prove that Cj 1

2

C 5

4

- 3c4 + ... + (n - l)c^ = 1 + (n - 2) .
2"”^

(2n-l)l

{n-l)!(n-l)!
17. Prove that Ci* + 2c,* + 3cj* + ... +nc„* =

18. Prove that

c,« + 2Ci» + 3c,» + ...+(>i + l)C = ^‘

re!(?i-l)!
~~

19. Find the sum of the coefficients in the expansion of

(i)(l+2a:)®: (ii) (3a! + 7y)*; (iii) (1 +a: +a:“)*.

20. Prove that

a +Ci{a+d)x +Ci{a + 2d)x* + i-c„{a+nd)x^

equals ( 1 + [a ( 1 + «) + ndac],

21. Expand +a:«)”, where p, g, n are positive integers, in

powers of x. What identity is obtained by differentiating w.r.t.

X ? Deduce special results by putting (i) a; = l, (ii) a;= -1.

If m ia a positive integer, the series
' "

' - lUm -X, .l+„a+-
y_^

-X>+ «'-l

terminates automatically after (m + l) terms, since each later

coefficient contains the factor (m -m)=0 ;
and the sum of this

finite series is (1 +*)”*, (see Ch. II, p, 22a).

If m is a positive fraction or any negative number, the series

does not terminate. For example, the series becomes,

ifm=-l, l-a;+a::*-x’ +»* -

;

if 771= “2, 1 - 2a: + 33:* -4a:* + ...

;

, I I
1.3. 1.3.5.

if m = J, 1 +ia: +
2.4 2.4.6

(,-1M^^4..
2 . 4 . 6.

8

.

Series of this form are called binomial series.
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The ^inomial Theorem for & Fractional or Kegative Index

If m is a positive fraction or any negative number, and if
|
x

|
< 1,

the sum to infinity of

is the POSITIVE value of (l+x)“.

Note. The notation ] x j
< 1 is used to mean that - 1 < x< 1

similarly j xl < ^ means -J <x < J ;
and so on.

The forma^ proof of the Binomial TheVem is givenin4^vanced

Algebra, Vol. I, Ch. V ; but applications of it can be practised

without difficulty.

Example 7, Expand (1 -x)-* given la?! < L

(1 -a:)-« = l +( -3)( + ‘

Examples. Expand (l+2x)I given lx|<J.

The function can be expanded in ascending powers of x il

1 2x i
<1, that is, if \x\<^. The first 4 terms are

1 + ? (2*) + 1^(2^)’+^T^'

or 1 +
6/2x\ 5.2/^Y

1.2V 3;^
"
5.2. (-1)

1.2.3

The terms which follow are alternately positive and negative, and

the general term is

(-ir—
2.1.4,7...(3r-8)

1.2.3.4.5...r
r>2.
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Example 9, given a:>l.

.' =-(1 + ^) S but 0<i<l,
V(l+a^) x\ X

, r _i f 111.31 1 . 3.5 1 Y
" V(l+a^) a;l 2V'^2.4'ic* 2 . 4. 6

'

_1_1 1 1.3 1 1.3.5 ^
X 2 0?® ^2.4* it® 2.4,6’x‘^

EXERCISi; II. d

Write down the first 4 terms and the coefficient of in the

expansions in ascending powers of x of the following functions.

In each case, state when the expansion is valid.

1. (1

4. (1 -5x)-K

7. (l-a^)-i.

10. (1 -*)-«.

13.

V'(o® ~

2. (1 +xr»,

5. (l-2a!)-^.

8. (i+ac)i

11 .

1 +**

14. ^(8 -»>)*•

3. (l-3a:)-i.

6. (1+4«A

9, V(4>a:*).

12. (a + x)“*,

1

15 . (1 -m) ".

Find the named terms in the expansions of the following

:

16. 10th term in (1 -4x)“* if [a:
j
<

17. 9th term in (1 ~ 5a:)“* if
j
x

[ > J.

18. 4th term in (1 +3x)^^if jx) < J.

19. 6th term in (1 +4x*)~^^ if
I

x| > |.

20. 6th terra in (1 - 3x*)“" if
| « | < i.








